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19 32 13 CC-H If you guys could look almost straight up right now,

you're directly under the ATS.

ACDR How about that.

CC-H Can you see 22 000 miles?

ACDR Not an object that small. That sateliite's been

doing a fantastic job for us.

19 32 33 CC-H It certainly has. That - it's really been super.
That would have made this mission a heck of a lot

more complex and not nearly as successful if we'd
not have had it.

ACDR Right. We're all anxious to see those TV pictures
that the wives are seeing right now, after we get

back, to see how they turned out.

CC-H Yeah, they're - they're all super. What the guys

did here, was to take them and put them together in

sort of a scenario of your mission, and - made a

nice - nice little clip for them. And the girls

are all departing the area now, so they'll - they'll

see you when you get back here on Saturday.

19 33 13 CMP Okay. Tell them we'll see them shortly.

CC-H Roger.

19 36 39 ACDR Okay, Crip, just to review one thing. You said that

the mapping to pass M10 was nominal for times? Over.

CC-H That is affirmative.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I'm sorry my last - to you apparently

didnlt get - Tom, yes. Your time on MIl0 is nominal.

ACDR Yeah, I got it. We just did a recheck on it.

CC-H Okay.

19 38 01 CC-H How's the temp doing up there now? It's kind of -

kind of difficult to Judge sometime, looking here at

suit temp and cabin temp, just how comfortable you

guys are.
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CMP Not bad.

CMP Seemed to me it got the warmest - from late last

night and early this morning. And now it's getting
better.

CC-H Rog. And we kind of thought that after you guys had
been quiet do_rn there that it would- would not have

gotten so warm, but - -

19 38 48 ACDR Well, the - one thing, the VTR was on all last night.

CC-H Yeah, that - -

ACDR That's really a heat source.

CC-H Yeah, that's what - what must have _iven it up.

CM2 That seems to be the biggest factor, for some reason.

CC-H Rog.

CMP Or the biggest factor that we can v_.

19 39 08 CC-H Rog. Wonder if I could talk to Deke a little bit

about - about his upcoming 0BS exercise. We got a

couple items here that we'd like to at least review
with him.

ACDR He's off his headset now. We'll get him on in Just

CC-H Okay_ there's no big rush. We got about - oh, another

8 minutes or so through the ATS here, and I'm going

to have you a couple other places, too.

D_ I'm back on here, Crip. What was that?

19 39 46 CC-H Okay, Deke. Due to some of the problems that we've

been r_nning to on this 0BS, had a couple of notes

that we'd like to get to you. One of the things is
that we're going to recommend, if you don't mind

doing it, is to use that disc tape to go over the
electrodes. We think that that might hold them down

a little bit better when you're exercising. That -

there's some of that tape located in R-13 in the med
kit.
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DM_ Okay. That's the same kind of stuff they launched
us with, huh?

CC-H That's affirm. The stuff that feels so good when you
pull it off.

DMP Yeah.

19 40 26 CC-H The other item was that after you get it all hooked
up we're going - we'd like to - we'd like to look at

you for about 5 minutes at rest before you - before

you do the exercise, and then we'll work it looking

at you here from the ground. Then give you a GO

when to start the exercise and so forth. That way
we won't do any for naught.

DM_ Okay. No problem. We need the exercise anyway, ...
don't object to that.

19 40 55 CC-H Rog. Understand.

19 41 07 DMP I'm not optimistic at this stage, but I'll do - wetll

do it all right. But I guess it was my feeling when

we started in with this thing it was going to be

very difficult to combine exercise with the biomedical

data just because of the configuration of that exer-
ciser relative to the belt and the sensors.

CC-H Yeah, we understand. And we appreciate all the

cooperation you're giving us on - on trying to help

get it. Also, after - after you do your exercise,

they're going to want you to sit there about 5 minutes
of postexercise, too. And we'd like - and we'll be

telling you from time to time, probably, to press

against the electrodes. When you work up a good
sweat, sometimes they tend to come loose a little bit.

DMP Okay.

19 42 43 CC-H For the DP. Deke, can you help us out? We're not

showing the furnace operating, and it was called out

for at about 174:40. Did we ever get that - that
sample in?

DM? Yeah, we got the sample in.

CC-H Did you ever go ahead and - -
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DM_ Better check in the Flight Plan here, quick. Don't
think we ever activated it.

CC-H Oh, so that's - -

DMP - - Just check here ....

19 43 06 CC-H Okay, that's - I think, the problem. Appreciate it
if you'd get that on for us.

DMP Okay. We must have missed a block there. I'll go
back and pick it up.

CC-H Thank you.

D_ Okay. I guess I got too enthused looking out the

window there. I went right by it. I'll get with it.

CC-H Okay, thank you, sir.

19 42 09 DMZ Before we go off the air, got just a data point for
the guys. I did grease the plugs - those last - -

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke, you were cutting out. Could you
say again?

DMZ Yeah. A data point for the furnace guys. I greased

the plugs before I put the last sample in. They
were beginning to feel pretty sticky, and I was

getting concerned that we might have trouble getting
them out.

19 42 34 CC-H Okay, real fine. Appreciate that info.

19 44 57 CC-H And we may lose you here in a few minutes. Our next

station con_act is going to be in 15 minutes through
Orroral.

ACDR Roger, Crip.

19 59 58 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Orroral, and we have
you about - about a minute here.

20 04 50 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H We're with you, Tom. Through the Valaguard for 7
minutes.
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ACDR Roger. Understand. Looking ahead for the EUV X-ray

that's scheduled at 176:30. Is that - is there

going to be any update to that? Rev 108, EUV pad.
Over.

20 05 10 CC-H Negative. We're - to do something different, we're

going to do that one nominal.

ACDR (Laughter) How about that!

CC-H Stand by for the next one.

ACDR Okay. What about the start time? That couldn't be
nominal.

CC-H Yeah. Start time is nominal also.

ACDR Absolutely unbelievable.

CC-H We figured we wanted to do one that way.

ACDR Okay.

CMP *** CM burn for that, huh?

CC-H You dropped out there, Vance, and I couldn't hear you.

20 05 48 CMP I say, we can thank FDO's ACM burn for that, huh?

CC-H (Laughter)

CMP For something - for being nominal.

CC-H Right. Right. Absolutely. He'll take any credit

that he can get. Vance, there's a little note you

got coming up at 176:20 regarding some 02 TANK HEATER

configurations changes, and you've already done

those, of course. You don't have to go down and

mess with them again.

CMP Okay. Very good.

20 06 20 CC-H One item I was going to talk to Deke about here.

We were looking ahead in the Flight Plan and we know,
of course, we're running a little bit behind on that

ETE. And we were considering that we might be able

to go ahead and get his donning the OBS and that

exercise out of the road. Just pull it up earlier,
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and then pull - get the ETE following that, if he
doesn't consider that too soon after - after his

eat period. 0nly restriction, of course, on that is

that we do need to be in ATS coverage for his 0BS
data.

20 06 52 DMP Oki;. I don't know how that matches relative to

eating. We're still eating, but I'll check it, Crip.

We got another conflict here. We got a mapping pass

scheduled at the same time we're doing ETE, and that

requires the same camera. So I guess we've done a

quick drop here and figured we can probably fit the

mapping pass in between ETE samples here, the schedule
we're under right now. So I'm inclined to hold off

on the next ETE until the mapping pass is over.

20 07 19 CC-H Rog. Let us talk about that here a minute.

DMP Okay.

20 09 08 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Deke, regarding the camera conflict

you mentioned, there is one - if we look in the -

in the pad for that - or in the time line in the book.

We want to use, in this case, the silver camera for

mapping, and we want to delete the targets that we've

got called out for vis ohs - at 2 CT_arlie and 2 Delta.
We do not want to do both. So we want to use the

silver camera for - for mapping, and we go ahead and
we can use the black one for the ETS.

20 09 42 DMP I think we could do both, Crip, if they really want

it. We'll try to work that in.

CC-H Okay. That - what I Just called up to you was the

original way we had intended it to go, though, and -

but you guys can see what's happening better than
Ye can.

20 11 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS. Our
next station contact in 16 minutes _5 Goldstone;

that's at 176:05. And, in case it wasn't clear on

my last call regarding those vis ohs sites, 2 Charlie
and 2 Delta, those are visual only_ and we don't
have to use the camera. So that - that would relieve

any camera conflict that we had. Silver camera for

mapping, and the black one would be free for - for
use with the ETE.
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20 11 27 ACDR Okay. We copied that.

20 26 53 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S Goldstone, 6 minutes.

ACDR Roger ....

20 31 55 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS. Our
next station contact through Newfo_undland in 6 minutes.

I want to remind you not to configure - not to forget

to configure the DSE by going to LOW BIT RATE, and
also UP TEL_ETRY to R_,AY, as called out in the

Flight Plan there, after you finish your mapping

pass. Also, if Deke can, I'd like to get an estimate
as to whether he wants to try to go ahead and get

that 0BS exercise in early, or is he going to go
ahead as called out in the Flight Plan?

20 38 35 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S Newfoundland. Should
be with you for 50 minutes.

20 41 28 CC-H Apollos Houston through Newfoundland. Might notice

that your ATS angles here are kind of - are hid in

your pad there. So, to lock up, we need a pitch of
minus 30 and a yaw of 290.

ACDR Roger, Dick. Set in.

CC-H Okay.

20 42 13 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, Just so that nobody could
say that we did anything completely normal, we are

going to want to cycle that X-ray instrument on and
off a couple of times through this pad. If we get

the ATS locked up, it would probably be easier for

me Just to go ahead and call you when we - when we
want it on and off.

ACDR Ail right.

CMP And, Crip, you'll have TM on that mapping pass only
for the last minute of it, or a little less - about

_0 seconds.

20 43 08 CC-H Okay. We'd gone to - we'd gone and commanded HIGH
BIT RATE from here, so we assu_ned we had it. You're

saying we didn't have the - cable hooked up? Is
that correct?
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CMP I meant PLAYBACK.

CC-H I'm sorry, Vance. You were - you were cut out there,
and I didn't get it. I'd like to verify that we are

getting - going to get the ATS locked up. Are you

guys in attitude, and yon set the - set the angles
in for us? We got about 2 more minutes here

through Newfoundland.

20 h3 56 ACDR Roger. We're in the attitude of 102.70, 113.4, and
000.

CC-H That's affirm. And have we tried - tried locking

up yet? Pitch of minus 30 and yaw of 290.

ACDR Set in. It's all set up.

CC-H Okay. And you're getting no - no signal. Is that
affirm?

20 44 26 CMP We didn't - ... any signal strength yet.

CC-H Okay. Let me tell you quickly before we go, If

you'd Jot it down then, that - I don't know if it's

going to do if we aren't going - we aren't going to

get any data if we ain't got ATS.

20 44 20 CMP Okay. We can ask the computer where it thinks ATS is.

ACDR Our computer says minus 16 183, Crip.

CC-H Minus 16 183. Go ahead and try that.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Okay.

20 h5 33 CC-H Knew that EMP was going to come in handy.

20 47 00 CC-H In the blind. We'd like to get UP TEL]_M_TRY to

RELAY on panel 230.

CM2_ Okay.

CC-H That didn't sound blind at all.

20 47 30 CMP Okay. You got it to REI,AY, Crip.
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CC-H Okay. Thank you.

ACDR ... turned on the ... the Flight Plan?

20 48 04 CC-H Okay. We're back with you now on the ATS. And, Tom,

it sounded like you were asking a question, and I

didn't get it.

ACDR Roger. We got the - we're turning on the EUV and

the helium glow right now. And the X-ray 1 and -

Did you want that on? Or should we Just wait for

your commands on that one?

CC-H Why don't you go ahead, and you can turn it ON with

the exception of the HIGH VOLTAGE PO_. And you

can hold up on that, and I'll tell you when I want

it. And - and right now, if you're down there, we'll
also take the UP TELEMETRY switch to UP TELEMETRY

once more.

20 48 38 ACDR Okay. Vance is there working°

CC-H Okay. Fine. Just as a little free warning, I'm

going to - at the DET times of 1:15, 10:40, 26:35,

and 34:32 is when I'm going to be requesting to get

the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER on the X-ray turned to

number 2. And we'll be leaving it ON about 2 minutes

and then turning it back OFF.

ACDR Okay. To review. At 1:15, - -

CC-H To repeat once more, Tom. And don't let me foul up

any of these maneuvers here. At 1:15, at 10:40,
26:35, 34:32 - each of those are called out DET

times - we'll be turning the HIGH VOLTAGE to number

2. We'll leave it on from between 2 to 3 minutes

and turn it OFF. And I'll call you on - as a re-
minder on each one of those.

20 49 50 ACDR Okay. And I'm marking it in, too.

CC-H Okay. Fine.

CC-H And also, if I could kind of get an update as to

where - where Deke is as far as donning the OBS, and

whenever he's going to be ready to - ready for us,

he can Just give us a holler.
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C_,_ He's - he's going up there to do it right now - -

CC-H Okay. Fine.

CMP - - so we'll let you know.

20 53 15 ACDR And the HIGH VOLTAGE was ON on time.

CC-H Okay. Fine.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Okay; you can go ahead and turn

that HIGH VOLTAGE OFF anytime now.

20 55 27 ACDR Roger. HIGH VOLTAGE 2, OFF.

END OF TAPE
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21 02 36 CC-H Okay. You can go ahead and give us that X-RAY

HIGH VOLTAGE to 2 again.

CMP In you go.

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. We've got a big leak here on the electrophoresis.

CC-H Copy.

21 03 21 ACDR As you look down at it - I just happened to notice
as I turned around in the seat and looked down at

it here, and Deke's not here with me. I had him
knock off the - we decided to knock off the OBS

because this thing's leaking. Can't tell whether

the sample's ruined or not. The fluid is all around

the right connector where it connects on, you know,

to the sample. Yet, the tubes are on tight, and

that rectangular cap with the two buoys that goes

down to the sample is flush. It's tight, but there's

a huge blob of liquid, probably a cupful, when I

first started soaking it up here.

CC-H Okay. I understand that was on the right-hand side
of the colu_an, is that correct? When you're facing
the unit.

ACDR You - you got air bubbles to the line on both - got

air bubbles to the line, particularly big ones on

the right, and a few on the left.

CC-H Copy.

ACDR Crip, Deke had a suggestion here that the next sample

is a - doesn't require the liquids. Why don't we

just scrub this sample and go on to that last sample.

CC-H Why don't - why don't we evaluate that. I guess we

do need to go ahead and see if we can get Deke in

that 0BS because this is probably going to be about

the only time we're going to have to get data on
that. We'd recommend that he go ahead and proceed
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with that. We'll try to get word with you - back

to you on the other sample. And for Vance, he can

go ahead and turn HIGH VOLTAGE POWER on X-RAY to
OFF now.

21 05 07 CMP Okay; OFF.

ACDR And, Crip, I can see where - it's leaking out of

where the right plug goes on the sample. And that

rascal is down as flush as you can push it, but you

push it a little more, and fluid eases out from it.

CC-H Okay. Just as a kind of an idea dowr_ here, can we

tell about how long it's been running out now?

ACDR Well, the damn timer malfunctioned, and Deke's got

the wristwatch, and he's up for the doctors taking
exercise.

CC-H Well, never - Don't worry about it.

ACDR I'll have to go up there and find out.

21 06 28 CC-H No, Tom, Tom, that's not required. Don't - Forget

about it. We - we're not set up to get - we're not

getting data yet, so we hope Tom's not exercising;

we're standing by to hear from him wherever - when-

ever he gets connected. I hope Deke's not, rather.

ACDR S_and by.

CMP He looks like he's almost there on connection.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Houston, it's been running - it's been running

15 minutes.

CC-H Okay. Thanks a lot.

ACDR Okay. Houston, I got most of the water mopped up

where I can, but I see just a slight :flow is slowly

collecting down in the bottom again.

CC-H Okay. We understood that you had turned it off.
Is that correct?
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21 08 08 DMP That's right. We turned the power - we turned the
MODE SELECT switch to OFF.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR And it's probably not too much - Just probably

residual stuff that's collecting there.

ACDR Did you read me when I said 15 minutes?

CC-H Yes, sir. We did. We copied that. Thank you

very much. Didn't mean to put you to all that

trouble to get it.

21 13 39 DMP Okay, Dick, how do you read me?

CC-H Reading you loud and clear here, Deke. How me?

DMP Okay. Okay, well, I'm all plugged into this stuff,

but I haven't put the tapes over the top yet be-

cause I wanted to see if evei_ybody was happy first.

I don't want to have to stick those things on and
unstick them.

CC-H Well, let us take a look at it here.

CC-H Okay, Deke. We are not receiving acceptable data

yet. Why don't you try pressing each of the sen-

sors independently for us and see if we can get

it - improve it.

21 14 54 D_ Okay. Start in with - let me see here. Okay; the

left one, push it down on. Now I'll do the left

chest. And then the right. Right. And the upper
chest. And the ...

21 15 54 CC-H Stand by 1, Deke. Let me get back to you.

DMP Okay.

CC-H Okay, Deke. We are getting good data here now, and

if you carl do it without moving around too much,
you might go ahead and put the tape covering over
them.

21 16 48 DMP Okay.
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ACDR Hey, Crip, do you have any idea how soon we're

going to get a word back on electrophoresis?

CC-H We're trying to get it to you right now. I guess

what we're - would like to do is to go ahead and

remove that particular column without; taking off

the ends, and just stick it in a bag some place.

ACDR Ail right. That was just what Deke had suggested.

CC-H I - -

ACDR You want us to bring it back or throw it away?

21 18 18 CC-H We're trying to get a reading on that right now.
And we can go ahead here coming up on 35, we can

have the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER turned back ON, the
X-RAYS please, in number 2.

CC-H And for Deke, as soon as you got it all squared

away there, you can start your exercise there.

DMP Okay. How critical on time are you?

CC-H Pretty critical. We're about 10 minu;es from LOS.

We wanted to get - get some exercise and then wanted

to get part of your recovery period.

21 18 56 DM? Well, I tell you. I'd suggest I start in without

putting those extra tapes on then, because I had

Just lost the bag while putting the first one on - -

CC-H Okay, forget about the tape and proceed on with the
exercise.

DMP Okay.

21 19 15 DM? Can you guys understand how that can happen when - -

CC-H I couldn't get all of that. Things - things kind

of drift away from you, huh?

D_,_ (Laughter)

21 20 25 DM? Okay. I believe I am in an exercise rhode, if

everybody is prepared.
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CC-H Okay, press away. Pull those muscles. Tote that
barge; lift that bale. For Vance, you can go ahead

and turn OFF the HIGH VOLTAGE, if you would please.

CMP Okay, it's OFF.

CC-H Okay. And for Tom, what we're going to do now, as

soon as everybody gets squared away and can press

on with it, we're going to go ahead and use the

isotacho sample - the next sample that goes in
the ETE.

ACDR Okay.

21 21 17 CC-H Main thing we just want to make sure is that you've

managed to mop up all of the - all of the liquid

around the electrodes as best you can.

ACDR The best I can with the towel since we're out of

tissues.

CC-H Yeah, I understand.

CC-H Don't want to sacrifice that last box.

21 21 40 DMP Man, if you do that, youtre going to get a bowel
movement on EKG here.

CC-H I'm sorry Deke; I could not read you.

ACDR Okay, Crip. I still got moisture down in the
right electrodes. I'm trying to dry it out as
much as I can.

CC-H Okay. Copy that, Tom.

21 23 55 CC-H For the DP. Deke, we have a satisfactory amount

of exercise now. If you'd just lay back and relax

a little bit and let us look at you, we'd appreciate
it.

DMP Okay. Nobody's going to object if I get some exercise

today ...

CC-H No, we'd love to get you - get your exercise in here.

Between running back and forth between the ETE, and

the furnace and the OBS. Thought you were getting

quite a bit.
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DMP It isn't too easy doing a lot up here.

DMP On the ground it would kill you.

21 25 02 DR_ Hey, Dick. Did the sensors look all right on

this one, incidentally, during exercise.

CC-H That's affirm. It looked - locked great. Body's -

everybody's just happy as a lark.

DMP Okay. Well, it's not surprising if it doesn't be-

cause I was Just kind of checking as I was doing it.

The natural position for exercise is with your elbows

right on those darn left and right sensors. I keep

working on it ...

CC-H Whatever you say.

21 25 36 DMP If you're all happy, I'm not going to complain.

CC-H That's affirmative.

21 26 2h DMP Tell those guys I've got myself clocked at 6h revs

here. Like to see if they got anything any different.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. I was having trouble reading you.
For Vance, could I go ahead and have the HIGH VOLTAGE

ON, please? To 2.

21 26 39 CMl° Okay.

CC-H Did I understand - Dick was helping me - sit here

and translate it. (Laughter) Did you say 6_ beats

per minute you got all the way up to?

DMP I might have got to 72. That's the best I've been
able to do.

CC-H Well, for you, that's - -

DMP ... going to have to get it afver I ...

CC-H - - that's a pretty high hear_ rate, isn't it?

i)__ No, not on some days. You can tell them I check it

once in a while up here; I'm running 48 to 52 any
time I check it.
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CC-H I'm envious.

DMP Clean living.

21 28 15 CMP You want that HIGH VOLTAGE OFF while we're maneu-

vering here, Dick, or for a short time? I mean -

Crip.

CC-H Oh, hey, we saw that - we think you got the ARM
SAFE switch down there instead of HIGH VOLTAGE.

Would you check that for us, please? That should

be in ARM, and wanted the HIGH VOLTAGE to 2.

CC-H And I guess it doesn't make any difference now on
the HIGH VOLTAGE. You can go ahead and turn it OFF.

21 28 55 CC-H Okay, we're about to go over the hill on the - the

ATS here. And for you, Vance, IIll need to come -

this vis ohs attitude_ we need to update that R2 on

your NOUN 78's to the 6000 that we've been using

instead of the 9000_._ We'll see you at Orroral in

about 2-1/2 minutes.

21 32 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are AOS through 0rroral for
3-1/2 minutes.

DMP Ok ay.

CC-H Hey, Deke - all the - our medic folks would -

really appreciated all the efforts you went through

to get that data. It all came out nice and clean

here. It looked real good.

DMP Okay, fine. You got everything you want?

CC-H Yes, sir; everything was super.

DMP Okay, I'm going to go ahead and exercise awhile

then - and get some.

CC-H Okay, fine.

21 32 43 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. I got one item I guess I'd

like to Just get up, in general, anytime anybody's

got a moment to take it. There's no rush on it.
We can get it later if you're - now's a busy time.
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Cb_ Go, ahead.

CC-H Okay, Vance, we would like to get the camera that

we've currently got in 873 back in the docking

module - camera only, not the cable - brought in

and put on location 606, in order to get all set up

and spiffied away for this early morning press con-

ference that we've got scheduled in the morning.

ACDR Okay, is that - -

CMP You want 873 into the command module or docking?

CC-H I wanz it brought into th - into the command module

and placed in location 606.

C_ Okay, gov it.

ACDR And is that Just the - just the TV and the monitor,

or the cables and everything?

CC-H No, we do not need the cable it's connected to. I

think we should have a cable still available there

in the 606 location somewhere.

ACDR We do. Yeah. Okay.

21 33 52 CC-H Okay, and the only other izem I've got - and we
probably don't have time to do it here - is that -

we have one last pad to do; that's this upcoming
one on 109. And abo_ 3 weeks ago, the - we had a

satellite discover an E - a new EUV source, and we

real_ could appreciate it if we could make a change

in the pad. That will allow us to get it up to cover

that particular target. And it's going to be several

line entries but not nearly as long as some of the

ones we've already made. If somebody is available

at Hawaii, which comes up in about 15 minutes, I
would certainly appreciate being able to read the

modificazions to you there. Incidentally, your re-
covery ship is also going to be actiw_ on - on

your - VHF, and you might be hearing vhem when you
come across there this time.
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CMP Okay, real good. I'm sure somebody will be avail-

able to copy. Hope we can find out something about
this new UV source here. And, we'll - go ahead and

maneuver, okay?

CC-H Okay, fine - press on. And the PI'd really appre-

ciate it. He's pretty excited about this new target.

21 34 58 CMP Okay.

21 50 30 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Hello at Hawaii for 6 minutes.

ACDR Hello, Dick. Coming up to Hawaii.

CC-H Hello, Tom. One thing that I've got to get up

here is some changes to this upcoming rev on 109

pad so if somebody could whip it out, I'll give

them to you real quick. It won't take but a couple
minutes.

ACDR It's all whipped out.

CC-H (Laughter) Okay. If you're ready to copy, the first

change is the - up there about three lines down at

a time of 46 minutes. Over there in the note, change

it to read "Manually roll to 140 degrees."

ACDR Roger. "Manually roll to 140."

CC-H Okay. Down at the time of 0 plus 00, just delete

the "X-ray ops."

21 51 23 ACDR Got it.

CC-H Okay. A little further down at a time of 3 plus 30,

I want to change all three of those numbers for the

VERB 49 maneuver to the following: roll, 104.60;

pitch, 078.90; yaw, 305.90. Go ahead.

ACDR Roger. Roll, 104.60; pitch, 078.90; and yaw, 305.90.
Over.

CC-H That's right. Okay, right below that at a time

of - I want to change the time of 5 plus 50. De-

lete that and change it to read "4 plus 18."

ACDR "4 plus 18" instead of "5 plus 50." Got it.
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CC-H Okay. The next line down, I want to change the

time of 6 plus 50 to read "5 plus 18_" and then I

want to change the roll ntunber to read "107.60."

ACDR Roger. "6:50" changed to "5 plus 18;" roll now

new number, "107.60."

21 52 43 CC-H Okay. Arid, also, over there under the data column

under the notes, I want you to write in "X-ray ops."

We want you do to an X-ray ops there at 5 plus 18.

ACDR Okay. And I guess that you, basically, will tell

us when to turn it off .... sync this one ...

CC-H It turns - it turns out on this one that we're

going to leave it on the rest of the pass - they

claim. If we need to turn it off, I will call you.

Okay, the next change, Tom, is the next line down.

Change the time of 9 plus 05 to read "12 plus 33."
And change the roll to read "110.60." Over.

21 53 32 ACDR Roger. Time to "12 plus 33," "110.60."

CC-H Okay. Now, next two lines, the entry for 10 plus 20,

! want you to delete that and delete the 135.90,
and the next line down, delete the 12 plus 35 and

delete the 132 plus 90 - point 90.

ACDR Okay. Let me get that again. It's 12 plus 33; the
roll angle is 10.66. Delete the next two lines,

which is 135.90 and 132.90. Over.

CC-H Okay. One correction, back - back up there at the

time of 12 plus 33, the roll angle is the following:
110.60, 110.6.

ACDR Roger. 110.60, the next two rolls are deleted. Over.

CC-H That's correct. You got it right. Okay, one more

change. At a time of 13 plus 50, in _he yaw column,

change it to read "000.00."

ACDR Roger. The yaw column is now back to 000.00 at
13:50.

CC-H Okay, Tom. No_ let me go back up to the manual roll

up there at h6 minutes and make - give you a comment

about that. The middle gimbal angle you're going
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to have to monitor, because it is going to get kind

of high, and you will improve your - in other words,

if you start your VERB 49 maneuver just as soon as

you're through with the Earth obs, the middle gimbal

angle will be not more than about 65 degrees. Ne

longer you delay for that _rERB 49 maneuver, the

higher it will get. But at any rate, watch it closely.

21 55 19 ACDR Roger.

CC-H Okay. We're about 1 minute from LOS Hawaii. That

was kind of a busy first pass. We'll be seeing you

coming up here at Bermuda in about another 15 min-

utes and I'll call you there.

ACDR Ail right. And real good. Are the ATS angles the

same, because the last time we used our computer

angles to lock on, the book was wrong. Over.

CC-H Stand by just a second. Tom, these ATS angles are
correct.

ACDR Real good. Thank you.

CC-H Okay. See you later.

ACDR Say. One thing. Is the nominal time counting up
at 177:58:367 Over.

CC-H That's affirmative. It was less than 1 second off,

Tom, and we've decided not to change it.

ACDR Oh, real good. Thank you.

21 56 14 CC-H See you later.

22 15 39 CC-H Apollo, Houston_ We think we can get locked up on

ATS if you go to REACQ and NARROW.

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Hello, Tom. Loud and clear.

22 17 45 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite. How do

you read?

ACDR Reading you loud and clear, and the helium glow and

the EUV ops are coming on.
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CC-H Okay. Real fine, Tom. It took us a second _o get

locked up there, but I'm reading you loud and clear.

Looks like you're doing fine.

22 19 04 ACDR We want to trim our attitude _ little bit. It's

drifted out since we got there.

CC-H Tom, we think this one is okay. There's one of the

later ones that's going to be real critical_ and

it's - that one down at 4 plus 18, but we'll be
watching it with you down there.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H No harm done.

ACDR I was just trying to get it right on.

CC-H Rog. We appreciate it.

22 26 31 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. Looking down in the checklist here, for the

next roll angle, I have 110.6 degrees. I copied

that down at 10 plus 33. is that right?

CC-H It's - the correct time is 12 plus 33 - 12 plus 33,

and I thought you read that back to me, but maybe
not. At any rate, whether you did or not, it's

12 plus 33.

ACDR Okay. Got it. Yeah, I couldn't read my writing

there. I was writing rather fast. I got it now.

CC-H Okay. Incidentally, while we've got a second, a

breather here in the pad, there is no update to
the lighv flash pad on the next page. That time
is nominal.

ACDR In other words, the light flash is nominal.

22 27 ]6 CC-H Okay.

END OF TAPE
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22 41 48 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Yeah, Just wondering how everything's going.

CC-}[ it couldn't be going better. We've been following

you going through this pad, and it's going real
fine. And that new star that we - or that new tar-

get that we stuck in the middle there - we got good
X-ray data and good EUV data on it.

ACDR Hey, that sounds great. Thank you.

ACDR Sounds like the X-ray's working better, then, huh?

CC-H Wells it - it ran all the way through that particular

target, which was the one they wanted. After that,

we started getting poor data and we Just decided not

to bug you and we would - we're planning on just
powering it down at the normal time for the - for

the pad. But it did its Job for the target we
wanted.

ACDR Okay.

22 43 57 CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you would_ on panel 230, we'd
like to CLOSE the X-RAY CO_£R, but we want to leave
the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER on.

ACDR Roger. CLOSE the COVER, but leave the HIGH VOLTAGE

POWER on. Okay.

CC-H Okay. Thanks, Tom.

22 44 31 ACDR Okay. She's CLOSED.

CC-H Okay. Tom, thank you. The - Turned out the data

changed there for a minute, and we wanted to take

a look at the background data by leaving the HIGH
VOLTAGE on and the COVER CLOSED. So, Experiments

Officer's looking at it now.

ACDR Okay.
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CC-}{ Apollo, Houston. It's possible that we may lose
the ATS high gain. If we do, the INCO will be

commanding on the DSS to get the data, so you don't

have to worry about it. I would like to change one

thing, and that is, at the end of the pad, we do not

want you to power down the X-ray. We want you to

leave it in its present configuration with the HIGH

VOLTAGE POWER on and the COVS]R CLOSED_ and we're

going to look at that data for a whi2e longer.

22 47 10 ACDR Roger. Got it. So, I don't have to command that
DS - all I do is verify DSS tape motion. You want

me to go at the very end, then, to LOW BIT RATE,
CO_IAZ_D RESET, or forget it? Over.

CC-H Stand by. Let me check.

CC-H Tom, Houston. Affirmative. Just do exactly as the

pad says there at the end - on the DEE.

ACDR Okay. The LOW BIT RATE, CO_I_2ID RESET. Thank you.

22 4_ 05 CC-H That's affirm.

22 50 07 ACDR Crip, we don't have any tape motion over there, it
looks like.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Dick - -

CC-H Yeah. Yeah, understand. Yeah. Stand by, please.

22 50 51 CC-H Tom, Houston. We're about to start it now. We do

have a good lockup on the ATS, and that's the reason

we were delayed a little bit. But you ought to be

able to verify it, here, very shortly.

ACDR Okay, real good, Dick.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Looks like we prob - we may very

well keep the ATS for the rest cf this pass. But

Just in the event we don't, Bermuda - We've got a

good long LOS here. Bermuda co_es up at 179 plus 21.

And this was the - the last of the complicated exper-

iments I)ads, and I don't see how it could have gone

more perfectly. Looks like a real good show.
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ACDR Ah, thank you very much. We'll also thank you gums

on the ground, because you really helped to pull us

through here on an occasional mistake on a DSKY ...

and ... , all this good coordination. Thank you.

22 52 49 CC-H Well, I was looking hard to catch a mistake that

time, but I sure didn't see one. Also like to pass

to Deke: again from the surgeons - I heard Crip talk

about it awhile ago - that they got extremely good
data and have au excellent current status, and recom-

mend the same procedure for applying the sensors for

reentry. And it was - that's from Peter _ittingham,

our Royal Air Force flight surgeon here, and he says,

"Good show, chaps."

ACDR Okay_ thank you.

22 56 56 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Now that you've started that last

maneuver, Tom, I'd like to talk to you a little bit
about the - our water level and what we can do on

the secondary evaporator.

ACDR Go ahead, Dick.

CC-H Okay, it turns out that we've got a choice, Tom, and

we've done a little bit of talking about it here in

the last 10 minutes. If you activate the SECOndARY

EVAPORATOR, which is in the Flight Plan coming up

here right after this pass at 178 plus 50, you can

leave it on Just about all the way to bedtime and
then turn it OFF, and that will allow us to sleep

with it OFF. But then it will - we - it will put us

in a situation where we can probably turn it on in

the morning. And then you'll have cooling Just about

all the way for the rest of the mission. It'll

help us - -

ACDR Okay,

22 57 45 CC-H - - It'll help us in one more way, and that is, we

are going to do some SIM bay experiments taking data

all night tonight, and it'll help a little bit not
to be dumping that water overboard. You do have

another choice, though. You can leave the SECONDARY

OFF now, and turn it on right at bedtime and let it

cool all night. But - but if you do that, we probably

will have to turn it OFF first thing in the morning
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and spend most of today with it off. I'm not sure -
We're not sure exactly what kind of situation we'd
be in then at the end of tomorrow afternoon.

22 5b lb ACDR Okay. So you say, basically, if we leave it off now,

we can have it from - starting tomorrow morning on,
huh?

CC-H No. What i'm saying is now you can turn it on per

the Flight Plan. In other _mrds, activate it there

where it says, "Activate PRIMARY EVA}>,'' Just activate
the SECONDARY instead of the PRIYARY. And let it

cool dow_ the spacecraft for the rest of this evening,

and then we'll deactivate it when you go to bed. And

then you'll have - then youtl! be al2 set in the

morning to reactivate it and just leave it on.

ACDR Okay, real good, sounds great.

CC-H And - and our data shows that that should cool the

spacecraft down real good this afternoon, and about
bedtime should be real comfortable.

ACDR Real good. ?hank you.

22 56 58 CC-H Okay.

23 01 15 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're coming up on 2 minutes to

ATS LOS. Bermuda comes up at 179:21.

ACDR Roger, Dick. Glad the run went real good for them.

CC-!{ Boy, that was super, Tom. I ass_zme Vance and Deke

didn't _o EVA or something. I haven't talked to

anybody but you since I got here. They didn't

abandon ship, did they?

ACDR No. %_at we're doing is tryin_ to get ahead of it,

and we're already settinc up the light flash experi-
ment. Those two been working on it full time.

CC-H Roger. Sounds good.

C_._ It's Tom's day to talk.

CC-H Okay.

CC-[[ Well, we'll see you at Bermuda.
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23 01 57 ACDR OkaM.

23 _4 16 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Bermuda for 7 minutes.

23 42 ]2 DMP Okay_ Dick. Got you.

D_ We're now terminating ETE.

23 47 09 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Not much going on down here. I

had a couple of comments for you. One was on film

budgeting, and also a minor deletion in the Flight
Plan later on at 183 hours or so.

DMP Okay. How much time we got here, Dick?

CC-H We got about 3 minutes, and neither one of these

comments needs to be done for the next several hours,
Deke. So if you're busy, I'll be glad to wait. No

problem.

D_ Okay. Well AC is up for his morning constitutional,

and CP's here on some other stuff, and everybody's
off ... And I'm terminating ETE here. So if we

can hold off, that'd be great; if we can't, I'll
get it, though.

CC-}{ No. We can hold off for as lonF as we need to. No

problem.

D_ Okay, great. Thank you.

23 49 48 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS. Ascension

comes up at 179 plus 39. And, Deke, when you get a

chance - on panel 230, we'd like X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE

POWER to OFF and leave the LOW VOLTAGE POWER, ON.

23 50 Oh D_ Okay. HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF.

CC-H Okay. See you at Ascension.

23 50 08 D_ Okay. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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00 01 41 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Ascension for 4 minutes.

ACDR Okay, Dick.

00 03 30 DMP Okay, Dick. We're kind of in a coasting mcde here for

a minute; if you have something you wanted to read

up, it's probably a good time to do it.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke_ you were real low. Say again,
please.

DMP We're in a coasting mode here and if you got some-

thing you want to read up - it's a good time to do it.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. One note from - from Farouk and

that was - has to do with film usage. If you want

us to get into the act on planning film usage, if

you would let us - sometime, anytime you have the

chance, if you'd go through the - the unused and

partially used mags for both the silver and black

cameras and tell us how many frames are in vail - are

available per mag, we'll be glad to help you. If

you think you've got a handle on it, don't worry

about that. And, also, if you'll turn in the

Flight Plan to 183 hours, I've got a couple of simple

updates for you. And incidentally - -

DMP Okay. Far as - -

00 04 29 CC-H I'm sorry. Go ahead.

DMP As far as the film, pretty good inventory on that,

but I think we know where we're at pretty much on

that subject. So, th_nk you.

CC-H Okay, Deke. And we're about 30 seconds to LOS - Guam
comes up about L0 minutes from now at 181 - 180 plus

21, in case we don't get these readups here.

DMP Okay. We're standing by, 183 - -

CC-H Okay. Down in the DP column at 183 plus 20, I want

you to delete X-ray from that ops there. And down

below that, also delete - "Remove the cabin vent QD

and stow it." We're going to need it tomorrow, we

are going to do another purge, and we'll be seeing

you on the ATS.
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CMP Okay. Okay, you say you will not do a purge - any

more purging today, right?

CC-H We - we are going to do it tonight, but we do not

want you to remove that vent .%D and stow it. We

want you to keep it out because we're going to use

it tomorrow. And, also, delete the X-ray ops.

_lP Got it.

CC-H And we'll see you when we get locked up on the ATS.

00 05 48 CM? Okay.

00 21 2_ CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite. How do you
read?

00 24 49 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Do you read?

CC-H Apollo, Houston in the blind. If you read, we need

to go back to P20 instead of POO after that P52.

CC-H Apollo, Houston in the blind. If you read, we need
to go back to P20 instead of PO0.

00 27 02 DMP Houston, Apollo.

DMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Deke, we - I read you now, and we
need to reselect P20, Deke, per the Flight Plan there

at - following P52.

DMP Houston_ Apollo. Do you read?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Deke, I read you very weak. I'm
not sure I'm getting up.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Deke, do you read?

00 32 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Do you read?

00 _4 30 CC-H Apollo, Houston at Guam for 6 minutes. And on panel
230, we need UP TELEMETRY to DIRECT.

DMP I believe we've got everybody in position here for

a good old Earth ops.
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CC-H Okay, Deke. The reason that we missed that ATS pass,

I think, is after the P52, we needed to go back to
P20 instead of back to PO0. So what I need to ask

you to do is go back to the Flight Plan at about
178 hours and 45 minutes and call up and - and do

those procedures there that recall P20, and that'll

get us back to attitude, and we'll be all set.

DMP Okay, we're in the process of putting back to attitude

right now, Dick. After doing the 52.

00 45 30 DMP Still with us_ Dick?

CC-H Yes, affirmative; I am with you. We got intermittent
data there during the .&TS, but we didn't - we never

did get it good enough to get voice.

DMP Okay. Well, we're in the process of maneuvering back

to attitude here right now.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. And, Deke, anytime you want - to

read me down the P52 data, that's fine. If you don't

want to do it now - I can get it later.

CMP Okay. We're just trying to get cranking here on this -

light flash thing so stand by a minute.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Down on panel 230, we need
UP TELemETRY to DIRECT.

00 47 31 DMP UP TELEMETRY, DIRECT.

CC-H That affirmed, Deke. And, Deke, if you have time

before we get this light flash experiment started,
we have about 3 more minutes here at Guam. I need

to read you a correction to that next VERB 49 maneu-
ver down on the next page at 182 hours and 15 min-

utes - and that follows the light flash experiment.

DMP Yeah, you're going to have to - We're already into
this thing, and I'm having a little trouble doing

everything here by myself - crawling over people and

et cetera, so stand by 1.
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CC-H Okay. We got several more passes before it happens.
I didn't realize that the guys had started yet; I

thought they were dark adapting.

00 49 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. One minute until LOS Rosman at

180 plus 52.

DMP 180:52. Do you have anything critical to give us?
I can take it now.

CC-H Well, if it's handy, Deke, in vhe Flight Plan at

182 hours and 15 minutes, I want to change that next

VERB _9 maneuver, that's 182 plus 15.

D_5° Okay, go ahead.

CC-H Okay. I want to change the VERB h9 angles to 052,

023, and 312.

00 50 03 CMP 052, 023, and 312.

CC-H Okay. While you're right there_ down to the left, I

want to change the high-gain angles there to pitch

of minus 29 and yaw of 279 and - and could you con-

firm that you got the UP TELEMETRY switch on 230 to
DIRECT?

DMP Well, I'll have to go and reconfirm it.

CC-H Okay.

00 50 36 DMP We've all blacked out in here, so it's a little

difficult to see anything.

00 50 40 CC-H Roger. Understand. Wetll be seeing you at Rosman.

01 14 hl CC-H Apollo, Houston. Rosman for 4 minutes.

DMP Okay, Dick; we're with you.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR MARK it. Got a small star in both - the right, followed

by one in the left - in my left eye, right on the

centerline in my left eye, horizontal.
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DMP Incidentally, Dick. We're running with - both left-

and right-hand couches here in the VOX mode per check-

list. I don't really understand that, but we're doing

it anyway.

CC-H Okay. It '11 probably help us on the ground monitor

you, anyway. And, Deke, if you get a chance, on

panel 230, we'd like the UP TELEMETRY switch back to

UP TEI,EMETRY, centers.

DMP Thank you.

O1 15 42 CMP Okay. I got two events, in the upper right, I got
a - coma - -

01 15 58 ACDR MARK. I've had a long streak at the very top of my

left eye, a long streak. There's a little blast of
a star in - flat in the center of my left eye.

DMP Is that UP TELI_4ETRY you wanted, Dick?

CC-H That's affirm, Deke. UP TELZ_fETRY, that's center

position.

01 16 27 CMP In the middle.

CMP Are there terms other than - hotdog?

C$_P Okay. Okay. I wonder if it's getting recorded then?

CM_P Okay. I'll try to hold the mike closer.

CMP Okay. Review of some of the terms again, there's -

therets streak, long streak, hotdog, star, cloud,

double streak; okay-

01 17 52 CMP Okay, I got a star Just then, upper left - tadpole.

01 18 03 ACDR ... in my upper left eye - upper left corner.

CMP That's the word I was trying to think of.

O1 19 23 CMP Maybe we ought to boost her to a higher orbit - get
more of them.

01 20 04 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS, and we'll

see you when you get locked up on the ATS, Deke, at

130 - 181 plus 35.
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01 21 30 CMP A streak - over in the right corner.

01 28 43 CC-H Apollo, Houston. It turns out in this attitude, that
we are picking up some low-bit-rate data on the ATS

and Just wanted to remind you you're on VOX.

END OF TAPE
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02 0b 45 DMP Houston, how do you read through ATS?

CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite.

DMP Houston, Apollo. Go ahead.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I read you but very weak.

02 05 08 CMP Okay, star, right eye, the lower part.

DMP Okay. We read you fine, Dick.

02 05 20 C_ Very large star, left eye, left - right eye, left
side.

DMP We heard about 50, 60 percent of the signal there

and it never seemed to come up so we tweaked it a

little and peaked at 30.

02 05 32 CC-H Okay, I'm reading you loud and clear now, Deke.

DMZ Okay.

02 05 39 ACDR MARK. A comma, center top of right eye.

D_,_ For the PI's info, things were pretty quiet through
the old SAA.

02 06 09 CC-H Roger. Understand things were quiet going through
the SAA?

DMP Yeah, not many sightings reported.

CC-H Roger. Understand.

CMP Okay.

ACDR Not on VOX. (Laughter)

02 08 3_ DMP Say, Dick, I guess we never gave you that last 52,
did we?

02 08 41 C_ Okay, had a star, upper right eye.
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CC-H No - Deke, you didn't, but we're not in a big hurry.

If you want to, we can just wait until this light
flash experiment is over, and we can get it then.

DM2_ Okay.

CC-H Incidentally, let me clarify - I understand before

what you told me that there were no sightings in

the South Atlantic Anomaly - -

CMP Hold on.

CC-H - - a couple of people thought you said, maybe, it

was since the South Atlantic Anomaly.

02 09 09 ACDR Okay, had a big bright tadpole left - left - lower
quadrant, left eye.

DM? You heard me right, Dick, it was through what the

Flight Plan at least shows as the SAA - very few

sightings.

CC-H Okay, while we're talking about it, I had one more
question here to ask you guys. Did - did they notice

any hazy brightening of the background[ during that

South Atlantic Anomaly pass? Or at any time during
the start of the experiment?

02 09 41 ACDR No, I didn't notice any. And I guess I - just a

number of sightings. We saw sightings, but I guess
we were ek?eeting to have Just one after another
and we didn't have it.

CC-H Roger. Understand.

C?,_ I didn't notice any brightening, either.

CC-H Okay. Thanks, Vance.

02 10 07 C_ Subtract one MARK button just now. I pressed the
button to talk. (Laughter)

02 lO 20 DMP God damn 0n.

02 10 33 DM__ There seemed to be a flurry of them, Dick, Just

coming out of the SAA, Just about that time.

CC-}{ Roger. Understand.
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C_ Now that we're knee deep in Kleenex - -

DMP Dick, things are pretty quiet. I can start giving

you the 52, and I'll Just break on it if they see

at, thing outside.

CC-H Okay, suits me fine; go ahead. I'm ready to copy.

02 11 42 CMP Stars - right eye stars, center.

DMP Okay, NOUN 71 is 35.36. NOUN 05, zero. NOUN 93: X,

plus 92; Y, minus 79; Z, minus 1. GET, 179:56:55.

02 12 09 CC-H Okay, Deke; copy. Thanks a lot.

DMP Okay.

CMP Pretty quiet, huh?

DM1° Hey, Dick, for whatever it's worth to the PI, it's

my recollection that - the most flashes were re-

ported shortly after we started, like right around

180:50 to 181 GET.

CC-H Okay, Deke - go ahead.

DMP Yeah, I was just guesstimating that we probably

were in kind of max latitude there and probably the

same when we saw the next flurry in this other hemis-

phere. But you g_s can check that better than we
can.

CC-H Roger. We'll - thanks for the input, and we'll

get it all coordinated to the latitudes when we

get the tapes back.

02 16 08 DMP Sure.

02 17 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're a couple of minutes from
ATS LOS; Goldstone at 182:18.

DMP Roger, Dick. 182:18.

02 18 39 CMP Yeah.

02 40 17 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Goldstone for 6 minutes.
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DM_ Okay, Dick, fine. And we Just completed the light

flash, and we're taking some photos here before
we tear it down.

CC-H Okay, Deke. I understand you completed the light
flash, and you were very weak; I didn't catch the
rest.

DMP Yeah; we're just taking a couple of Nikons of the

setup here before we tear it down.

CC-H Oh, okay, fine.

02 40 56 DMP We've sure been getting a rash of 02 - warnings here.

CC-H Roger. Incidentally, Deke, just for y'allts infor-

mation, the reason we changed that V!RB h9 maneuver

that you are in the process of going to now, was to

point the EUV, while you sleep, at a particular

star. It's - will not change the ATS coverage dur-

ing the night.

DMP Oh. Okay, thank you. Anything else we can do for

you? We're now all available ....

CC-H Well, why don't you just clean up the light flash
and get yourself a good meal.

DMP Yeah, ...

02 43 13 ACDR Let me give them a call on that.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, did you call?

ACDR Yeah; got off VOX there. Look, we've been talking,

Dick, about tomorrow morning, the press conference

and the wake-up and getting ready. W_ don't - why
don't you wake us up at least 30 minutes earlier

then because there's no way we can get -ap and get

things squared away and shave and get squared away

for that press conference in that period of time.
Over.

CC-H Okay, Tom, let me - looks like we'll be having an

ATS pass during that whole time so it probably would

be easy for us to wake you up - Oh, I take it back

here. We - there is an Ascension pass that's about

20 minutes early. And, as a matter of' fact, there's
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a Santiago pass that's about 32 or 33 minutes early.

Maybe - it's a real short one, but maybe we could

give you a call right there at Santiago, 30 minutes

early.

02 44 22 CMP Well, I won't even be awake by - -

ACDR Yeah, why don't you give us a call at Santiago?

CC-H Okay. Okay, Tom, we'll sure do that.

02 45 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS; Quito
at 182 plus 31.

02 53 32 CC-H Apollo, Houston at Quito for - for 6 minutes, and

we'd like ACCEPT, please.

02 53 41 DMP Okay; you've got it.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Before we start our uplinks, I

wonder if you could clear the DSKY off with a

VERB 37. Guidance would feel warmer when he starts

his uplinks if you do that. Thank you a lot.

02 57 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

ACDR Go ahead, Dick.

CC-H Hey, Tom, in order to keep our water in the right

tanks - what we'd suggest is, is that you - while

you're eating and drinking water, that you close

the inlet to the potable tank, and then when you

go to chlorinate it later on, open it, of course.

And then after the chlorination is - is finished,

about 15 or 20 minutes after that, close it and -

we'll sleep with it closed tonight.

ACDR Okay. In other words, go to OP_ now, and then

after chlorination, CLOSE it, right?

CC-H No, if it's already closed now, leave it closed

until after you eat, and then open it for the
chlorination, and then sleep with it closed.

ACDR Okay. Let me check it.
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CC-}{ Okay. And we're about 30 seconds from _S. We'll
see you when you get locked up on ATS.

02 58 b0 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We're not thrc:ugn with the
uplinks, we'll finish them on the AT2Z.

CMP Okay, Dick.

ACDR Dick, the POTABLE INLET valve is OP_i at this time.

Do you want it CLOSED? Over.

02 58 54 CC-H That's affirm. Go ahead and CLOSE it, Tom, and
we - yes, CLOSE it now.

02 58 58 ACDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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03 08 37 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite. We already

have ACCEPT, I believe, and we'll be finishing up

our uplinks here.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo s Houston. When you guys settle do-_n,

and I don't know where you are, but if - when you

settle down, if you would like to hear some news

during your eat period, I'll be glad to read you up
some.

ACDR Yeah. Okay, wait until Deke gets back on his head-

set here.

CC-H Okay. Anytime, Tom.

CMP Let her rip, Dick, if you're ready.

03 10 02 CC-H Okay, Vance. Of course, the big news today is still

you guys. There have been many stories on the wires

and in the papers concerning everything from Earth

observations to killifish, and we're looking forward

to the - to the entry that will be coming up in a

couple days. The Ford Administration Tuesday

unveiled its proposed gun control law that includes

an FBI check on those who wish to buy hundguns and

sets centain strict standards for their manufacture.

Attorney General Levi told the Senate Juvenile

Delinquency subcommittee that the Administration's

bill concentrates on illegal commerce in handguns

and centers its new enforcement efforts on 10 large

metropolitan areas where the problem of handgun

violence has reached crisis proportions. Pushed by

higher prices for food, gasoline, and used cars,

consumer prices increased 0.8 of i percent in June_

the biggest monthly rise in inflation this year, the

Labor Department said today. The Senate today con-

firmed Dr. Fcrrest David Matthews, president of the

University of Alabama, to be the new Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare. Also on Capitol

Hill, the House voted to end the so-called Fair
Trade Laws that allow manufacturers to set retail

prices on their products in many states. The mea-

sure, backed by the Ford Administration and consumer

groups, was approved by the House 380 to 11 Monday
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and sent to the Senate. The Upper House of India's

Parliament today approved Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi - they approved her declaration of a national

emergency, touching off a walkout by members of

noncommur,ist opposition parties. The House today
voted to restore Confederate General Robe_ E. Lee's

citizenship, which he lost after the Union victory
in the war between the states. The vote was 407 to

10, well over the two-thirds needed for approval

tmder House procedures to speed up action on the

measure. The measure now goes to President Ford,

The Senate approved the bill unanimously in April.

In Los Angeles, California, police tried everything
to get City Attorney Burr Pine's stolen official car

back, even placing calls to the thief on the car's

mobile telephone. No one answered, though, and vhe
police issued an all-points bulletin Monday for the

car, which was stolen Friday from a guarded City

Hall garage. In sports today, Billy Martin has been

fired as the manager of the Texas Rsmgers. Martin,
who was the American League Manager of the Year in

1974, said the front office wanted a winner and a

"yes man," and they can't have both. The Houston

Asvros - excuse me_ the Houstgn Astros beat the New

York Mets last night, _ to 2. But the Astros are

still 30 games out of first place in the National

League West Division. And I'm just told that they

lost the game tonight, 2 to 1. Cincinnati leads the

West Division, while Pittsburgh is in the lead in the
Eastern Division. When A. J. FoMt won a big auto race

near Detroit Sunday, it assured the Houstonian of his

sixth U.S. Auto Club Driving Championship. Rd,
finally in sports, President Ford held a brief ceremony

at the White House Rose Garden Monday tc honor Wimble-

ton singles champions, Billie Jean King and Arthur

Ashe. Deke, here's a story that you might be interest-

ed in. Today in Friendswood was Marge Slayton Day.

A group of Marge's friends gathered a':Browr_s 7narmacy,

that's Marge's favorite coffee spot, and greeted her

this morning with a surprise party, b_hewas presented

a gold medallion. On the back it read, "Marge

Slayton Day." And, also, a needlepoint commemorating
the ASTP mission. When the newsmen asked her how

she felt, she said, "I thought Deke was having all

the fun up there, and now I feel like I'm having

more fun than him." So you better get home.

03 ih 16 D_{P Hey, thanks a lot, Dick. Congratulations to old Merge.
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CC-H Rog.

DMP Nice group of people around friendly ...

CC-H Roger. Well, it sounds like they're taking care of

everything cut there and remembering her very well.

DMP Yeah, got a bunch of fine people there; friendly folks
in Friendswood.

CC-H Roger. And we're going to be changing ATS modes

here. I'll drop out here for a couple of seconds

and then I'll be back up. And, Apollo, Houston.

You can go to BLOCK; the computer is yours.

03 15 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We've changed ATS modes now. How

do you read?

ACDR 5 by, Dick. Just fine.

CC-H Okay. And while y'all are eating, here's one more

message from the Silver Team.

(Music: "The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face" by Roberta F!ack)

03 21 23 CMP Okay, very nice. Thank you, Silver Team.

ACDR Yeah, that was great.

CC-H Roger.

DMP Couldn't find the Glenn Miller album, but it was a

great substitute.

03 21 41 CC-H Incidentally, when you guys get through with your

meal up there, I've got my normal little list of

little things to - to pass up to you. We've still

got 35 minutes in this ATS pass so when you get a

moment, or - and you get through eating, we might
talk a few minutes. But no hurry.

(Music)

DMP Just thought we'd return the favor there, Dick.

03 27 32 CC-H Roger. We enjoyed that. The G&C, Terry Watson,
said he wasn't sure that was a fair trade for Roberta

Flaek, but we - it was still good.
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03 hO 06 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We still have about 15 minutes

left here in this ATS pass, a_nd I wondered if we

could tare 4 or 5 minutes out and let me read you

a couple of changes in the Flight Plan and also get

down your - some of the presleep stuff and tell you

the things we needed done before you go to bed.

ACDR Sure.

CC-H Okay. One thing while I'm getting ready. I've get

a chance in the Flight Plan at 183 hours and 20 min-

utes or so. And, also, we're standing by to look at
the VERB 74.

ACDR Okay, Dick. I've got a pencil.

CC-H Okay, Tom. First thing, I want to change the high
gains over there in Deke's colu_m. They should read

pitch, minus 7; yaw of 274.

ACDR Roger. That's minus 7 and 274.

03 h! 16 CC-H Okay, Tom. And right above that - you see where it

says, "EU_J to ops per the cue card." One change

that we'd like to do tonight is that we would like
to use detector 1 instead of detector 2 as it's
listed on the cue card. And the reason is is be-

cause of the dead ba - band we're sleeping in tonight.

That detector has a more proper field of view, so

Just use - you might Just Jot it down there to use

detector i tonight on EUV.

03 41 45 ACDR Okay, on EUV that we leave on all night, detector 1.

CC-H T_nat's correct. And back to the sample number 7

that was leaking today, if you'd - if it's still

around and you can find it, we would like to bring

that thing home. Our suggestion is - is that you

wrap the sample in a towel and then place it in an

extra fecal bag that has the germicide pouch removed,

and stow it in A-6 for entry.

ACDR ... (chuckling) the instruction says throw it away,

so it's in the garbage bag some place and we'll do
our best to retrieve it.

DM? You guys, I know where it is. It's in ...
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CC-H Okay, fine. We'd appreciate it if you can find it.

And, also, if we could get the battery readouts for

BAT C and PYROs of BAT B and C, we'd appreciate it.

ACDR Okay, stand by.

ACDR Dick, what's our position right now?

03 43 15 CC-H You're on an ascending pass and you're just - looking

at our big 10 by 20, looks like you're Just about

very shortly going to be crossing over Thailand, North

Vietnam, and China. You're going to cross the Korean

peninsula here in a few minutes and then top out up

there by the Aleutians.

ACDR Okay, we Just got some - some good - Deke Just got

some good targets of opportunity for Farouk there.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR Okay, go ahead. What did you have next, Dick?

03 _3 56 CC-H Okay, we're ready to - we have data. We're ready to

go ahead and shut down the secondary coolant loop

evaporator and, also, we want to shut down that loop

and get the pump off and we'll be watching you do
that.

ACDR Okay. Vance has got that in work right now.

03 44 13 CC-H EVAPORATOR - Yeah, yeah. EVAPORATOR OFF first and
then the PUMP.

ACDR Roger.

03 44 22 DMP Dick, you wanted batteries. BAT C is 37, PYROs A
is BT, B is 369.

CC-H Okay, Deke; thanks a lot. A couple of other clean-

up items. Down in the LEB, we'd like to ZERO the

OPTICS and get the G/N POWER OPTICS to OFF. And,

also, again we're standing by for the VERB 74.

03 44 h8 ACDR You got the VERB 74.

CC-H Okay, great.
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03 47 01 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. One more thing, We're ready
tc close the waste stowage vent valve,. As I said

before, do not stow the cabin vent QI) as it says
in the Flight Plan.

ACDR Don't stow it. You mean - in other wc_rds, leave it -

leave cabin vent to open or shut it, in o_her words.

Rat the - take the QD off or on. Sor_7, Dick, I

didn't understand you.

03 _7 28 CC-H Well, what I was referring to, Tom, in the - there

in the Flight Plan, the DP's col lmn, it says," Remove

cabin vent QD and stow in the right-hand equilmment

bay, TSB." We don't want you stow it away because

we are - we do expect to be using it tomorrow, but

we are ready to close the waste stowa_[e vent value.

ACDR Oh, okay.

ACDR Okay, Houston. Just to reverify here, you don't want

any urine dump tonight. Affirmative?

CC-H Let me check on that, Tom. Stand by i.

03 _9 04 CC-H Tom, Houston. Once we get the covers open, we would

appreciate no urine dumps; however, you can go ahead

and do urine dumps now, and then Just wait 15 minutes

to do the - the ops per the Flight Plan there.

ACDR In work.

CC-H Roger. And let's see. I think we've seen just about

everything on data except we - except for the optics

zero, and get that off. And a reminder. After you

chlorinate the water in the - in the postsleep - in

the presleep checklist, we'd like you to wait a little

while and then close the potable tank inlet.

03 _9 48 ACDR You goc it.

03 52 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Youtre looking real good. We're

2 minutes to ATS LOS. We have one more pass tonight,

it's a short one at Goldstone at 183 plus 52. I'll

see you there.

ACDR Okay, good. And they got the word to wake us up in

the morning at 30 minutes early. Pass that on. I

guess Bo will be on then, right?
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CC-H That's right. Bo will here - be here shortly and

I'll be sure and pass it on. Incidentally, Tom, on

that - the pass we're planning on trying to wake you
up is a real short one there at Santiago, and it

doesn't have a VHF backup. But even if we miss that,
the next pass is only about 10 minutes down the line.

So at any ra - at the worst, it'll be 20 to 30 min-
utes early.

ACDR Sounds good.

03 53 40 CC-H Okay, fine. And I'll give you a call at Goldstone.

04 14 48 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Goldstone for 2 minutes.

C_ Hello, Dick. How you doing?

CC-H Real fine down here.

ACDR Okay. We're Just working away a little bit here -

listening to you on the squawk box.

CC-H Roger.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're at 30 seconds from LOS. We'll

see you in the morning. We'll wake you up early, and
we do not see that the SIM bays are activated yet.
Just be sure and don't forget to activate them and
use detector i on the EUV.

CMP Okay. Understand. We're still venting.

04 16 35 CC-H Okay. Understand. So we'll see y'all in the morning.

END OF TAPE
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10 48 46 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Good morning.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Good morning through Santiago for
about 1 minute more.

ACDR Good morning, Bo. How are you?

CC-H Good morning. We'll see you again at Ascension at - -

ACDR ...

CC-H We'll see you again at Ascension at 190:40, which is
about 12 minutes from now.

10 49 33 ACDR Ail right. Real good. Thank you, Bo.

11 02 55 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Ascension for about a minute
and a half.

ACDR Hello, Bo. How - how do you read?

CC-H Good morning. I can read you. You're a little dif-

ficult over the squawk box. If you will maneuver
to the attitude called out in the Flight Plan at

191:10, we should be able to get ATS when you dial

in 18 and yaw 268.

ACDR Okay; and - -

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're showing that you're fairly

close to gimbal lock.

CMP That's right ....

11 04 11 CC-H And, Apollo, we're a little less than 1 minute until
LOS at Ascension. We'll see you at ATS when you

dial up 18 and 268.

ACDR Bo, did we shut down the SIM bay? Over.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We did not read your transmission.

ACDR I asked, "Did we shut down the SIM bay?" Over.

CC-H Negative. The SIM bay is still open.
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ACDR Roger. Should we shut it - should we leave it open
or shut i_ down? Over.

11 05 15 CC-H Leave it open, and close it as called out in the

Fligh_ Plan.

i1 07 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston through ATS. How do you read?

ACDR Hello, Houston. I'm reading you loud and clear, Bo.

CC-H Roger, sir. As usual, unfortunately, I have a couple

of Flight Plan changes.

ACDR Really?

CC-H Surprisingly, yes.

ACDR Okay. I'll get a pencil and copy them down. Just
a minute.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Okay, Bo. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. The first one is at your option, you can
activate the secondary evaporator, bu_: we'd ap-

preciate it if you'd do this while we have

acquisition.

CC-H And - -

ACDR How about right now?

CC-H That's fine. That's on S/1-18, and ycu're clear.
We're watching.

ACDR Okay. But in the System Check - I mean, the Flight

Plan, I don't see anything about closing SIM hay
doors in that. Are we going to shut _;hose bears?

CC-H No. We can now boil water even - even though the

SIM bay door's open.

ACDR I got you. Okay.

ACDR Okay. SECONDARY is ON.
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CC-H For your information, we're just getting supplemental

data, so they'll tolerate the water boiling even

while they're collecting data at this time.

ACDR Also, we can take a few presents from Myrtle, too.
Over.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. You're clear to dump through Myrtle,
too. Too.

11 11 06 ACDR Ail right.

11 22 26 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We still have a couple more Flight

Plan changes when somebody gets a chance.

11 34 12 CM_ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Hello, Vance. Good morning.

CMP Hey, good morning, Crip. How are you?

CC-H Very good.

CMP I was Just wondering - -

CC-H And you guys?

CMP Oh, we're shuffling around, doing just fine. Wonder-

ing if it would be wise to make a quick TV check here

just to make sure we've got all the switches right

and everything's coming down good.

CC-H We think that'd be an outstanding idea. We're set

up down here that we can take a look at it. We're

not going to be able to look at it here, but the

site is going to be able to take a look at it and

verify it. One item - one item of recommendation

we'd have would be to - to put the shades on.

C_ Even though we're in the LEB, huh?

CC-H That's affirmative. Apparently, from some of the

stuff we've seen back in the Joint phase, the Sun

does apparently shaft down and interfere with it,

and if it wouldn't be too much trouble, we'd appre-
ciate it.
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C}._ Okay; we can do that. Why don't we t_rn it on first

though anyway, Just to - because we only have about

10 minutes of ATS here, don't we?

CC-H That's affirm. Well, it's actually about 6 minutes.

We can also look at it at Guam, too, which we're

going to come across, and we',re got about 6 minutes
there.

C?,_ Okay. Well, we'll put the shades on _hen. Stand by.

We'll see if we can get it on now and put the shades
on at the same time.

1i 39 20 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're a couple of minutes from LOS

here through the ATS, and we're going tc have you

again at Guam in about 3 minu_es. The - we're re-

ceiving word from the site that the TV looks - icoks

good. I guess - I'm not sure whether you got the

shades installed or not, but we do want to make sure

that they're installed so tha_ we know we've got a -

got a stable environment. But everything else is

looking good, and we'll have a few minutes before the

press conference actually starts there to make sure

our corm is squared away and the TV's looking good.

If you've had a chance to read your monitor, you

miEht take a look at it yourself and see how it looks.

One other item is that any time you guys get a chance,

you might go ahead and take the WASTE STOWAGE VENT
valve to VENT, and that will let us go ahead and

start a cabin purge.

11 40 08 C_,_ Okay; to VENT. Crip, why do you need a cabin purge?

CC-H Let me get a direct clarification for you. The -

Okay; the reason is that we have scheduled a DM 02

purge, and I guess we didn't call tha:, to you, but

we do not want to do that because of - we've used up

most of the 02 in the DM, and we're just going to go

ahead and purge it using the WASTE STOWAGE VENT
valve.

C_ Okay. And we have the shades on. i noticed there

are a few bright spots in the LEB, but we'll get a
better chance to look at those when we get through

working here.
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CC-H Okay; fine.

11 42 53 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S at Guam, 5 minutes.

CM_ Okay, Crip.

ACDR Good morning, Crip. How are you?

CC-H Morning, Tom. Feeling great. How are you guys up
there?

ACDR Well, 9 days of superclean living and - -

CC-H Your comm's cutting out on you there. I didn't get
all of that.

ACDR I said, "9 days of good, clean living and" - -

CC-H Ail I got was the "good, clean living," which we all

need to participate in a little bit, but your comm
was cutting in and out.

ACDR Roger. How do you read now?

11 44 05 CC-H I'm reading that good.

ACDR Okay - -

CC-H There you went again. We're dropping in and out of
the site, I've been told, if you're reading.

CM2_ Ail right.

11 44 30 CC-H Tom, I understand - your downli_k apparently is

breaking in and out at the site, but I understand my

uplink is okay. For your information, the way we're

going to handle this upcoming press conference is that
when we initially acquire you on the ATS, we're go-

ing to take about 5 or 6 minutes there to make sure

we got everything set up and give you a comm check
with each of you guys, and then we'll be turning it

over to the press, which is going to be assembled
over in the auditorium in building 2. And they will

be directing questions at each of you individually.

And they - we have slipped the thing down so that we
have that initial time to set it up, and when we
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finish with - I believe what they go_ there is some-

thing like a half hour - I'll go ahead and take it

back. And I'll be available to you any time in be-
tween there if you need tc talk at me.

END OF TAPE
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11 45 17 ACDR Sounds good, Crip. Thank you.

CC-H Okay; we're going to lose you in 1 minute, and we'll

see you again. Even though it's not called for in

your Flight Plan, we'll see you at Vanguard in about

9 minutes from now. The reason for that, of course,

as I told you the other day, she's underway and going

toward Sydney.

ACDR Okay. A little bonus communication with you here.

11 47 44 CC-H Rog. And a little liberty for the guys out at

Vanguard.

11 57 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are AOS Vanguard. Have you for
6 minutes.

CMP Okay. We 're here.

CC-H Didn't think you'd run away. At least, I hoped you
hadn 't.

CMP ...

CC-H I couldn't copy that. You were kind of - kind of

whispering at me there.

DMP Still flying in orbit.

CC-H Still flying in orbit. Very good.

CC-H Getting close, though, you guys. About all the fun's
about to come to an end here tomorrow.

CMP That 's right.

CC-H Hey, while I'm standing by here - I don't know

whether you got a report or not, but that last pad

you guys ran for that special target, we ended up

getting 10 good minutes of X-ray data out of that

thing, where, you know, we weren't switching it on

and off. It worked great and came out real fine.

Appreciate all the work you guys did. The Pis are
real enthusiastic about it.
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ACDR Well, I guess that's good. And you tell them hello.

And I hope vhat all the dava comes out and they get

some good discoveries.

CC-H Rog. Well, they - they're looking foz_ard to it now -

to going ahead and sitting down and going through all

this data. But, tentatively, it looks very good.

17 02 23 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 mi_ute fro_ LOS. And our
next station contact will be Santiago in 17 minutes.

CC-H That's about 57 after the hour.

12 19 03 ACDR Hello, Houston, Apollo from S_ntiago. How do you
read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Tom. We're with you for about 5
minutes here.

ACDR Okay. You've got S-band down at Santiago?

CC-H That's affirm. S-band only. No VHF.

ACDR Okay. Well, I think we've got this s_acecraft all
stowed and cleaned up in a hurry here. Looks like a

big, roomy spacecmaft compared to _hat it's been
looking like for the last 9 days.

CC-H Well, that's good to hear you guys gem up and did a

little housekeeping this morning. I assmme that's why

you wanted to get up a little bit early. Before we

get started in the press conference, i r_ght - would

like to go ahead and get that WASTE STOWAGE VENT valve,

CLOSED, and that way we'll avoid any C&Ws from a high

02 flow, we hope, during the thing. We'll probably

be asking you to open it up again after the conference

because we haven't completed the purge.

C_ Okay.

ACDR Okay. You're just going to keep that open, and that's

what you're going to call the purge i_ for a while.

Right?

CC-H That's affirm. We're - we're purging by just opening

that vent up. That - that allows us to purge through

the CM REGs. One item I might mention here, Tom. I
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think you guys said hello to the people in Quito

the other day. We're now passing over Santiago, of
course, and this is the first manned mission that

these guys have supported, and they're standing down

there listening if you guys might want to say hello

to them this morning.

12 20 28 ACDR Sure; glad to. Deke's up in the docking module. In

fact, he said he visited, but we would like to say

hello to all the good people in Chile and thank you

so very much for all your support and help on the
mission.

CMP You have a beautiful country down there. Especially -

We can see your Andes very well; just white, very

rugged, beautiful from this altitude.

DMP Good morning down there, guys. I wish I was back

there with you one of these days after seeing all

the good work you're doing for us. Really enjoyed

the one time I spent with you and hope to get back

again some day.

12 21 02 ACDR It really is a beautiful view to come across the

Pacific and see your country move into the Andes and

on over. We've taken a whole lot of pictures and -

of your country - and we hope that we can have some to

show you, and maybe visit there someday.

D_ Give the mayor and the fire department my regards.

CC-H Sounds to me like you're trying to work up another

trip there, Deke and Tom.

ACDR Very smart, old buddy.

CC-H Why not, why not. I'm sure those guys appreciate

hearing from you, but it looks like you're just now

coming across the - across the coast. Sounds like a
beautiful view.

ACDR Yeah, it is.

ACDR We also hope that we've gotten a lot of pictures

there for the people of Chile to help them on their

resources and fishing.

CC-H Very good.
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12 26 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read thr:_ugh the ATS?

ACDR Roger. Read you loud and clear through the ATS.
How us?

CC-H Okay. We --pretty good. We'xre got a little static

in the background here we'll try - tr_: to clear up.

And we dropped out there due to the a::omaly change,

apparently. And we've got a good TIr i_.icturecoming

in here now. Let's take a look at it. /_nd why don't

you - if you can, I'd like to just get a short count

out of each of you, if you carL, when you get into
position.

ACDR Roger. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

C_ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

DMP 1, 2, 3, _, 5.

CC-H Okay; all three of those came in -cam.te in good. And
let us work on the TV picture here just a little bit.

CC-H Deke, you look awful pretty there upside down to us,

but it's disorienting everybody here on vhe grouted.

Could we - could we talk you into turning over? Is

there - is there enough room for you get straight
that way?

12 27 25 D_ Well, we'll try it. I'm not sure.

CC-H Going to give all of us vertigo.

CC-H You guys look all cleaned up and spiff_. Could -

wouldn't have believed you've been up there for 9
days.

ACDR Well_ we're bright-eyed and bushy-tailed this morning,
Crip. Ready to go.

CC-H Very good.

ACDR Cleaned the house, and everybody had a shave and what
all.

CC-II Rog. Twinkle toes there.

CC-H Kind of hard to squeeze in there,
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DMP Yeah, I'm competing with the hatch cover here.

CC-H Understand.

CC-H No room for your feet.

12 29 23 CC-H Okay, Vance. The - the only - only thing is when -

Over in your corner there, it's - the light kind of -

there's not very much on your face. I don't know,
it's like - Yeah, that's great right there, if you

can do that. That's beautiful. Well, if - if you

guys are all ready?

ACDR We're ready.

12 30 24 CC-H Okay. You guys look like you're all set up and - and

ready, and I'm going to go ahead and turn it over to

the gents over in building 2. It's over to the press.

ACDR Sounds good. See you later, Crip.

MCC-H We're ready to begin now. Questions, please. Howard

Benedict, AP.

PRESS First, congratulations to all of you on a super mission.

And my question is for Commander Stafford. When you

splash down tomorrow, it will mark the end of an era

in the U.S. manned space program. You, Tom, have

been a part of that program for many years. How do

you personally feel? Do you have any regrets about the

closing of this chapter in space exploration?

ACDR Well, first, good morning, Howard. I think it's

great of you guys to get up this early in the morning

to say - to come up here and ask questions. (Laughter)
Yeah, _t's been a - To me, it's been a great number

of years here; I enjoyed every bit of it. Certainly

there's a lot of nostalgia in seeing Apollo - the

end of Apollo; however, I think we are opening a new

era, with respect to the Shuttle, where space can have
more utility, bring more benefits to man. It's going

to be a quiet program for a couple of years, but down
the road, I - things are going to be great too, except

it's Just going to be a couple of years without some

manned space flights. Over.

MCC-H Bruce Hicks, UPI.
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12 31 L_ PRESS Vance Brand. This was your first flight, but you've

said very little about your perssnat feelings. Could

you new describe those personal feelings of the mission?

C_ Well, it's - in a nut shell, the greatesv experience

I ever had. It's just been super. _:ings up here

are - are really thrilling. ]t started with the launch.

I'll never forget that. Am.d seeing the Earth - seeing

the Earth from up here at this altitude, just a fan-

tastic thing. The experiences of zerc:-g and, of course,

the prime things in the mission have all been a lot

of fun, and - but that includes docking, getting

together with the Russians for 2 days_ _nd eve_hing

else we've been doing ever since. It's just been

super.

MCC-H Jules Bergman, ABC.

PRESS For Tom Stafford. Tom, do you feel the mission was
worth the 225-million-dollar cos_? Amid if so, if the

NASA budget allowed, would another such joint mission

with existing hardware be worth the ccst?

12 32 53 ACDR Good morning, Jules. Well, I think we actually -

keeping under our budget by about 20 million dollars,
so I think it was about 230. The - Was che mission

worth the cost? Yes. I think definit_l_ _ so. It

did put together a new mechanism for both the co-ir,tries,

and they both contributed equally to it as far as
rendezvous for rescue. And the main item it can show

that, in spite of great political differences, that if

people meet commitments, that a lot of effort can
be achieved. So I would say, yes, it was certainly

worth the effort on both sides. And as far as Glynn
Lunney and a lot of us can see, it cosy them as much

or more than it did us, as far as actual funds. As

far as another mission, I think we'll have %o review

how - all the impacts of this one, and just look a_
that in the future, Jules. Over.

MCC-H Shepard, NBC.

12 33 _7 PRESS This question is for Slayton from the pilot of MR3.

Now that you've had a chance actually to fly in the

spacecraft after 16 years of waiting on the gromnd,

was it really worth it? And tell me, inow does it

feel to fly without rudder pedals?
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DMP Really didn't, Al, I had them there. Now to answer

your question, it feels great. The only thing that

upsets me is having to miss all this fun for the last

16 years. You've kno_m for that long how much fun it

was, and all I've done is sit back and listen to you

guys talk about it. Never believed it was quite as

great as it really is. I don't think there's any

way you can really express it, Al, as you well know.

I think Vance covered it pretty well. Everything

from the lift-off up to this point has just been

super. And we know we have to come back tomorrow,

and I'm not sure I'm looking forward to it.

MCC-H Nelson Benton, CBS.

PRESS This is for General Stafford. Tom, did the time

taken for the ceremonial parts for docked activity -

had that time been spent otherwise, would more have

been accomplished during the docked phase of the

flight?

12 3k 57 ACDR If the ceremonial time had been - other things -

well, actually, we concluded five joint experiments

with the Soviet crew and tested out the docking
mechanism and modes and also the other efforts. The

ceremonial time I think amounted just to a very,

very small segment of time. And, as you know, we

got a lot of scientific data here in the solo

flight. We got a lot while we were there with them

in a dual flight. So, I think the time allocation

was pretty good.

MCC-H Nick Chriss, LA Times.

PRESS Commander Stafford, you've had a very compressed
time line. I wonder if you could describe for us

briefly, perhaps the crew's most difficult moments
thus far on this flight.

ACDR Well, as far as difficult moment, I don't know.

We've had some - we've had some trying moments, in

the way we've taken the Apollo spacecraft and all
this extra scientific apparatus onboard, and then

try to make it into a little bit of an effort of a

minor TV studio, so we could show the world what it

was like in space when the Russian crew was over

here. I think really one of the - I heard Vance
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and Deke co_nent on too - was to get :_hislittle

bitty spacecraft stowed avay with al! _his gear

onboard so it looked halfway decent. ! mean, ia

was, as you say, a real btundle of snakes here. Deke?

12 36 20 D_ Yeah, I think probably the - there's ho _ne _hing

that was any great difficulty. _Eae oz_.e3verall thing

that is the perpetual problem_ as Tom said, is _he

housekeeping problems. And that's again the thing

we've heard about from everybody that s ever flown,

but, again, you can't appreciate it u_:tit you're here.

And everything that you drop floats off somewhere,

and you got to chase it. Then it seer:s to find the

mcst bidden cranny to deposit itself Jrt. _md meals,

which are a really mundane thing on EE_th with the

same equipment up here, Just take about 3hree times

as long to prepare, eat, and dispose cf. Other vhan

that, it's been super.

C_,_ Plus we need a traffic cop up here to direct who's

going to go through which way, _en. It seems like

we're always bumping into each other and trying _o

get into the same locker, and it's really a pretzy

small volume up here. So that - that al! works zo-

gether to sometimes give minor frustration.

ACDR And we've had some long 16-hour days, one after another.

Maybe 16 plus quite a few hours, but everything is

going off great, and we feel in good shape. But

I'm - Working around in this little place with all

this gear on has really been a bear.

DMP I think the flight planners did a super /ob to get

this thing laid out as well as they did. _nere's

really no way you can do any better, except to jusz

get up here and work it out in real time.

12 37 44 MCC-H John Wilford, New York Times.

PRESS For Vance Brand. For the last couple :_f days, you've

been busy with scientific experiments. Could you

_ell us, are you up to date on everything? Are you
behind on some of the experiments? Just what is the

status of yomr experiments?

C_ Well, we've been going right down the Flight Plan.

And we have most of them ou_ of the w_¢. Still

remaining, of course, is the Doppler e::_periment,
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which - mainly the work today. It involves kicking

off the docking module this afternoon, sometime around

2:30, Houston time, I believe, and, after that, per-

forming two engine burns to get spacing on the docking
module. And after that, we will be measuring relative

velocity between the docking module and our vehicle

to, basically, get a better feel for the minor gravity
fields around the Earth and find out where the big

heavy land masses are - where the heavy things are
that are equivalent to mascons on the Moon. So, that's

the main thing. After that, it's medical tests back

on the ground.

12 39 0_ MCC-H Albert Bobikov, Tass.

PRESS (For some sakes, I'll repeat it. Ail of us saw a

good job together with the Soyuz cosmonauts in space.

How did the preparation between the two countries -

between the specialists here in the U.S. and _he

U.S.S.R. help you in Joint - in joint preparations

in space?)

ACDR (We have had more of it on the Earth. Yes, I think

we had 2 nice years. We started working _ogether -

engineers, cosmonauts, engineers, and technicians_

everything went so very well, though sometimes it

was very difficult.)

DMP (Yes, I think that the cooperation in space is the
best cooperation in the world.)

ACDR (Roger. We worked with the cosmonauts and we per-

formed five joint experiments and now we have become

good friends. I think that our cooperation is very

good. We have had an excellent relationship and a

good experience.)

CMP (Most important, we accomplished the docking. The

docking was successful, and the rendezvous was suc-

cessful. We have worked together 2 days. This was
also successful.)

MCC-H We'll get a transcript of that in English. Next,

Mary Bobb, Reuters.

12 41 35 PRESS Ail of you three have done _n absolutely super job.

For Tom: How does this compare with your other

missions? For Deke: Is it tougher or easier than
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you thought? And for Vance: Wil] yo:_ have any

words of wisdom to the pilots of the F_huttie?

ACDR Good morning, Mary. What kind of a h_t are you

wearing this morning? Well, compared to our other

three missions, this one w_s completely differenm,

in one sense, you know, working for t?:e period of
time. And that's a lot of the fun of a mission is

working on it before you fly _'ith the Soviets. --_.e

rendezvous was somewhat similar, but -he actual

docking, the new mechanism, was differenz. The

transfer back and forth was different, and all that,
and the training. So, it was one heck of a lot of

fun, and there's a lot of trying efforts, but a lot

of fun. And it was a different type cf raission in
a way. Yes. Deke.

D_',[P Well, Mary, to answer your questlon about how tough

or easy it was from a physical point of view, Z
haven't done anything my 91-year-old amnz up in

Wisconsin couldn't have done equally well. i mhir_k

as far as the flight's concerned, it was probably

easier than the training, mostly because we had a

very nominal flight. The spacecraft haruware's all

performed superbly; we had absolutely no problems

of consequence. And we never run a simulation, of

course, without having a barrel of prc blems, so im's

been a very easy flight, all in all, and a very en-

Joyable one.

12 _3 08 C_P And I believe your question, Mary, to _te was what

would I - what words would I say to the Shuttle

pilots coming up as a result of my experience on

this flight. Well, I would say when you - I would

direct my connment mainly in the area of spacecraft

design, because right now they are designing a space-

craft and having it built. 2T_ey're near the design

phase, but I think that this vehicle has given us so

much confidence just because it purrs right along,
and it seems to be a vehicle that we can - we can

fly. Actually, it's - it's like riding a bicycle.

We can fly this thing like you ride a i:icycle; the

man is part of the machine. And I hope that the

pilots of Shuttle will do all they can to make _he

Shuttle the same sort of a vehicle - that is, one that

uses the best of machinery end the best of man, puts

them together to come up with a vehicle that they can

have a tot of confidence in, Just like we have confi-
dence in this one.
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MCC-H Peter Reich, Chicago Tribune.

PRESS Good morning, gentlemen. General Stafford. 15

years ago, no man had been in space. Now 12 Americans
have walked on the Moon, and a Russian and American

spaceship have linked up in orbit. What will the

next 15 years hold, sir?

12 4h 37 ACDR Well, we're predicting, and I think everybody that -

has been, worked in the business, like Deke and Vance

and I have - that space is going to become more and

more a medium to work - and it can benefit the people
on Earth. It won't be like an airline - probably

ever, for a long time to come. But we hope, with the

future technology we're developing now, that a lot

of great things can be accomplished. It'll cost us

far less per pound to go into space - that we can bring

bring back some great benefits, as far as Earth re-

sources, manufacturing, and all those types of data.

So after, say, a quiet period - for say, h to 5 years

- then you're going to see space become a more and

more - a somewhat routine-type operation. Where

we'll be at the end of 15 years, would be very dif-

ficult to say, though.

MCC-H Lydia Dotto, Toronto Glebe.

PRESS Question for Commander Stafford. I would like you

to comment on how well you thought you handled Rus-
sian during the mission, and whether you think this

would be a practical way of doing things in the

future, or whether you think there will eventually

be a single official language used in space, as it

is in aviation - when people from various countries

around the world start flying.

12 45 53 ACDR Well, I guess - I think, the whole crew handled the

Russian language very well during the mission. I

know, at least, all our commands were understoood.

And I think that the Soviets did a good job with
English. And a couple of times, things would come

from the Control Center that - relay over. We'd
tell them - what - that their Control Center wanted

to talk to them, and instantly, they'd take care of

it. So, everything went off beautiful. And I think

all our thoughts that we wanted to get over to them

were conveyed. As far as a universal language, and

this has been kicked around for a while, but I can't

see it on the horizon. I don't know, Deke, or Vance?
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D_ Wet], there's been discussion over th_ years about

Esperanto. In fact, it camle up here recently in

this mission. But I think_ if you're talking about

a multinational program, where you have a number of

languages involved, probably something like that

would be desirable. I think, however, for a mission

like we just - are in the process of z:ompleting, where

there are only two countries am.d two 3an_ages, this

is probably the way to go. Although, I have to admit_

we surely spent a lot of man-hours on language train-

ing. Probably at least a third of ou_ total training

was on language. I can understand it.

_iC-H A1 Slagle, New York Daily News.

12 47 08 PRESS Stafford, what do you consider the single most

important accomplishment, for both cotmtries, of this
mission?

ACDR Well, i guess the single most i__oortant _ccomplish-

ment is the fact that - it shows zhat the people of

both co_tries - that we've worked _ogetner on a

very difficult and a tedious task over a prolonged

period of time; that we've ac - successfully ac-

complished this task; that if the s_me dedication,
the same comm2tment, to meet outlined goals and

commitments, is carried forth - zhere's probably
considerable other efforts that can be carried for-

ward, that can benefit a lot of people. But both the
co__itment and _he actual deeds have to be there.

But that, _o me, is probably as significant as -

even more significant that actually proving out the

new docking mechanism.

32 4_ 02 MCC-H Reg Turnill, BBC.

PRESS Oh - for Deke Slayton. After 16 years experience cf

American doctors, Deke, did you find it reassuring

to have a Royal Air Force doctor in Mission Control?

D_ Yes, sir. He's a very fine doctor, too. We ap-

preciated all the support we've gotten from your
folks.

MCC-H Craig Covalt.

CMP He's only been with us for a s_ort time, but we sure

_hink he's a great guy.
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MCC-H Craig Covalt, Av[iation] Week.

12 48 37 PRESS For Tom Stafford. From a piloting standpoint, the

crew has done some very precise flying in the last

few days, on the dockings and, especially, with

Deke's UVA maneuvers. As pilots, how difficult has

this mission been to fly, with Apollo's maneuvering

capability, compared to how difficult y'all thought

it'd be, prior to lift-off?

ACDR Well, the - We had some great simulations, Craig.

But we found that - actual flying it - it was

actually, in some ways - the handling characteristics
of the vehicle - was a little bit better tham_ the

simulator, because of the - some of the visual

presentations. You do - you do have a lot more cues
in orbit like, the night time - the way the stars

move, even. You know we had that in the simulator,

but - the night horizon and all that. So, I thought

the actual flying task itself was a little easier in

flight than what we experienced in simulation. Need-
less to say, all three of us have a test pilot back-

ground, flight test experience, and it's always great

fun to fly. Deke?

DMP Yeah. I think Tom said it on the head. Our simulator

visuals have never been the greatest. It's almost

impossible to make them good, you know, perfect.

And, so your visual cues are great, however com-

paratively. And, of course, the vehicle dynsmfcs

are always pure, which they are not always in the

simulation. So I think, generally, it is easier and

straightforward, and never any dol_t at all about

where you're going and what you're doing. We got

into a couple of problems on the UVA with switch

configurations trying to get cranked up to go. But
other than that, everything was perfect in terms of

the flying part of it. It was comparatively easy.

MCC-H Laszlo Dosa, USIA.

12 50 20 PRESS General Stafford, has this mission improved the

chances for a future international manned flight to
Mars?

ACDR Well, that's a difficult question. I'll say defi-

nately that it has. But the - the main thing, as

far as any future flight to a distant planet like
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that - that's going to - The big problem there is

funding. We know how to do it, as fa]* as going to

Mars and wha% we developed on the Apo'_lo. Our country

certainly has the techniques. As far as - I would

think that probably either - any flight like that

would probably be of an international nature. The

one thing we have - like onboard the J_ollo space-

craft, just besides, you know: the joint mission of
docking with the Soviets, we have two German biomedical

experiments, and over the past period of time we've

we've always cooperated with other co_mtries as far

as helping them take their payloads into space, and

it's going tc be bigger in the future.

_(_,-n Jacques Tiziomt.

!2 52 23 FRESS This is a question for Vance, since - since he has

spent 2 years in Europe. ¥ance, how c_o you foresee

a form of space cooperation between the United S%ates,

the Soviet Union, and Western Eumope?

C _ _: ,,_.: Jacques, you say, have I thought of tna_ particular

thought? Or idea? I'm not sure I got the question

completely.

MCC-H Jacques, would you repeat the question, please?

PRESS Vance, how do you foresee some form of space coopera-

tion that would involve the Soviet Union, the United

States, and Western Europe?

_2 52 07 C_ Well, I would guess that, that's certainZy a possibility

bu5 Itm not in a very good position to think that one
ou%. Itts- I think it's desirable that the - the

whole world tends toward cooperation ia space, really.
And I guess wetve had the first step here with the
U.S. and the Soviet Union.

MCC-H Harry Pease, Milwaukee Journal.

PRESS Cris Ka-aft - this is for Deke. £ris _raft is quoted

today as saying that you'll be offered an opportunity
to direct the horizontal test of the Shuttle, and that

you'll be considered as a pilov for it. What's

your reaczion to that?

7_o %2 52 D[*__ Good morning, Harry. How are ,_oucdoing? We saw

i1ilwau/_eefor you yesterday. 'leah, to answer to
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your question - I'm looking forward to working on

the Shuttle, or anything else that NASA management

wants me to do. And, of course, that's the next

program. I look forward to it as being a challenge,

and I like to fly anything and everything. And if -

if I get a chance to fly that beauty_ I'll certainly

be happy.

MCC-H The gentleman here.

PRESS Roger Norum with the United Press International
Audio Network. A question to Vance Brand. You've

been in space more than a week now. Would you

encourage the idea of having women astronauts on

future long space trips? Is so, why? If not, why?

12 53 40 CMP We were laughing because I think we've heard the

question before. Well, I'll try to give a fresh

viewpoint on it. I certainly think that in the

years to come that we'll have women in space. It

should - it should work great, as long as everything

is designed properly to have women in space. By

that, I mean, this particular cabin with a mixed

crew wouldn't work; it's too small and it doesn't

have the proper facilities, or even any kind of

separation. But - I think - the first good chance

for women in space would be in the Shuttle area -

era. And probably in the - in the experiments area,

but we'll have to wait and see what happens.

MCC-H Angus Macpherson.

PRESS General Stafford. Short of Mars, which everyone seems

to agree is a long way off, do you have any specific

thoughts on specific undertakings, which your two

nations might get together on in space? And have

you - did you discuss this at all with Colonel
Leonov?

12 54 53 ACDR No. The main thing on - on this mission; we had

to put all our efforts and our thoughts and every-

thing Just to concentrate on - on getting this one

done perfectly, which I think has been pretty much

accomplished. The future thoughts, we are having

negotiations with the Soviet Union. Dr. Fletcher

has been over there_ George Low talking with the

Academy of Science. As far as with other countries,

our - as you know, the nine European countries are
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building the ESRO Spacelab an_ tha_ will fly in the
Shuttle. And in that one _ there will be a whole

series of European "astronauts" that'll be flying

in the Shuttle working on the lab and that should

take place in the early 1980's. Over.

MCC-H Harriet Shelare.

12 5) 46 PRESS For Deke Slayton. Last month in a press conference

here in Houston, you made some remarks that were

critical of the Soviet Government. Was there any

reaction by the cosmonauts or discussion of these

remarks during the flight?

D_ Nc. I don't know what else to say about that question.

I didn't mean to give you a smart ansv'er, but no,

there's not been any discussion on the part of the

cosmonauts. As a matter of fact, on the part

off anybody else since I made those co_enzs, other
than the following day's press conferences.

MCC-H Gentleman in vhe first row.

PRESS Deke, have you seen Salyut?

D_ Negative.

MCC-H Gentleman back here in the blue sports jacket.

PRESS Can you tell me if any one of you, or all of you

could answer this, plan to do any work for increased

f_muding for NASA?

12 56 53 D_ Certainly. We've been doing that for abcut 15 years

and I would expect to continue to doing that.

CC-H i believe there's - -

ACDE Well, we're not officially lobbyists, _&% I thi_<

basically all of us are - believe tha% the increase

in science and technology is going to help all the

people, so how you get - how you apply that actually

takes fundings.

C_,__ You better believe we'll - i'lL try to do my bes_.
I believe in it.

MCC-H Everly Driscoli.
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PRESS For Deke Slayton. We realize you haven't had much

time for a philosophical reflection, so off the

top of you head, what sight, sound, or feeling has

made the most vivid impression on you during the
mission?

12 57 44 DMP Good morning, Everly. Well, that's kind of difficult
to answer. It's been a very complex situationc I

guess to start with - with, the launch was super.

I - I was expecting something a little different,

I guess. It was just like a real fantastic super-

powered airplane taking off into a big Immelmann.

And of course, when we shot off into orbit, we didn't

have much of a chance to look around, but that
first view out the window was unbelievable. In

fact, every time I look out the window it's kind of

hard to believe; it's Just - Just fantastic scenery

in every direction anytime we're in daylight. Flying

around the Soyuz, of course, was also very interesting.

And, to kind of philosophize about any of this, I

guess we've been too busy to play the philosophical

game yet. We may sit back and think, when we get

on the ground, a little bit more.

MCC-H Vic McElheny, New York Times.

PRESS General Stafford. Is there anything unusual or tricky

about getting rid of the docking module this after-

noon; anything that's bothering you about it?

12 58 _9 ACDR Wells no, we're not anticipating any problems. The
crew - we have simulated in our simulator quite a few

times and thav's - we'll use an explosive device

after we've had a rate going like this to spin it

off. If that doesn't work, we also have a backup
mechanism, using the probe and drogue we can release

it. But we're not anticipating any problems. It's

a - it's a precise flying maneuver, but I don't think

there'll be any problems with it. In fact, we were -
I think all of us are going to hate to see the

docking module go. It's been a real friend to us.

It's - it's - we use it as a bedroom, a transfer

tunnel, as an airlock, an exercise room, and a few

other things.

CMP And a store room and an attic, right now.

ACDR We'll hate to see it go.
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['!CC-H Gentlemen, here.

PRESS Nigel Wade, with the London Telegraph. For Deke

Slayton. If you do get to fly the Shuttle, would

you be willing to take up a group of the press?

12 59 45 O_ Certainly, I'd be happy to. 2[ think that'd be great

to get a]l you folks up here. This - cause there's

no wa3, we can sit up here and tell you about it, or

come back down there and mell you about it. And I

think it'd be beautiful to bring you up here and show
you.

MCC-H Now this may be the last question. Hans Meier.

END OF TAPE
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13 00 03 PRESS Hans Meier from RIAS; West Berlin. Deke Slayton,

you are right now a senior pilot in space. What

can you say about the prospects, the future pros-

pects, of elderly people in space, according to

your personal experience right now, in space as

pilots and as passengers. Would it be perhaps
the same age limit as in aviation?

DMP Well, yes. In my opinion, as far as flightcrews in
space are concerned, I see no reason to use any

different criteria to speak of than we use for com-

merical airline people. As long as people are tech-

nically qualified and can pass the physical, that
should be the only criteria. I think as far as

passengers are concerned, I see no reason why esen-

tially anybody down there that wants to come to

space can't come to space, especially in the Shuttle,

The g-loadings are very low on both launch and re-

entry. And - and I wasn't kidding when I said

earlier that I thought my 91-year-old aunt in Wiscon-

sin could come up and do this job physically. I

believe - I really believe she can. And I believe
anybody else down there can.

MCC-H Final question, and a short one, please, Bergman,
ABC.

PRESS Tom, the Soyuz portion of the flight has come and

gone. How do you feel now about the charges by a

certain U.S. Senator that Soyuz was a deathtrap, that

your flight had no scientific value, that the Russians

couldn't control two spacecraft at once?

13 01 3h ACDR Well, remember we discussed that, Jules, in the press
conference before, and having worked in detail with

the - those people for 2 years, they certainly have
a great capability. They're putting a lot of their

resources into space exploration in the Soviet Union,

and we'd been all through Soyuz, and also we'd ask

them for a safety analysis. And they - They'd shown

us their systems and all that and we actually had no

problems. It sounded like, possibly that - no doubt,
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Apolio-Soyuz was great headlines. Haybe somebody

wanted to grab ahold of some action there, but the

Soyuz looked solid as a rock just like we said it

would be - like we inspected it at Baykonur, at

the launch site. And it performed as they said i%

would. And as far as the - commanding control, they

had absolutely no problems. So it's like you and I

discussed earlier, Jules. Everything was right there

and there was no problem.

13 02 27 MCC-H Tom, Deke, Vance, thank you very much. We'll look

forward to seeing you at the postmission press con-

ference. Thank you, ladies and gentiemen.

ACDR Real good.

DMP Thank you.

ACDR Thank all of you.

D_ (We'll see each other back on Earth.)

ACDR Maybe nex_ time we can have it upstairs in space.

CC-H Hey, you guys did a great Job there. Professional

as always.

ACDR Thank you, Crip. And now, back to work ...

CC-H Rog.

ACDR Where were we?

CC-H Imagine it's time for a little breakfast.

ACDR And we'll get this thing reeonfigured here.

13 02 59 CC-H Okay. We could also take that WASTE STOWAGE _T
valve back to VENT now and - and continue the vent-

lng. Incidentally, Mary was wearing an ASTP ballcap.

ACDR Oh, good. I knew Mary would have to be wearing some

kind of a cap there, so tell her "Hi," again.

_!2;03 17 C_._ Okay, Crip. And we performed the action of OVER-
BOARD DRAIN to DUMP.
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CC-H Okay.

DM_ Hey, Crip, is there any reason I can't continue

with this furnace? I meant to ask you over Santiago,

but it's all ended out. And we'd just as soon get

ahead on that one a little hit, if we can.

13 03 36 CC-H No. You - you - you're GO to go ahead and continue

that. Incidentally, Deke, I mentioned earlier to

Vance with that - in doing the vent valve open for

me, it's - we're deleting your DM/CM 02 purge that

was scheduled later due to the quantity of 02 that
we got left in the DM.

DMP Okay.

CMP Okay, Crip. We're going to have to start moving

some things around, so Itll turn off the TV about

now and start packing up a little bit, if that's

okay with you.

CC-H That's fine. We're all through with it. Appreciate
all - -

CMP ... on, Deke. I'll get it right here.

CC-H - - appreciate all the efforts you guys got - went

to to make that come off so well. It really looked

good from down here.

ACDR ... - -

CMP It was a lot of fun.

ACDR - - thank you for helping coordinate the whole

thing, Crip, and all the guys down on the ground.

13 04 51 CC-H Vance, awhile ago you said you were opening up the

DUMP DRAIN valve and some - if that's the case,

then you're still dumping urine. If - when you

finish with that, we can have the WASTE STOWAGE

VENT valve to open so we can tell you the cabin

purge.

ACDR And, again, you said we are venting the DM/CM 02
purge.
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C_,_ Okay. Correct that.

CC-H We are not doing the CM/DM 02 purge. That is -
that is scrubbed.

ACDR Roger.

DMP Hey, Crip, could you check our fur_ace samples?

I'm not sure we went through all of these. Seems

to me like we've missed one. We've got 044 in
there now.

CC-H Okay. Guys, we're still on - ye're on hot mikes

apparently.

DMP Okay.

13 05 53 CC-H And for Vance's information, we're gesting through
all the furnace samples, we think, except the sym-

bolic sample, which we don't have {ime to do.

CMP Okay, we'll pass that to Deke.

D_CP I'm on the line here. I can hear you.

CC-H Okeydoke.

13 17 h4 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about ready to lose you on

the SITS and we have you again in, oh, a little over

7 minutes at 0rroral. And it'd probably be easier

Just tc go ahead and pick up the - vhe morning re-

port over the next ATS pass_ that's the next long

duration. We'll try to get it somewhere in there.

ACDR Okay.

13 18 06 CC-H Before I'm going over the hill, let me tell you

some - some great news. I w_s just informed that

yesLerday Alexey made General.

13 25 53 CC-H Apollo, Houston. With you shrough {trroral for
3 minutes.

ACDR You cut out - just as you went over the hill before.

Would you repeat that last transmission?
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CC-R Okay. I was just telling you, I don't - don_t
think that news had been passed up yet, that -

just informed that yesterday Alexey made General.

ACDR Well, real good. You can tell him "Congratulations."

D_ Yeah, congratulate him for us.

CC-H Rog.

CMP Really glad to hear it. Guess everybody thought

that might be a possibility.

CC-H Roger.

13 27 11 CC-H Been looking ahead here at the - the time line
today. It - you guys may be trying to - to get

ahead on a few things. So want to warn you about

a couple of items. I was going to ask, Tom, for

you to modify slightly how you were going to take

the picture of the fish. In - in addition to what

you normally take, we were going to ask that the

portable light be placed off about 45 degrees from -
on either side, to get some pictures like that to

see if the - if the fish try to reorient to follow

the light a little hit. We can talk about that a

little bit further when you do it. Also, we're

going to make a stowage modification to bring back

a couple of the Li0H canisters that were installed
at the time that you guys - with that funny odor

up there - Just before the initial docking. And i

can get that to you a little bit later. Just wanted

to tell you, in case you were trying to get ahead

of me, there.

ACDR Okay.

DMP You might pass on to the Granola experts down
there that they taste as good up here as they do
down there.

CC-H Couldn't copy that, Deke. What tastes as good?

DMP Granolies.

CC-H Granolies_ Very good. We're about a minute from

LOS and next station contact will he through Quito

in 28 minutes. See you there.
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_kACDB _ ay.

13 28 5h CC-H Have a long rest period far _oth of _ks to get
some breakfast.

13 57 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Quito for a minute
and a half.

fMP Okay, Crip. Got you loud and clear.

CC-H Okay. I'm informed that I should call it "Key-to"

and not "Kwe-to," as I've been doing.

C_[P Okay. Hey, and just wanted to make cne comment

before I forgo%. You might tell the food people

that these food trays really are neat. ?ney really
are Just the thing we need up here to keep our

meals on. They're designed very well.

CC-H Well, that's a good comment, i'm sure they'd - be

good vo hear it. Where y'all are, sort of putting

them up on the main display console?

CM_ That 's right. I/n-huh.

13 58 _3 CC-H Great. Incidentally, we had a waste waker dump

scheduled for Tom upcoming here, and we want to

delete that since we are running the secondary

evap and using the water.

]3 58 25 CMP Yeah, looked like we were dow_ somewhere around

60 now on our fluctuating gage.

CC-H Okay.

13 59 39 CC-H Okay, we're going over the hill here, and I'll

pick you up on the ATS shortly.

14 05 06 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through the ATS. Got

you for 51 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through the ATS. Got

you for about 50 minutes.

DM1° Okay, Crip. Got you.
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CC-H Okay, Deke.

DMP Okay, did you have some special instructions for us

on the fish? We missed it there, I guess.

14 06 09 CC-H No, all I wanted to do was to warn you that I did

have some instructions. Basically, when Tom or

whoever takes the - takes the pictures of them
today, we would like to - in addition to the normal

pictures we get, we would like to remove the port-
able light from the camera and hold it off at about

a 45-degree angle on either side and get some photos

that way to see if we can get the fish reorienting
to the light.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR You said you want *** on either side, huh?

CC-H Yes, sir, if we could. It's probably going to

require two guys to do that, of course.

14 06 49 ACDR Yeah, Deke and I will. I don't know whether I

ever told those guys down there or not, Crip, but
all of those fish were orientating to the bottom

of the package, what would be the colored side,

I guess is the best way to explain it; there isn't

any bottom.

CC-H Very good. I guess then they would be interested

to know if moving the light over from an angle like
that makes any difference to them.

ACDR I've been doing a lot of that. It doesn't seem to,

but we'll get some pictures of it, anyway.

14 07 28 CC-H Okay. That'd be very interesting because I think,
you know that that is one of the sensory mechanisms
of the fish to - to reorient in that manner. Not

being a - -

ACDR Copy.

CC-H - - being a - being a fish expert, of course.
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ACDE I hate to admit it, but neither am I.

CC-H Oh, now, I know better than that. I've seen you

bring too many in.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. When somebody gets a chance, if

we could have ACCEPT, we'll go ahead and update

your state vector.

i_ 09 2_ ACDR Okay. You got it.

CC-H Coming at you.

CC-H Deke, wonder if this might be a good place to give

this modification I was talking to you about on

the Li0H cans, so you can get it noted down in your
book and work it. We'll need the DM Checklist to

do that.

DM2P Okay. You need a DM Checklist. Stand by. I'll

tell you _f I could - I'll write it down. in the

Flight Plan here and then transfer it. How's that?

CC-H That's fine or we can hold up until you're working,

as far as I'm concerned. It's no big deal.

DMP Okay.

I_ 1i 55 CC-H Okay, The update's complete, and you _uys can have
the DSK_ back and go back to BLOCK.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We see that we haYe_?t powered

down the experiments - SIM bay experiments yet.

Like to go ahead and do this now, if we could.

ACDR Okay. Stand by, Crip. We're kind of milling atoms_nd

here between the DM ... everybody get_;ing things
sorted out,

CC-H Okay. We see them coming do_.. Appreciate it.

ACDR And do you want that X-ray purged at all?

CC-H Negative. We do not.
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14 13 11 CC-H What we're bringing them down for now is this fuel-

cell purge, and you might note down there a little

bit later, about 194:25, we ask you to bring them

back up again. One little mod we're going to ask

there - When we bring them back up, we're going to
take the EUV on detector 1 vice 2. And I'll remind

you of it there.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR Okay, Crip. I'm ready to copy on the Docking Module
Checklist.

CC-H Okay. If you'll flip over to page 13-1.

ACDR Okay. We're there.

14 18 48 CC-H Okay. Just two items. Anywhere under that first

part there when you first start, let me tell you

what we're doing to do and you can note it however

you want to. We've currently got LiOH cans num-

ber 15 and 16 in B-6. And we have number - cans

number 5 and 6 in D-4. What we want to do is ex-

change those so that we end up coming back with

5 and 6 in B-6. And we throw away 15 and 16 in
D-4 with the docking module. Is that clear?

ACDR Yeah, I think so. 15 and 16 are now in B-6. You

want those transferred to D-4 and replace them with

numbers 5 and number 6, which is currently in D-4.

CC-H That's affirm.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Okay. And the other item is over in the right-hand

column there, I guess, under the load jettison

stowage bag and stuff that Vance is going to do.

In the TSB in the right-hand equipment bay, it tells

him to put the cabin vent QD. We're going to leave
that on due to this extra venting that we're having

to do and we're Just - unless it gets in you guys t
road, welre Just going to leave it on for entry. No

need to remove it, so we're not planning on throwing
that away.

ACDR Okay.
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14 20 13 CC-H Okay. That's really - really all I needed to

modify. To understand - to help us understand

what we're doing a little bit better on the purg-

ing, we would like to under - to know whether you're
currently running with two suit hoses or one suit
hose into the DM?

ACDR Just one.

CC-H Just one. Oh - okay, fine.

14 24 07 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Whenever somebody can get around

to it, we're also standing by for the morning re-
port down here.

DMP Okay. Stand by. We haven't quite govten around to

working that up yet.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Talking about morning report and food and everything,

Rita's down here in the - the MOCR today. I'm sure
she appreciates all those good words about the food
table.

ACDR Yeah. All in all, it's been mighty fine; and the

few problems we've had has been just the zero-g
problem, which is nothing new, and we don't have
any magic solution to either.

CC-H Rog.

ACDR You can tell Rita that I bet we've all three

gained weight on this one.

CC-H Okay. We'll blame it on her.

DMP I did get an orange too sour vhis morning; we had
a bag ..., but that's the first time !'ye had that
happen.

CC-H Well, did that - that match the strawberry you'd
had earlier in the mission?

ACDR Yeah, that makes a beautiful view over the window
here.
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CC-H Rog. Helps out the vis obs stuff, too.

ACDR Right. Like looking at the world through rose-

colored glasses.

ACDR Okay, Crip. We've got Lt[OH] canisters 5 and 6 in
here in the B-6.

14 25 39 CC-H Okay. Real fine. Appreciate that, Tom. They're

Just interested in analyzing them to see if we can

try to figure out what that odor was that you gu_s
smelled a little bit earlier.

ACDR That's a good idea.

CC-H You mentioned the color or the hues on the window

there; we're going to ask you to try a little bit

more of the red tide when we come over it today.

I was going to give you a update on that a little

bit later; think we might be able to get some - get

some photos of that area again.

ACDR Okay. They all look red today.

CC-H Understand.

14 26 23 ACDR Crip, looking ahead in the Flight Plan, have we got
to close the overboard drain, the urine - these

urine dumps and water dumps when we turn on the

stuff again?

CC-H That's - that's affirm. The intent there is to turn

the experiments back on when you finish the - the

dump s.

14 26 52 CC-H If you started that urine dump about as - on time

there - assuming it's going on, and it should be

cleaned out pretty good by the time that we've

got called out to start powering the experiments up.

END OF TAPE
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14 47 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're getting down to about the

time where you should be getting ready to turn on

your SIM bay experiments, and we would like - on
this time, instead of using detector 2 on the EUV,
we would like to use detector 1.

ACDR Okay,

CMl° OP_ay, Crip, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Vance.

iL 47 _6 CC-H And, Apollo, we've been sitting here considering -

while we're sitting in tight deadband, and doesn't

appear to be any real requirement to save us a lit-

tle propellant; we recommend you go ahead and change

your DAP to 5 degrees for deadband.

14 48 O1 CN[P Okay. Will do.

CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Okay. I'm not in a position to see that light.
What was it?

CC-H It was 02 FLOW. It - it's still due to those -

We were trying to find out if we could - -

CMP Okay.

CC-H - - if we could get a way to - around going ahead

and getting this purge out without getting those -
those FLOWs. And we're still looking at that.

Hate - hate to put you all to the trouble for the
C&Ws.

CMP Yeah. The only problem with that is, is when it

goes so much, we tend to get careless, and it's like

the guy that cried wolf too many times.

CC-H I sympathize with that, wholly. I - you know, as

long as we've got you through the ATS here, I can
certainly come up and tell you each time what it is,

because we're looking at it, if you'd like that.
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CMP Why don't you do it right during this period, be-

cause we *** the guys packing things, and stuff.

CC-H Sure. We'll do it. And we're assuming you're going

to get the SIM bay stuff there pretty soon. Is
that correct?

CMP I'm looking at it right now.

lh 51 58 CC-H Rog. Okay. And also, whenever somebody gets a

chance to work it up, we're still st_ding by for

that morning status report.

C_P Okay. And - so we're going to the o_s on the X-ray

helium glow and AIIV per Flight Plan. Right?

CC-H That's affirmative. 0nly modification is that on

EUV, we want to use detector !.

CMP Okay.

CC-H Vance, I'd like to mod my mod. We want - with look-

ing at that 5-degree deadband we Just went to, EUV
would like to use detector 2 a nominal on the

Flight - on the cue card.

ih 52 45 @4P Roger. Back to detector 2.

CC-H Just shows, you got to be flexible.

CMP That's right (laughter}. Okay. And io you want

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER ON, I guess, on the X-RAY? You

still want it ON, or not?

CC-H That's affirm. We want it - we want no turn it ON

and leave it.

14 53 31 CMP Okay. That should take care of SIM bay, and now

we'll get you a P52,

CC-H Okay. Looking great here, and if we can watch at

all, well, we'll do so. (P_herwise, we'll pick up

the report, probably over 0rroral. We're - we got

you for about 3 more minutes here.

CMP Rog.
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CC-H Okay. We're going to he losing you shortly on the

- on the ATS, and I'm going to have you VHF at 0r-
roral here in about a minute and a half. And we're

watching the 52. If we don't get it all, we'll hol-

ler at you later.

14 55 36 CMP Okay, Crip.

14 58 01 CC-H Apollo_ Houston. We're with you on VHF for about
5 minutes here.

14 58 17 CMP Okay, Crip.

CC-H And, Vance, you know - no need to acknowledge if

you're working on 52 there. We did not see detector
2 selected on the EUV when we went over the hill.

Just a reminder.

@_P I couldn't hear you, Crip. You're too weak. Please

repeat loud***

CC-H Roger. We're saying, did not see detector 2 on the

EUV. If you get a chance, you might reselect that
for us.

1_ 58 49 CMP Okay. Now we're reselecting detector 2.

CC-H Thank you.

CMP Okay. Did you see her?

CC-H We're V_ and don't have data right now.

CMP Okay. Well, we can try it again.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS; going to

see you in about 30 minutes at Quito.

1_ 59 58 CMP See you at Quito.

15 29 48 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H We're with you, Tom. Talking to you through Quito
for 4 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read?

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.
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CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're with you, Tom. Sometimes

it takes us a few minutes to get locked up on uplink.

DMP Hey, Crip - I want to check a quick thing with you,

on this Doppler transmitter.

CC-H Go ahead.

DMP Guess we're about 50 minutes from going to TRANSMIT-

TER _o OPERATE. But about 10 minutes ago, here,

when we were trying to get your 45-degree lights on

the fish, we turned all the lights off in here and
I fumbled around and I tipped the DOPPLER from WARM-

UP mode to OPERATE. And then I discovered my mistake

and when back to OFF. So it was OFF for about 10

minutes before we discovered the problem, here. And
I went back to WARM_/P.

15 31 01 CC-H Okay.

DNLP So we can go with the system on that smd see if it's

any problem.

CC-H Okay. Understand it. That's fine. Thank you.

CC-H Hey, Deke, while I got you here, could - you know,

we're doing this purge, and we're t_Fing to tulder-

stand what our PP02 reading, that we're getting out

of tile docking module, is. And we need to - need

to veriDy what our configuration is, because it

doesn't seem like the PPO 2 is coming up as rapidly

as we thought it was going to be. Can you tell us

whether you ever installed that DM duct into the
command module? And is it installed there now?

15 31 35 ACDR No, we didn't.

CC-H Okay, fine. And do we still have the DM fan running?

DMP Yeah, the fan's running.

CC-H Okay, fine. And we are only operating with one suit

hose into the docking module. Is that correct?

DMP That's affirmative.

CC-H Okay. Real -
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DMP We're getting regular MASTER ALARMS on our 02 FLOW,
SO --

CC-H Yeah. We're - we're - we know we're purging through

it - I guess we'd done some preflight Judgment on

how fast that PP02 was going to be coming up. And

it doesn't seem to be quite as fast. Probably, part

of that is explainable by only running with one suit
hose.

15 32 i0 DMP Okay. And I'm reading about 200 on both A and B,

up here in the DM.

15 32 22 CC-H Rog. We're getting there. It's Just taking a little

bit longer than we had anticipated.

ACDR Yeah, Crip. Isn't 200 plenty? I wonder - Z can't

understand why people are in a sweat about it. Over.

CC-H No, Tom, it's not really a sweat. I guess - we had

predicted the rate at which it was going to come up.

It Just seemed to be a little bit slower than what

we had anticipated. No problem.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Is the consideration of - purely - us working up

there, or what? I - I *** why you'd require a high

PP02, Crip.

CC-H Oh, they're just looking at worst case, after we

shut off the docking module for this cryo freezer,

on the nitrogen - if it was worst case putting -

putting out nitrogen, they want to make sure we keep

the PPO 2 fine. It's got lots of balances for safety,

there.

CMP Okay.

15 33 09 ACDR Okay, Crip. I got the DOPPLER RECEIVE OPERATE on,

exactly on time, at 195:03:00.

15 33 17 CC-H Okay. We're going to go over the hill here shortly.

Pick you up again at MILA in about 2 minu_es.
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15 36 08 CC-H Apollo, Houston. AOS through MILA. Should - be

with you about 55 minutes here.

ACDR Okay. And why don't you check with the Doppler ex-

perimenter, Crip. How long does it take for - how

fast do these Doppler reels rotate? _er.

CC-H Okay. What - if youTre looking at tha_ tape recorder,

the reels - when they're going - you can - it's ob-

vious to you. They're really spinning around. But

- there - there's a long period of time they're on

and off. But we can get some more details for you.

15 36 38 ACDR Okay. Well, they're not recording now.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H What you do is when you - when you look at it a little

bit later, then you can Just verify that the position

has changed.

ACDR 3kay.

CC-H And my Surgeon is anxiously standing: by, any time

you guys have managed to put together your morning

report.

ACDR He can Just stand by for a while. We've got snakes
all over this place.

CC-H Roger that.

15 39 05 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We show that the f_rnace is still

operating, and still got those samples in it, we

assume, so don't want to - don't want to forget
and leave those there.

15 39 21 _ Right. Deke's turning it OFF now.

CC-H 0keydoke,

15 _0 36 CC-H And that was a HIGH 02 FLOW _n your C&W.

lj _0 h7 ACDR Crip, I'll get these - these angles set in for you,
for the ATS.

CC-H ()kay. Appreciate it.
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CC-H And, Vance - whenever you get a chance, we'll take
the P52 results.

15 41 55 ACDR Okay. If you're still through MILA, ATS is trying

to lock on, but it's got lots of static.

CC-H Okay. How do you read me now?

15 42 46 CC-H Okay. We should be back with you, now, through the
ATS.

ACDR Crip, what would - can we do to get ATS locked on?
Over.

CC-H Okay. Might try a VERB 30 and look at your EMP if

you haven't got the angles.

CC-H How about trying minus 25 and 2217

15 _3 57 CC-H Okay. I've got VHF through Newfoundland talking at

you until you get ATS locked up, Tom.

15 44 40 ACDR Should do it.

CC-H How do you read me now?

ACDR Loud and clear.

ACDR Hey, Crip - the one thing where they greatly missed
on the time line is the amount of time it takes to

stow all this and transfer this equipment. That's

why I'm glad we started early.

CC-H Rog. How you doing now? You think you're going to

make it all with no problem?

MS Yeah, we will - -

ACDR - - but we started about 40 minutes early, that's
how we're going to make it.

15 45 09 CC-H Roger.

15 _8 28 ACDR Crip, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear. How me?
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ACDR Okay. Just to review, you want up in the docking
module that DM - on the DOPPLER from WARMUP to OP-

ERATE there on time in the Flight Plan which shows
about - DOPPLER's transferred to OPERATED about

195:557

CC-H That is affirmative.

ACDR All right.

15 50 29 CC-H That's another HIGH 02 FLOW.

ACDR Thank you.

15 59 11 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead. Apollo, Houston. Go ahead.

ACDR Stand by, Crip.

CC-H Okay.

DMP Hey, Crip. The question is page 13-2 DM check -

prep, paragraph 5 says, "Remove from E-2 the alter-

nate Contingency Flight Plan and stow it in E-3."

And Tom's questioning, vhy do you want it?

CC-H Stand by lo

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-T0-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

16 00 08 CC-H The reason that we put that in there is if perchance
that we should lose the ATS between now and - and

entry, that has a no-ATS plan in there and that

would just minimize the callups that we would have

to - have to make to you. And that's the only reason
we have it there.

DMP Okay. We'll pull it out and keep it.

CC-H And that's another HIGH 02 FLOW you got.

CMP Okay.

16 04 03 CC-H Apollo, Houston for the AC. Tom, when you have had

a chance to go back and check the Doppler or tape

recorder, we would appreciate verification that it

was operating.

ACDR I'll recheck it again. I - I recorded it when I

hooked the thing up a couple of days ago - you know,

to WARMUP. I went to - went to OPERATE, and those
reels didn't move from the time - from when I first

checked it in that WARMUP. I'll check it again.

CC-H Yeah. They - they - you wouldn't expect them to.

They should've changed now after a period of 30

minutes have elapsed, they should have at least
ran sometime -

ACDR Stand by.

CC-H Okeydoke.

16 06 ll ACDR Hello, Crip?

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR These reels haven't moved.

CC-H Roger. Understand have not moved. And we can verify

that everything as far as you can tell is hooked

up properly. Is that correct?

16 06 21_ ACDR Yeah. Roger. The other day I put - we had the

DOPPLER - UVA/DOPPLER MNA circuit breaker IN. I
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went to WARm, P, you know, exactly on time. And I

went to OPERATE, and it's been in OPERATE ever -

exactly at the call on time 95:03:00. And I recorded

these reels when I first hooked it up, and I recorded

when we went to OPERATE, and these babies haven't

changed one bit.

16 06 50 CC-H Okay. Is that true on both sides of the units, all
four of them?

ACDR That's right; all four reels. I rec_rded A, B, C,
and D.

CC-H Okay. Thank you.

ACDR I've rechecked all the connections. I've got the

orange band on each connector and everything.

16 08 16 CC-H Apollo, Houston. I - I could use the DP if he's

got a minute there; I'm afraid we're going to have

to interrupt his work there to have him run a small

procedure.

ACDR Okay. Maybe I can run it for him unless he's up

there; he's getting the probe squared away.

CC-H Okay, Tom. Let me - let me tell you what it is.

Regarding this PP02 purge that we've been trying to

raise up_ we would like to go ahead and get - get

all the 02 in there that we can. And what we would

like to do is to run through this DM/CM 02 purge

and take advantage of the last 6 pouu,ds of 02 that

we've got left in the DM tanks. That's going to

require performing that procedure that's on 15-1.

The only small thing is that we anticipate running

the tanks dry, so we're going to not be able to get

the PP02 up to the 250 millimeters called out for in

the procedure. We're just going to have to run it

until we get the 02 quantity down to zero or the -

you - you feel the 02 stop coming out that little

nozzle.

ACDR Is that in the Systems Book?

CC-H No, sir. That's in the DM Checklist.
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ACDR Okay. Deke's on the headset; he's reading you.

CC-H Okay, Deke.

ACDR ...

CC-H Did you - did you copy what I was telling Tom about

we wanted to run that DM/CM 02 purge?

DMP Yeah. I did, Dick.

16 09 33 CC-H Okay. Again, a caution about the - the tanks are

going to run out and your - before you get to PP02

up to what it's called for, the 250 millimeters.
And so you can go ahead and stop it as soon as you

feel the tanks are empty. One other item addition

in there, you might as well go ahead and open up the

SUPPLEMENTAL 02 FLOW also to get all of the flow you

can out.

DMP Good idea. Okay. We'll do her.

CC-H Okay. And before you initiate that, if you can get

somebody in the command module to go ahead and CLOSE
the WASTE STOWAGE VENT valve, we'll stop that purge

through there.

ACDR Okay. I'm talking the waste stowage vent QD off.

16 11 0b CC-H Okay. Tom, if you want - it's purely your option,
but we would like to keep that vent on there in

case we need to put in a little bit later. You can

just go ahead and turn the valve to - to off and
leave the QD on. It's okay to go ahead and enter

with it there. We are going to probably be doing

some more purges later because we don't have enough

02 - _

DMP Okay.

CC-H - - don't have enough 02 in the DM.

DMP Dick, just one point on this procedure, not that

we're ever going to use it again, but I forgot to
mention last time, it never tells you to turn on the

02 REGULATORS and without them on, you can't purge.

At least not in this vehicle.
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CC-H You're right.

16 12 L0 DM1_ Hey, Crip, there's another point here in this pro-

cedure, I don't think we buy anything by going to

SUPPLEmeNTAL, because we've got to maintain pressure

between 250 and 275. Otherwise, we're going to start

probably popping the relief valve in the DM, as I
understand it.

CC-H Okay. We weren't sure that - that you might not

need it just to get it up - get the flow enough

to keep that, but you can play that by ear.

D_ Okay.

16 13 12 C_._ Purge is underway.

16 13 _h CC-H And for the AC: Tom, the only idea we come up with

right now on that Doppler recorder is that there are
two connectors on the recorder itself. One is a GSE

connector, and the other one is a flight one; the

cable will go into either one of them. We want to

verify that - if you will, please - that it is

connected to the flight connector.

ACDR Okay. I checked that before. Let me check it again.

You'd better believe it; it's connected to flight.

CC-H Okay. And the circuit breaker on 274. You reminded

us is IN, already, right?

ACDR I've checked that every night and eve:fy morning and

at every warmup, and then I went exactly to OPERATE
on time.

CC-H (Laughter) Roger.

ACDR I can put my hands on the - on this recorder here in

the silver box, and it feels Zike - that there's

little vibrations in there, like something's going
on.

CC-H Okay; copy that.

ACDR Crip, you don't suppose that when they labeled this

flight GSE that they got the things backwards, do

you? I'm sure it's all been checked out.
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CC-H Well, I ran it once at the Cape, and I connected it

to the flight one and it ran.

ACDR Okay.

16 15 48 ACDR Crip, when you ran this thing at the Cape, how fast

do these reels turn over, can you see motion when
those numbers turn?

16 15 54 CC-H Yes, sir. It's real obvious that it - when it goes -
when it starts going aroLmd. Problem is, it - it runs

like every 12 minutes for only a short period of time.

And it only runs about 10 or 11 seconds when it is

running.

ACDR How many numbers does it go through?

CC-H Oh, it spins a whol - it's a little wheel down there,

and it goes all the way around them several times.

ACDR Yeah?

16 17 00 ACDR Have you got any other suggestions on this bear?

CC-H I'm a - I'm - I'm afraid we haven't right now; we're

still scratching our heads.

ACDR And I have quadruple rechecked everything. We got
the white dot to the white dot on the flight recorder

thing and the switches, the breakers, everything.

CC-H Okay, Tom. We appreciate all your efforts.

16 18 14 CC-H Okay, Tom. Right now we're - we're pondering cycling

switches and that kind of stuff. You can carry on

with your other activities, and we'd like you to come

back and take another look at it a little bit later,

about 5 minutes or so, to see whether - see whether

anything's changed.

ACDR Okay.

16 18 54 CC-H And for Vance: I don't know if he mentioned earlier -

heard me earlier rather, but anytime he gets the

chance, we'll take his P52.

CMP Okay. We'll give you the P52.
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CC-H The results, that is.

ACDR Crip?

CC-H Yes, sir.

ACDR Crip, our cabin pressure's now below around 5 - 5-1/2,
I mean.

CC-H That's affirm. We - we watched it here.

CMLP I'm keeping an eye on it up here so we don't get

over 275.

CC-H 0keydoke.

16 21 32 CC-H For the DP: Deke, while you're sitting there playing

with your PPO2, you got time to listen to some words

about - about red tide?

DMP No, not unless it's time-critical, Crip, because I'm

not sitting here; I'm still trying to get things tied
down.

CC-H Okay. Go ahead.

DMP But if it's time-critical - -

CC_ Well - -

DMP If it's critical, I'll take it.

16 21 52 CC-H Well, let me go ahead tell you then. You just listen

to me, and you go ahead and do your work. The - where

the next time we come across the Sta_es, we are going

to be back in a position to get the --the red tide,

basically same area we talked about _,'esterday. A-nd

all we're going to do is just ask you to photograph

a strip starting by Cape Cod going up - going 'ap

the East Coast, and if you can go ahead and - and
do that up to about Nova Scotia, well, that's all

we're after. And I can talk to you about it when

we get there.

16 22 20 D_5_ Sure. Hey, that's easy; we'll do her.

CC-H We see - -
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DM? I think that'll need different lens.

CC-H We see - -

DMP ... for anything that they war_t.

CC-H Deke, we see the cabin pressure coming down now. If

you think the tanks are empty, you might as well go

ahead and stop it.

16 22 36 DMP Okay, she's reading, oh, about 8 percent.

CC-H Cabin's pressure's coming down now. Why don't we

go ahead and terminate it?

DMP Okay.

DMP Okay, Crip. I closed the dump. And I'll - I'll

let her bleed on down here a little bit and keep a

close eye on the pressure.

CC-H Okay, fine.

CC-H And for the AC: Tom, since we were talking to you

through that time period, we won't need to verify

that we did get the DOPPLER TRANSMITTER to OPERATE.

ACDR Deke's working that right now.

16 23 36 CC-H Okay.

16 23 40 ACDR Okay.

CC-H And when you did that, of course, we - -

ACDR 96:01:37 was _he Doppler OPERATE to ON.

CC-H Okay, fine. And we need to get a verification on
that - on the systems meter down in the command

module, too.

16 24 16 ACDR 195.

C_ ° Okay, Crip, here's your P52 results.

CC-H Send it to me.

CMP Stars 4 and 34; NOUN 05, all zips; NOUN 93, plus 00.112,

minus 00.104, minus 00.036; port - torqued at 194:34:50.
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CC-H Thank you very much, Vance.

em Right.

16 26 00 CC-H Okay. Since we've terminted the DM/CM purge, we'd

2ike to go ahead and open up that WASTE STOWAGE

VENT valve, and wetll continue to purge in that

manner. Also, X-ray's got a problem, and we'd like

to go ahead and t_rn the HIGH VOLTAGE OFF on the
X-RAY instrument down there at 230.

16 26 23 C_%P Okay. You want to go back to waste purge and X-RAY

HIGH VOLTAGE, OFF.

CC-H Thank you very much.

16 27 49 CMP And, Crip, you might tell John Boyd that D-3 isn'v

a whole lov easier to get in in weig_ltlessness than

it is in one g.

CC-H Didn't think it'd be too much; alinement's kind of

a problem there.

CMP Yeah.

16 28 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the AC: Tom, :ifyou've got a

chance now, we would appreciate it, to recheck that

recorder; we've got a couple of minutes left here
on ATS.

CC-H Also, Deke, to make everybody feel comfortable here,

on - when you pulled out the - the last samples out

of the furnace there, can you verify that putting

the Krytox on it helped them come out fairly easy?

DMP Yeah, they did, Crip - no problem at all.

CC-H Okay, fine.

D_v_ Yeah, they're out, and the furnaces are shut down,

and the samples are stowed in the CSM.

CC-I{ Roger.

ACDR Okay, Crip. These reels haven's moved a bit.

CC-H Okay. When we go - go out over the hill here, we're

going to have you go ahead and cycle the .RECEIVER

switch to - to WARMUP for 30 seconds and then put
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it back to OPERATE. And then take another look at

it about 15 minutes and see what happened.

16 30 08 ACDR Ail right, good. At what time do you want that?

16 30 10 CC-H You can - you've got a GO to go ahead and do it now,

I guess. And we're going to go ahead and go over

the hill here, and see you in about 36 minutes at
MILA.

ACDR Okay. I'll cycle it back to WARMUP and then back
to on and check it in 15 minutes.

CC-H Okay. And when you do cycle that, don't - don't

stop at the OFF position. In other words, take it

through pretty rapidly to WARMLrP.

16 30 47 ACDR Okay, it's done.

CC-H Okay. Thank you.

ACDR And check it 15 minutes. Roger?

CC-H That's affirm.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. You've got a GO to go ahead

and close up the DM, assuming you've got everything

tucked away like it's supposed to be.

ACDR Yeah, we're still working.

16 31 18 CC-H Rog. Well, we're - we assume that you're going to
finish that up while we're over the hill.

17 06 3h CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S at MILA, should be with

you about an hour.

ACDR Okay. Roger. And we've got tunnel-hatch number 1 in,
and we're checking the integrity now.

CC-h Okay, Tom. Did anything - any success with that
recorder?

ACDR Yeah, I got some good news on Dart of it. I just
recorded it. A - reels A and B have moved; that

worked on A and B. It looked like C and D had not

moved or else they may have moved and came back to

same place.
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CC-H Okay, it's kind of unlikely they would have come

back to the same place, but that's certainly good
news about A and B.

ACDR So, I'm standing by and see if you want to do the

procedure again - Just whatever you want to do _own
there.

CC-H Okay, did you - you - that ycu saw move after you
cycled that switch when we went over the hill awhile

ago, right?

17 07 20 ACDR I cycled the switch, and I checked it in 15 minutes,

and they'd moved.

CC-H Beautiful.

CMP And, Crip, hatch number 1, is in, and we're venting

the tunnel 1 right now.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you can give us a readout on

the reels, we'd appreciate it.

ACDR Stand by.

CMP Okay, Crip. Originally, the A was 5-1/2; B, 17;

C, 11; and D, 12. After that going to WARMLrP and

back real fast to OPERATE, I checked in 15 minutes:

A was 9_ B was 13-1/2, C was 11, and D was still -

C and D were the same. C was 11, and D was 12.
Over.

CC-H Okay, we copy. Thanks a lot, Tom. I guess while

we're sitting here a couple of items that we do need

to get out of the road is, we see that battery Alfa's

still charged, and, Tom, when you get to it, we'd

like to terminate that charge. And also we can go

ahead and set up for our logic sequencer check.

Probably I'll just go ahead and wait on that one

until we get tied up with the ATS here in a few more
minutes ...

DMP Okay. I can terminate the charge now if you want.

CC-H That's fine. You can go ahead and do that then on

battery Alfa.

DMP Okay.
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CC-H Apollo, Houston. Just a little bit of information:
of course, those recorders are redundant so A and B

will suffice if it's working properly to - which it

sounds like it is - to get data on it. And we are

seeing a lock indication here on the transmitter,
so we know all that's working properly.

17 10 14 ACDR Sounds good.

17 10 20 CC-H I had talked to Deke briefly awhile ago about coming

up on the red tide, which we're going to do - do
here about this time. And it's kind of - kind of

close. I don't know whether you guys are going to be

set up for it or try to get the photos or not. What-
ever y'all wanted; it'd be - itgs out of window 3.

DM2° Okay, how much time we got?

CC-H Oh, you're about - about 3 minutes away from an

initiation of it. That's pretty quick.

ACDR Okay, you want the 50-millimeter lens? And if they

give me a couple of quick settings, we'll get a

new mag and try it.

CC-H Okay. Recommend a 50-millimeter lens and f-stop of

6.7; speed 1/250. And recommend the orange filter,

if you got time to get it on.

17 11 39 ACDR Okay, ready to go, Crip.

CC-H Okay. You should be coming up on it shortly here.

If you could - what they'd do is - like you to just

photograph coming up along Cape Cod here all the

way up to the bay there, coming in on Nova Scotia.

ACDR Roger, Crip. Check your windows again. I think
window - window 3's looking at the Sun right now.

CC-H Well *** How do you read me now?

DMP Yeah, the only place I can see the ground at all is
out of window 5 right this minute.

CC-H Okay. We - we had thought window 3 was going to be

down. Whatever one you think looks best.

17 13 00 ACDR Crip, what time do you want us to start that sequence?
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CC-H On the - on the photos?

ACDR Yeah.

CC-H You can go ahead and start it up on the upcoming 52.

I told you orange filter awhile ago, that filter's

only applicable if we've got - got an IF mag in.

17 13 53 ACDR Hey, Crip. Do you read me?

CC-H Yes, sir; go ahead.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We should be back with you now.

How do you read?

DM1_ Yeah, we read, Crip. I'll tell you the problem here;

can see it out the bottom of window 3 coming rivet

across Cape Cod, right up the coast there through

Boston and the whole works. The problem is that we're

so close on top of it that therels no way to get a
camera in the window to shoot it.

CC-H Rog. Understand.

DMP And we're already by it.

CC-H Copy.

17 15 27 DMP As far as visual's concerned, I didn't see anything

any different there than yesterday. There's a lot

cf sediment all along the coastline there. And I'd

sure hesitate to call anything red tide in there
that I've seen. It looks to me like it's all

sediment coming out of those rivers because it's
the same color as the flow out of the river.

17 15 51 CC-H Okay, that's a good comment.

CC-H They - some of the support ships tha_, we've got out

there that've been sampling have been reporting a high

chlorophyll content in the water and maybe that's

some - they've been suspecting that's coming out due

to heavy rains they've had up there.

DMP Rog.

17 16 41 ACDR Hallo, Houston; Apollo,
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CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Can we go ahead and get that EIfV powerdown and the

X-ray and helium glow, so we can dump some urine
overboard before we go ahead with those suits?

CC-H We'll get a quick check on that. Don't see a big

problem. One item we would like, though, is that
we did want to do a contingency powerdown on the X-ray,

which is going to basically just purge all the gas
out of that unit so it'll allow us to do sort of an

engineering check on it. When you do the powerdo_n,

I would like you to do the X-ray contingency powerdown
which is in the Checklist, Experiment Checklist, page

1-24.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H An additional item on that is after we get it powered

down, I'll give you a reminder that we do want to go

ahead and turn OFF the LOW VOLTAGE POWER when we

complete it.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. You've got a GO to go ahead and
start securing those experiments in the SIM bay.

ACDR Roger.

17 18 01 CMP And, Crip, hatch 1 passed the leak check, and now

we're venting it the rest of the way.

CC-H Okay, fine. Thanks a lot, Vance.

17 19 24 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the DP: Deke, one item we'd

like to verify, when we had you doing that CM/DM 02

while ago. Did you close the 02 PURGE valve?

DMP Yes, I did.

CC-H Okay. It makes everybody feel nice and comfortable
down here knowing that. Thank you.

ACDR Okay. Crip, did you want - on this contingency purge -

did you want the X-RAY low VOLTAGE POWER to stay ON?

CC-H Want it to stay ON for the duration there. When you

get right down to the last, you can go ahead and we -
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after we close the cover, we'll go ahead and turn
it OFF at that point.

ACDR Roger.

17 20 23 CMiP Okay. We're on the contingency powerdown. X-RAY

PURGE, START, now.

17 20 30 CC-H Okay, Vance. Thank you.

17 21 09 CC-H Apollo, Houston. At - at your convenience, we are

standing by for the logic sequencer check.

ACDR Okay. We're waiting 5 minutes on that last - next

to the last X-RAY LOW VOLTAGE POWER, ON.

17 21 29 CC-H Roger that.

17 21 37 ACDR Okay. Deke has the day report so your Surgeon won't
be nervous anymore.

CC-H Okay. I'm sure the Surgeon would be - he's been

waiting down here all morning just to hear it.

DMP Okay. Ready to copy?

CC-H Yes, sir. Shoot it to us.

DMP Okay. ACt meal A, everything except coffee and

substitued tea; meal B, everything; meal C, every-

thing. Oh, he had two extra coffee's in there some-

where later. Okay, medical log: PRD is 11013; 6
hours of good; two Lomos; and a full tank of water.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Deke, why don't you get that off, and then we'll -

we'll do vhe logic sequencer check next.

DMP Okay, CP: meal A is complete as written; meal _,

the same except for cookies; meal C, somplete. Okay,

medical: PRD, 48295; 6 good; no medication; and

about 70 seconds.

CC-H I'm sorry, would you say the ?RD agaia. I don't think

I got that right.

DMP Okay. It was 48295.
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CC-H Very good, Thank you.

DMP Okay. I have the DP: breakfast, everything; lunch,

scratch the macaroni and add a salmon; and in the

evening, scratch potatoes and cherry nut cake, add

an orange drink. And medical: PRD, 61001; 6 hours

for sleep; no medication; 60 to 70 swallows.

CC-H Okay. We got all that.

DMP Okay.

17 23 56 ACDR Okay. Now we got the important stuff out of the

way, you ready for some minor thing like logic

seqencer check.

CC-H Okay, we'll take that minor little thing.

17 24 07 ACDR Okay. We're ready to go. We're down to where i_

says_ "Coordinate next two steps with STDN°" We're

ready to CLOSE the circuit breaker SF_CS ARM.

CC-H We're GO.

17 2h 18 ACDR SECS ARM 1 and 2 are - were CLOSED. SEC LOGIC now

ON and up.

17 24 33 CMP And we've got them all.

CC-H Okay, and we are GO for PYRO ARM as required.

C_,_ Roger.

CC-H Okay. And whenever you guys want it, I have got

your DM jett pad, which is over on the next page.

D_ Stand by, Crip - -

CC-H Okay.

DMP - - 1 minute.

17 26 10 ACDR Crip, we have completed the X-ray contingency power-
down - -

CC-H Okay. Thanks a lot.

ACD_ - - with the LOW VOLTAGE POWER still ON as per
checklist.
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CC-H Okay, if you've completed and you're already got
the cover CLOSED, we'll go ahead and take the LOW

VOLTkGE POWER to OFF, please.

17 26 29 ACDR Coming OFF.

CC-H Okay, Tom. I'll get the other two items - before

you guys start getting all suited _ there, i wanted

to get up to your DM jett pad and, also, we would

like to get one more look at that Doppler recorder;

see what the numbers are reading now.

ACDR Okay, give me the jett - give me the jett pad first.

CC-H Okay. And you got that out? It's ever - should be

over on the next page of your Flight; Plan - 62B.

CC-H I'll come at you when you - when you tell me you're

ready to copy.

ACDR Okay, ready to copy.

CC-H Okay. For time, 199:23:28.00; attitude, 089, 332,

003; jett time is 199:25:00.00. Read this back,

please.

ACDR Okay. DM jett, 199:23:48.00; 089, _32, 003;

199:25:00.00. Over.

17 28 15 CC-H Okay. That's a good readback, Tom. And for yo_m_

information, due to Vanguard being -sailing and us

moving it slightly, we now are going to be in ground

contact when we do the spin, and we'll be able to

watch the jettison here to be of whatever help we

can be and, hopefully, no hindrance.

ACDR Roger.

17 28 _0 CC-H One - while you've got that page open _here, I might

point out one - one - we have - our attitude is not

exactly what, it was when we - were initiating this

maneuver - it's - what we thought it was going to be;

consequently, to get there on time, it would probably

help if you initiated your VERB 49 maneuver at 39
minutes on the DET vice 40. And I can - if that

is not clear to you, I can talk about it a iitvle bit

later. We drifted off awhile ago when we were doing

a P52, we think.
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17 29 10 ACDR Yeah, okay. It's 39 instead of 40. We can go there

quite a bit earlier, too. No problem.

17 29 13 CC-H Yeah, there's no problem on that.

END OF TAPE
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17 32 51 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Whenever you get a chance, we're

standing by to hear - hear how the recorder looked,
to get all the numbers.

ACDR We're still trying to work out some other problems
here, and we'll get it - -

CC-H Okay.

ACDR - - get back with you in a minute.

CC-H No - no problem. I'll stay out of your hair. I

know you got to worry about getting suited up and
so forth.

DM_ Hey, Crip.

CC-H Go ahead.

DMP Can somebody in experiments ... tell us real quick,

do we do any more crystal growth or Z}_F photos?

CC-H Check that for you.

D_ We can look it up ourselves, but I think - -

CC-H We - we - we - it's a heck of a lot easier for us
to do it.

17 34 13 CC-H Deke, you've got one more today and one more tomorrow.

DMP On both of those. Okay, thank you.

17 34 27 ACDR Okay, Crip. Reel A now reads 5-1/2, B reads 2-i/4_
C reads 11, and D reads 12. C and D have not moved.

CCH Rog. Understand.

17 36 53 CC-H Apollo, Houston. One item before you get in a posi-
tion with the suits where you can't do it, which I

hope you aren't yet. We do want to get the %_STE

STOWAGE VE_[T valve CLOSED. We'd like to keep Jt -

keep the vent going as long as we can, though.
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17 38 18 CC}{ Apollo, Houston. If you copied my call on the WASTE

STOWAGE VENT, appreciate the acknowledgment.

17 38 25 DS_ Yeah. We got that ...

CCI{ Okay. Thank you, Deke.

q7 40 20 CMP Houston, Apo]lo.

CCH Go ahead.

CMP Got some good news and some bad news. ¥he gooa
news is that the tunnel's all vented and we're kinm

of on schedule. The bad news is that I can't fina

the DAC timing cables in A-6.

CCH Let's see if we can help you out.

ACDR Okay, Crip. We're back with you. Did you have
another call that we missed?

17 42 20 CCH That's - that's a negative, i was - we're still

trying to find the - where the timing cable might
have been located. It was supposed to have been

in A-6. I don't believe - dontt believe you guys
have used that particular cable this - this mis-

sion yet, have you?

DMP No, I'm sure we haven't. And I recollect seeing it
in A-6 sometime or another, so I figl_e -

CMP Okay. Just found it. It was in A-6, just a tittle
obscure.

17 42 25 CCH Yeah. Keep a lot of stuff in there. Well, that's

good. Well, at least you - you - you had a flurry-

ing around down here for a minute. Iieed to give
Nygren something to do anyhow.

17 53 05 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CCH Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. Look in page 129 of the ?_periments Check-
list, please.

CCH Stand by I.
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CC-H Go ahead. We're with you.

17 53 25 DM_ Okay. It shows here when I got this - we're sup-

posed to run for 10 seconds with the lens covered
and then turn it off. And we do the same thing

at the end. Can you find out why they want that

done? Because we're running out of magazine here,

which we think may or may not last through this

whole thing. And we sure hate to waste any film

unnecessarily.

CC-H Okay. It's - what - what it is, is Just protective

film to make sure that - that what we get of the

Jett is - is good. We would like to go ahead and

run it if you can.

ACDR Okay, They'd just as soon get that, and if we run

out before we get to the end, they don't care.

CC-H That's - that's my understanding, but let's get a
verification on it.

DM_ Okay.

17 55 05 CC-H Deke, we see, looking at that, that we're expecting

15 percent. Can you tell us what - what kind of

reading we got on the mag now?

17 55 15 DMP Well, number 1, we haven't even got that mag on - -

CC-H Oh.

DMP - - we got a mag CX04. We're scratching around

here like mad trying to find film. And we might

have 15 percent on this mag, Y don't know.

CC-H Understand - -

DMP We hope we have.

CC-H - - you got CX04 in there now.

DMP That's correct. We're Just about out of 16 milli-

meter, and we've been scratching around for maga-

zines that got anything left on them. And this is
one of the few we got with anything left.
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CC-H Okay.

18 00 07 ACDR Crip, how soon are we going to have the D_ m_neuver -

pad?

CC-H Well, we're working on the pad right now. We - are

you interested in the time of it? Is that correct?

ACDR Z assume the time is per Flight Plan.

CC-H That's affirm. Well, it's going to be about -

running about 5 minutes later than _aat you got in
there because we've delayed the jett slightly.

ACDR Roger.

18 01 55 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're coming up on LOS from the

ATS, and we'll see you again at ¥ang_ard in about

9-1/2 minutes. And we're reverifying the settings

for that - that camera, since we're using different

kind of film in it_ for Deke.

18 02 12 DMP Okay.

18 11 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS Vanguard for 5-1/2 minutes.

DM? Okay.

C_ Okay, Crip. We have 1 and - 1-1/2 of the people
suited.

CC-H Very good. I'm not going to ask who's the half.
Or which half.

C_ Well - right. Actually, one person suited and one

guy half suited.

18 12 05 CC-H Roger.

18 16 19 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS. _;ext
station contact in 19 minutes, through Goldstone,

at 198:15. i98:1B.

CMP Okay, Crip. See you there.

].!316 31 CC-H 0keydoke.
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18 35 03 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S Golds_one. We have you
for 3 minutes.

CMP Okay. Loud and clear.

CC-H You guys manage to get all tucked away in your
suits there?

18 35 42 CMP Yeah. We're in suits. Sort of - standing by for

the integrity check.

CC-H Okay; copy that.

CC-H Vance, while - while we're standing by, one item I

might mention was a - was a late change. I think
you were aware of it, but right after you jettison, we

used to delay 2 seconds before going to CMC MODE,

HOLD, and we're now doing that at 15. ?hat ailov-s

you to get back in the retrograde maneuver and

should be able to pick the thing up a little bit
better.

CMP Okay; yeah. I realized that but I appreciate the
reminder.

18 36 32 CC-H We show the SURGE TANK going down and have a HIGH

02 FLOW now.

CMP Yeah, that was because we had the SUIT RETURN valve
CLOSED a little bit earlier.

CC-H Copy.

CMP Checking it out. It's easier to work in zero g
than it is in ... suit ...

CC-H Certainly couldn't be any harder.

CMP That is, I think that's the case if a guy can just

get in a good position before the pressure ...

CC-H Okay, Vance. Be advised I'm reading you pretty

weak. I guess your mouth is a little bit aways

from the mike there. Probably kind of hard to

do it. We're about a minute from LOS, and see

you at Rosman here - correction, see you at New-
foundland in about 8 minutes.
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18 37 3_ CMP Roger.

CC-H Somewhere along in there, it'd probably be be_ter

to wait until you get to Madrid, I'll give you an

update on your - your DM1 - well, I'll give you

the DM1 pad.

C_ Okay.

C_,_ Yeah, if we could get that before we get buttoned

up in suits, that'd be great.

CC-H Well, I - I've got it whenever you want to - got

a convenient time to copy it.

18 39 06 CMP Okay, ready to copy DM1 pads.

CC-H Why don't we - we'd better - we're gcing over the

hill here. We'd better wait until we get to )Tew-

foundland, Vance, I'm afraid. Et's 6 minutes from
n OW.

18 39 17 CMP Okay.

18 45 20 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through Ifewfoundland.

Should be with you a total of about 50 minutes
with the ATS.

18 45 51 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Me're with you through Newfoundland,

and if you're reading good enough, we can go ahead
and try to get this pad up.

CMP Stand by.

CC-H Okay. No rush.

18 50 10 ACDR Crip, go ahead.

CC-H Okay. Would guys like to - to copy down the pad now.
Is that correct?

CC-H It's on page 6_ - -

ACDR That's right.
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18 50 19 CC-H - - 64A. For DM1. Starting out with your NOL_ 33's.
200:00:00.00; plus 018.5, all balls, minus 025.0;

358, 351, 003; 013.1; 00:01. Delta VC at ignition

and tailoff are not applicable. Your weight is

25450; trim angles, minus 0.09 and minus 0.76. Like

you to note that, contrary to your cue card, your

tailoff should be 18 feet per second. And if you

guys are going to be able to reach them after part

of this burn to set them up, your high-gain antenna

angles will be minus 58 and 334, which would allow
us to see the burn. I don't know whether you can

get to them with your - with your suits on and your

helmet and gloves off, which is configuration you'll

probably be in when you get there.

DMP Yeah. I think we can get them.

CC-H And standing by for a readback when you can gi -

give it to me.

18 52 07 ACDR Okay. 200:00:00.00; plus 018.5, all balls, minus
025.0; 358, 351, 003; O1B.1; 00_01. Delta-V igni-
tion delta-V tailoff is iNA. 25450. Pitch trim,

minus 0.09; yaw trim, minus 0.76. Over.

CC-H Okay. That's a good readback, Tom.

ACDR And I got the high-gain angles as pitch is minus 58,

and yaw is 334. Yeah, if the suit - if the cabin

pressure is good, there'll will be no problem in

getting it at all. After - that's after - after
the burn - after the burn, right?

CC-H Well, if you could - -

ACDR Or after burn attitude.

18 52 51 CC-H Well, if you could get them - when you get to _he
burn attitude, if you could set them in, that would

help us.

ACDR That'll be no problem.

CC-H Okay, fine. While I've got you on the line, Tom,
our friendly flight surgeons are somewhat concerned

about the Lomotil, and I guess they would kind of

like to know when you took them yesterday, and what

the symptoms were.
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18 53 12 ACDR Yesterday evening, prophylactic. An_ i'll discuss

it with them after I get on the ground. Over.

CC-H Copy that.

18 53 32 CC-H Okay. And as soon as we lock up here at Mada_id,
which is about a minute and a half _ay, we'll need

ACCEPT, and we'll go ahead and give you a target
load for this burn.

ACDR Roger. You - you said you'd be locked on - on the

ATS in a - within a couple of minutes.

18 53 h9 CC-H We've got you on ATS right now. Was - you can go

ahead and give us ACCEPT, and when we get at Madrid,

we're going to go ahead and ship you a target load.

18 53 58 ACDR Roger. You've got ACCEPT.

18 54 39 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We Just saw MC&W _ut we can't

correlate it with anything. Can you help us?

DMP Well, we assume it's HIGH 02 again, although we

didn't see it.

CC-H You did not see it. Okay, we associated it about

the time that B_G came ON back there, but could no%

correlate it directly.

END OF TAPE
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19 O1 24 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We've completed our target load,

and the computer belongs to you again. You can go
back to BLOCK.

CMP Okay. And as you can see, we're in the middle of

our pressure integrity check.

CC-H Roger. EECOM'S down here watching it very intently.

C_ Looks like we have a good tight signal.

CC-H Roger.

19 03 Ob CC-H Hey, one item, Vance, I might ought to mention to

you a little bit ahead of time; I don't think it
makes that much difference. But right after you

finish up that burn, you're going to go to a vis obs
attitude. And we never did update - change your

NOUN 78 R2 value from 9000 to 6000. Figured you'd

catch that on your own, too.

CC-H Okay. We copy. It looks like you've finished your

suit integrity check. And, Vance, did you copy what

I was talking about for your vis obs attitude, fol-

lowing the burn?

CMP Yeah. Tom got it.

CC-H Okay. That's fine. Only one other item is that

it's probably going to take you pretty close to

gimbal lock, and you may have to fly around the ball.

19 04 46 CMP Okay. Thanks for the warning.

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. Just looking at the event timer. Okay, I -

Never mind, we got it squared away.

CC-H Okay. We copy. DET is probably coming up on 22:00
right now. You got it set?

19 09 02 ACDR MARK it. 22:00.
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CC-H Rog.

ACDR How do you read, Crip?

CC-H Loud and clear. How me?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Were you trying to get to me for

something?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read?

C_ Read you loud and clear.

CC-H Okay. I thought - Tom had been trMing to call me

there and couldn't get back to me.

ACDR No, you - Z called once, and you came back with the

right answer.

19 10 26 CC-H Okay.

CC-H A_ollo, Houston One other comment regarding vo ?_

DM1 burn. That - there's a note in your Flight Plan,

there, about trimming all axes to 0._) feet per second.

And we want to follow that unless, fcr some reason,

we get a residual as large as - like 2 feet per

second - and in that ease, we do not want to trim it

o_lt. Something would have been wrong, and we'll work
that.

19 12 12 C_ Okay. If it's less than 2 feet per second, we trim
it out to less than 0.2.

CC-H That's affirm.

CC-H And I don't know if you noticed, there, but thaz

attitude for that burn is about 180 degrees in roll

different from what we had originally planned. And

that is to allow us to have ATS coverage here. it's

like I talked earlier to Tom, about how - and the

angles that we've got will give us that.

CM? Okay.

ACDR Crip, we're now going through the prejett checklist.

CC-H Roger.
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19 13 21 ACDR Okay. And we're up to the point where it says,

"Coordinate next two steps with STDN (if possible)."
So it looks like it is possible. So circuit breaker

SECS ARM, two_ coming CLOSED.

19 13 36 ACDR Okay. SECS LOGIC, two on, up.

CC-H And we're GO - -

ACDR Gee, I hope everything looks good.

19 13 49 CC-H It looks good here. We're GO for PYRO ARM, as

required.

ACDR Sounds good.

CC-H Okay. A couple items. We didn't see you put the
FDAI scale to 5/5. And, also, we need - we'd like

a verify, for panel 227, that the SCIENTIFIC INSTRU-

MENT POWER is ON - if you can see it.

19 15 10 DMP Yeah. It's ON.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Okay. Ail looks good here.

19 23 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston. This will give you a warm feeling.
We're CO for DM Jett.

C_P Super.

CMP So are we.

CC-It Super.

19 26 Oh ACDR Okay. Crip, we're maneuvering at 39:00 on the DET.

CC-H Roger that.

CC-H We've still got you for about 9 minutes, and we're

watching the data.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Yeah. We may lose you a little bdt early due to the

maneuver here. If I do, I'll have VHF at - through
Orroral in about 11 minutes.
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19 26 37 ACDR Ail right.

19 31 32 CC-H We're going over the hill; see you at ©rroral in 6
minutes.

C_ Okay.

CC-ti Well, maybe we won't; we - look like we done arrived
there.

19 31 27 C_ Goodby and hello.

CC-H Well, I hate to leave you. This is vhe most exciving

evenv we've had in a couple of days. We got vhe -
got _he whole - -

CI_ Right.

CC-H - - control room full down here.

19 32 51 CC-H Check your 79's; they're at 50 000, :not 5.

19 33 0! CC-H Apollo, Houston. You copy, regarding Ri on 7.97

C_ Rog.

19 34 00 CC-H Ail that looks super from here.

ACDR Okay.

C_ Very good.

CC-H This time, we really are going to leave you. Call

you on VHF next.

C_ Okay.

19 34 12 CC-H Apollo, Houston. AOS 0rroral for about 3 minutes.

CMl° Roger. Loud and clear.

CC-H Rog.

19 hO 39 CC-H Going over the hill at Orroral. See you at Vanguard
in about 2-1/2 minutes.

CMP Rog.
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19 23 01 CC-H Apollo, Houston. AOS Vanguard, 7 minutes.

ACDR Roger.

C_ Roger, Crip.

ACDR You'll be able to monitor the whole sequence. Over.

CC-H That's why - that's why we got the Vanguard under
way, so we could do that.

19 45 50 CMP We're maneuvering.

CC-H Roger.

19 48 02 CMP Okay. She went off real good, Crip. We _on't see
her in the window yet. We went to HOLD at 15 seconds.

CC-H Roger that. Nice job.

CMP We want to get those pictures though, too.

CC-H That's affirm.

19 48 42 ACDR Okay_ Crip. Pressure's looking beautiful here. We're

going to pop these suits and helmets and try to look
for the bear.

CC-H 0keydoke.

19 49 37 CC-H Okay, we're a minute from LOS. Our next station
contact will be Goldstone in 18 minutes. That's at

199:46. Good luck on spotting it.

19 49 46 D!fP Okay. We got it now, Crip.

CC-H Very good.

19 50 08 CC-H A little reminder, when you get to it, to get the

SUIT CIRCUIT RETURN, OPEN, but no - no rush.

DM? Get the which?

CC-H SUIT CIRCUIT RETURN VALVE. We monitor it CLOSED now.

That was the reason for the 02 FLOW.

19 50 21 DM? Okay.
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20 06 02 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

20 08 23 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are A0S Goldstone, 3-1/2 minutes.

20 08 27 C_ Okay. We finally caught sight of the DM, below and

to the left of us, and got a lot of good movie film

of it. it seemed to be tumbling the way everybody

wanted it to. With reference to the Earth, it was

in a vertical plane when it tumbled.

CC-H Okay, Vance. Super job. At least two or three "atta

boy's" for that one. It seemed to be quite a _i_

iow, and you said - how much to the left? Very
much?

CMlD Ohs i'd guess - had to get very close to the windcw

to see it, so I'd guess - 20 to 30 dagrees. Or -

more than that. Maybe 40 - 30 to 40.

CC-H To the left.

CMP Right. Right. Correct. To the left.

CC-H Okay. To the left would'ye been - I was trying to

look at it from your perspective, there. That

would'ye meant that we should'ye kep't going more

than the 15 seconds. Is that what you - what you're

thinking?

CMP Less.

CC-H Oh, yeah. Okay. Yeah, it wo_d've been less, okay,

because you were yawing around to the right.

CMP Right.

D_ I timed a 360 rotation on it. Lookel like abouv 6

degrees a second from what I could judge it.

CC-H I'm sorry. I co_ldn't copy that last.

CMP I timed a 1 - or a 360 rev on the thing, and it

looked like it was doing about 6 degrees a second.

CMP That was really pretty.

CC-H i'm - I'm sot- - You guys are down so soft, I can't

[sic] hardly hear you.
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CMl° It was really a pretty sight, seeing it tumbling off

toward the ocean. I might add that - was the - the
clouds on the surface of the ocean were so bright

that it was impossible to see the - anything in the

COAS. So that sort of substantiates the problem that

Deke and Tom had with the COAS during docking.

CC-H Okay. Understand that. And, Vance, I copied from the

way you saw it - it looked - did look like it was

turning about the one axis that we had - we had
wanted. And that - didn't appear to be any tumble
to it.

CMP That's right. It looked to be stable and in a -

tumbling about one axis. The one we wanted.

20 10 55 CC-H Okay. Very fine. Super.

20 11 47 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're looking at some data down here
that shows circuit breakers on panel 274, for the DM

FURNACE/CRYSTAL GROWTH are closed. We would like to

get those opened, if we could, please. If you can
reach them. We're about to go LOS, and then we'll

have you again at Newfoundland in 5 minutes.

20 18 04 CC-H Apollo, Houston. &0S Newfoundland, 7 minutes.

20 18 17 CC-H And if you gents find a chance to get those ATS

angles, a pitch of minus 58 and yaw of 334, we'll be

able to get you on the ATS and watch you burn.

DMP Yeah. I had them in there. I hope you got it.

CC-H Okay, fine. Well, we're not quite there, yet.

Thank you, Deke.

20 18 30 DMP Okay. That 274 breaker I can't get at.

CC-H Understand.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

20 22 47 ACDR Okay. Burn was on time. And residuals were hulled

to 0, minus 1, and 0. The delta-V C reads minus 18.0.
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CC-H Roger.

CC-H Sounds super.

CC-H And, once more, a little warning enroute to this vis

obs attitude, again, which I correcTed earlier.

That R2 for your vis ohs is 6000 by 7 - 9000, and

watch out for gimbal - -

ACDR Roger.

CC-H - - lock enroute.

ACDR Okay.

20 23 50 CC-H Okay. And one other item here. You guys are doing

such a super Job up there. Farouk was real impressed

by some of the TV stuff that you got out of the win-

dow while we were doing docking scenes earlier. And

we don't know if it's going to be possible - depends

on how long it takes to get out of your suits, but

you've got a vis obs pass upcoming at about 200:50 -

200:52, and if we can, we're going to - we'd like to

get the TV set up via prep 2.9. And I could read
that to you, or however you want to do it. And - so

we can have TV out the window when you're doing i%.

And that's kind of your option, whether you think

it's possible.

20 24 32 DMP Okay. We'll try her.

CC-H Okay. If you think you're going to make it, let me

know. There're a couple of modifications we're going

to have to make, Just minor ones, in that that

camera is going to be in MASTER and your prep tells
you that it'll be in SLAVE. And we need to get the

INTERLEAVER switch ON and a few other things. We'll

wait until you get out of the suits, and get squared
away, though.

DMP Okay.

DM1° Tell you, I think we've got all of ol_ cameras

stowed for entry right now, as a matter of fact.

CC-H Okay. Understand.
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DM? When we cleaned out the DM this morning, we went

through that whole exercise. We might be able to dig

something out again in time. We'll work on it.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. I couldn't catch your last.

DMP I said we've got it all stored. We may be able to

dig something out in time and put it back together.

We'll see how it goes here.

CC-H Okay.

20 25 36 ACDR Okay, Crip. Can we go ahead and start maneuvering

to the vis obs attitude now? Says by 2 -

CC-H That's affirmative. The sooner you get started, the
better.

20 25 46 ACDR I'm on the way.

CC-H If we potentially lose lock enroute, we need a

small modification on that angle. That's in your

Flight Plan; yaw is ll6. That's pitch of minus 62

and a yaw of ll6, in case we lose locks in the
maneuver.

20 26 16 ACDR Roger. Have ll6 in yaw.

END OF TAPE
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20 33 37 C_K° Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

CMP Okay. You stayed with us during the maneuver. Just

checking.

CC-H Yeah. We wouldn't run off and leave you. We weren't

positive you heard that was why - wanted to mention

the angles to you. But we're still here.

CMP Roger.

20 35 26 CML° Incidentally, we have a minor malfunction in the orb

rate apparatus there to repo_t to you. The ball 1

sometimes does not flip to ORB RATE when you move

the ORB RATE FDI [sic] 1 ORB RATE switch.

CC-H Okay; it's a common intermittent device - malfunction,
rather. It works sometimes and does not work at

others. Is that correct?

CMP Well, it's sort of that way. It generally doesn't
work. But once or twice we got it to work correctly;

and then once or twice it changed, but it did not

change to the right position. And this was not
evident on ball 2. So we used ball 2 to get it -

the DM off. We Just restricted use of ORDEAL on
ball 1.

20 36 20 CC-H Okay. Understand that. That was smooth thinking,

moving over to the other ball.

C_ We would have reported it sooner, but we were kind

of busy just before getting the DM off, and we weren't
too worried about it because we had time for a backup.

CC-H Yeah, that's good. And appreciate you being busy

there. You worked through that nice and smooth.

CMP Thank you.

CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.
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20 38 03 CMP Crip, a little while ago you called for us to - to

do something with a circuit breaker on 274, and we

were all suited - couldn't get do_n there. Now Deke's

down there and wonder - would like you to have you

repeat what you asked him.

CC-H Okay. It looks like - it's on 274. It's the DM
FURNACE/CRYSTAL GROWTH, the circuit breakers.

There are three of them, and they should be OPEN.

CMP Okay.

20 45 54 DMP Crip, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Deke.

DMP Okay. i'm out of that old suit. If you got any data

for me on this mapping pass, I can take it right now.

CC-H Okay. I guess two items. The - if - do you think

you've got time to try to find a TV camera to put in
the window?

DMP Well, I'm going to try to take time to do it. If

you can just tell me what you want, I'll do the best
I can on it.

20 46 19 CC-H Okay. We're recommending that if you can find your

cue card there, that you use TV prep 2.9, which is
one of the ones we used for a tour. And it basically

works on 605 there. The only modification to that -

that camera does have to be in MASTER, not SLAVE as

called for. We're also going to have to get the

INTERLEAVER POWER ON, down on 400, for the VTR.

DMP Okay.

20 46 55 CC-H And - and we'll have to take the CM 2 TV STATION
POWER to ON also.

DMP Okay, got that.

CC-H Okay. One item I might also tell you, since this

target down there is of the Anzus Eddy. We've had

a ship spot it recently, and it's reported that there
is a large cumulus cloud just about over the center

of the eddy, and itts slightly southwest of where
it's indicated in your - your book there.
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DMP Okay. Thank you.

20 h7 37 CC-H Other than that, might as well get cracking and see

if we can get some TV of it. I'll - -

DMP Okay.

CC-H - - Won't bother you any more.

20 53 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're ahouz to lose you here through

the ATS, and we'll see you again at Crroral in ascuz
18 minutes.

C_ Okay, Crip. Looks like we're going to get the TV

camera set up and i think we're proceeding very well.

CC-H Great. If you do, we're going to slso not only look

at that eddy area, buy when you come across Hawaii,

we're going to be looking at that one. i was going

to give you some words at Orroral, Vance, regarding

eddies. We've had a lot of them reported southwest

of Hawaii, and we were going to get you to look at

them and try to give us a - size, number, ana e_enz,
and that kind of stuff.

20 54 21 C_ Okay. Pacific Ocean -Ocean's just

21 I0 34 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are AOS through Orroral for 4
minutes.

D?2_ Okay, Crip. And we got the TV ca_era u_ and r_unning.

CC-H Okay, great. We're talking at you on _HF now. As

soon as we lock on with S-hand we're going to gc
ahead and command in that caz,lera ON.

DR_ Okay.

DMP ...

CC-H Go ahead.

DMP ...

CC-H Sorry you're mnreadable, way do__ in the mud.

21 12 39 DMP ... say we're concerned whether we got the right

configuration here to give ycu the TV you're looking for.
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CC-H Okay. We've got it. It's -it's co:_i:_giow:-.. -.-;e'rs

not getting to look at it here_ we're _'usz _amr_..5......

it to the site so we can get it later.

D_ 0h. I see. Okay. But the site does have it there.

CC-H That's affirmative.

DMP Okay.

DMP _nere are we right now, Crip?

21 13 09 CC-H I'm sorry. You're Just over the - the coast Gf

Australia right now.

DMP 0kay.

CC-H Should be gemting pretty close to Sy!neM there.

DMP Well, okay, Crip. We're over where we chink we ought

to be, about Sydney, and we're in solid cloud cover

here right now.

CC-H Yeah. Kind of hard to pick a c_auius cloud ouz

amongst all the clouds then, h_h?

D._ Right.

CC-H Okay. Copy _:hat.

21 14 5_ CC-H Like to give you this quick blurb re_ar:ing the eddies
i mentioned earlier south of Hawaii. E' 's known

to have a series of eddies scu_hwes_ _f _he Islan,_s

due to the current flow being broken by zhe is!anas.

}dad the size, and the num_ber, ar:dthe e:,xer.%of them

s_e tunknown We'd like you to -_ - _s__ . __zemz _ observe

the orientation, the sizes, ani how many -yea can see.
You should have a chance ts 15ok az -:_e' tn this

upcoming pass across there at abauv 20i:09. _2z,d
we think it should be visible cut cf winicw '.

21 15 28 CC-H We're also going to be, again, not bea_2ng down this
TV to Hawaii when we - when we come across there.

So we can lock at it later. _,_eare ! minute from

LOS, and otu_ next station conzact _%ill he az Hawaii
in 14 minutes.
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21 28 55 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Hello at Hawaii for 6 minutes.

How you doing?

DMP Okay, Dick.

CC-H Hi, Deke.

DMP Yeah. We're cruising along here looking for eddies,

and we shot a few pictures of some of the same kind

we've been seeing right along.

CC-H Roger. Is the weather up there any better than it
was down around Australia?

21 29 15 DMP Yeah, it's pretty clear over most of this area, and

scattered clouds that just outline the eddies. In

fact, we've got a couple super big ones coming up
on our right, right now - at 201:07:25.

CC-H Roger.

DFP Are you guys getting TV of this, incidentally, Dick?

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. Say again?

DMP Are you guys getting TV, or are we just putting it

on tape?

CC-H We're not getting it live, Deke. i think we are

dumping it aown to the - the Hawaii tracking station,

and the station reports that they are receiving it.

DMP Okay.

21 30 24 CC-H And incidentally, this is - you're very close _o being

right overhead your splashdown point. This is

the - just about the same sort of ascending rev that
you'll be coming home on, tomorrow.

D_ Okay. If the weather's like this tomorrow, it'lL
be super.

CC-H I'm sure it will be. That's the way we scheduled

it, anyway.

DMP Yeah. You guys have good control of things down there,
we've noticed.
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CC-H Darn right.

21 30 53 CMP This eddy Deke just called our's about 50 kilometers
across.

CC-H Roger, Vance.

DM2_ Say, a question for Farouk on the eddies. Do %hel,r

want stereos of that? We're kind of get%lng ii%%ie

short on film, but if they need stereos, fine, we'll

shoot it up. But if'the stereo doesn't ao much

for them, we might as well save _he film.

CC-H Lev me - let me check real quick. Han== on.

DMP Okay.

21 32 45 CC-H Deke, Houston. We did talk to Farcul< in the backroom,

and he says he would like some sl_ereo photography
of the eddies.

D_ Okay. You got a million eddie_ out here, and - -

CC-H Rog. He says, Deke -he gives the aivice to picf o_v
one good-looking site and get good stereo of thav

and not try to document the whole area, Deke.

DMiP Okay.

21 34 16 D[,_ And it looks to us, for Farouk's infor::_ion, llke

we're almost running parallel with a large ocean

current, here. The cloud banners on b_th sides

and the clouds %_ithin it look a good deal like a

Gulf Stream type current.

CC-H Roger, Deke. Copy.

21 34 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 rminu_e to L_S. i_ewfo_uad-

land comes up at 201 plus 28. - do have one note for
you. Back to that ORDEAL problem that you had, -

don't think you're using it anymore, but we wo_a
recommend that you select IIFERTiAL on _;he ORDEAL FDAi

number 1 switch and discontinue trying zo use it
with FDAI 1. It turns out that there _re some

potential failure modes caused by cont_mina%ion in
that switch that could cause the loss :>f that ball.

So give up on it and stay on nu_:f0er2.
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21 35 07 CMP Okay. Understand. From now on_ we don't use
FDI [sic] 1 for anything, then.

CC-H Well, don't use the ORDEAL on FDAI 1. That's what
I mean.

CMP Oh, okay. Yeah.

CC-}{ Yeah. The ball is okay now.

CMP Right.

21 35 19 CC-H We just don't want to change that. (Laughter)

21 50 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Newfoundland for 7 minuves.

21 52 48 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

D_,_ Go ahead, Houston.

CC-H Roger. It turns out, because of this different pi_ch
attitude on the P20 for this - that we're in for the

Earth obs - we are going to be able to acquire _he

ATS right now, if anybody will give it a try. _e

angles that are printed over there at a time of 201

plus 45 we think will be good. And we'll lose it,
then - maybe 5 minutes earlier than it's printed in

the Flight Plan. But we think if somebody has a

chance to _ry, we should be able to lock up.

D?_ Okay, 201:45, Dick.

CC-H Okay.

D_ Okay, Dick .... now on ATS?

21 5h 21 CC-H Roger, Deke. We'll inhibit the I_ewfo_nd!and lq_F
and be talking to you through _TS. Thank you a Io_.

DM2P All right.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

21 54 46 ACDR Yeah, hey, if this TV comes oua - i was wondering,

you know, we - so - we used so much film that you can

budget to shoot. As far as what it looks like_ you
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k_ow, from space, looking ._e_n c.n _ke Earth - and

most of the time, like Skylab, those a_r s _-,",_ seiiom

had, you know, a local horizontal at, Laurie. Buy if

you put on a tape recorder, you _c_ s_ma gcod passes

coming up, like the United States. _.... don'_

it on TV, on the VTR, then you ._an alu:-? iv? ! _kink

it'd be pretty fantastic what ycu see_ Over. Jus-

something for you to think about.

CC-H Okay, we have - we have been v_!king _L_av _ome -

scme abou_ that on the ground, Tom. And we'll _'_

about it some more and get back _e y_ _.

21 55 23 D_ Yeah, you know, just as a "for !r_s_an e," we _]us_

came cff this Pacific pass and kind _:' all ci_2sea

back in the cockpit, and all cf _. s _d:er. lcokei ta_

the window, a_nd man, we're deat :_en%e_ over Sea, tie

amd the most clear day I've ever seen ihs-re. 7_nl

nothing running. The TV was r,mnin_, bu_ i_ didn't

go an)n_here, I don't think.

CC-H Roger. Ungersvand.

21 56 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We have no further _!_hed_iea use

of the VPR. As far as we're concerne:], jou can _se iu

for out-the-window passes cf the U.S. _r ether

clear-area targets of opportunity, and we'll either

du_mp i_, or we'll bring it hc_.e L_=.

D_[P Okay. Super.

CC-H _-reat.

D_P Incidentally, I did - scramble _d _et a camera ar_a

get a few shots of that area. Bu_ it wazn'% v;_armea
',r_ well.,.e j

21 57 06 CC-H 0kav._ Well, ! tell vou_ what. Your nec_ __--__ _f

revs are going to pass right o_;er %ha% s_rae _eneral

area again. So, as you come a2rcss i%, [,c2 _resan=v

can get - get another chance. _'_'__-_ ......_ v_ may _e - -

D_[P Yeah, right. We noticed that.

CC-H Okay.

D_P You bet you. Thank you.
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CC-H Okay.

21 57 09 DMP Hey, we sure do miss our old utility outhouse up here.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. Say again.

DMP I say, we sure do miss our old utility outhouse up

here since we Jettisoned it.

CC-H Roger.

DMP I think I better twist the words; it'd be the back-

porch - -

CC-H Roger.

DMP - - ... it for about everything you can imagine.

21 58 18 CC-H Rog.

END OF TAPE
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22 07 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For Vance. Vance, if - _%en you

get _, chance, if you could get out the Earth 0bs

Book and look at site n'mmber 4, I've goo a nose

here i wanted to eass up to from Farouk about %his

upcoming Earth obs pass.

D},_' He's not on com_m right now, Dick.

CC-H Okay. Taere's no - -

D},_ How much time we got?

CC-t{ Oh, we got lots of time. I get anovher !5 minutes

in this ATS pass, Deke. I've also go% a suggession

from Farouk that you ought to take just as 5hat for

this TV out the window, ground TV for the VTR. Some
times that - -

Dlv_ Okay.

CC-H Okay. if you've got a pencil, Deke, I can give you

some on/off times for the %TR, which would get a

daylight pass starting at Australia, going up to

cover the area where the eddies are, and then %'_'n

it off over the clouds over %ne Pacific, and svart

it again over the - around Seattle, and then let it

run to completion.

D}_ Okay. Stand by 1, and I'll copy her.

D_,(P Okay, Dick. I'm ready.

22 08 47 CC-H Okay. VTR on at time 202 plus 21, I.TR off a% 202
I 7

plus 33, i_R on at 202 plus _ , and then this

proFosal would just run the iUR until it's out of

tape, and turn it off at 20e elus n'=

DN_P Okay. Copy that. 202:21, on; 202:33, off; back on

at 47, and off at 05, er when we run out.

CC-H Okay. And just take that as a suggestion. If you

see a better way to run it, or something out the

window you'd rather - rather _ake, anything would

be fine with us.
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DNP LDoks good here. Thank you.

22 19 h9 CC-H Anolll, Houston. We're gcin 6 %: he ,s r_C Alll c::

this pass in about 6 or 7 '_.........

Flight Plan update and also w_n_eu t %'ik _c Vax2e

about this upcoming Earth cbs pa_zs.

._.CP Okay. Oc ahead, Dick. ! us_ _r_e _*_ _q_ kea_Je_.

CC-H Okay, _anc_. i wanted to _as_ uw '= n_._ zs :. _

from - from Farouk, and it mig:h_ he!: i ' you were

looking in the Earth Ohs 2oak a_: zke c£ _z-2-e -

She site 4 Isage in there.

C_,_m Stand bM !.

22 20 26 CC-H ,Okay. And, also_ the - i is i_,_e _-: :-',?__[l_h

u_date for somebody to cop'/ o:: -- a_ l! k}_rs '_nd
10 minutes.

DNP Okay, Dick. Ready for the Filgh% Pi_ hence.

CC-H 8kav.. We wary to change_ %[tat _cz_ - .. _. ........

the Db: attizude to read as - t2 _he fz!_cwing angles:

001, iLO, 356 I aisc. want _, _=s - = _:_-_ -...... r: o-- 2 .....

angles t5o read plus S_-=and ya;,,2_1£. -'_.

DI.CP 0_ay Co_)y. 00l, '" _
ooes[ - plus 35 and a 262.

' ' v _U _ '

on that pit,ch, and %hat wa_ %_e m_-x 7e _scn far %he

change. Als{ the differerzne in %/_e J-21 _, =_:_-r___;.

Thanks, Dele.

D:,t_ Okay. Thank you.

C'm Okay. Anl I'm _ad _ to co_v '.,:ka_.eve -' · _ --:: _
from Farouk -. -

2'2 22 03 CC-H Ckay, Vance. It Z.tk_ns OUt %hat we ha-:- _:: _Yer

candic[at.e size for sea farmin_ from -- _:...._. ?azv_.in

Ccusteau. _nc_ it's the body ,if w_' e::'_.:rtn of l:_cet
Sound there. And if you 1u.=/.on _}._-: i:i:zle ::_-

it's - it's _seneraliy that bo_y a:' _ -t :i_e wes%

of Vancouver. And you'll L'e :assln_ : re: 12- zc

the north of 11. And when lo::.kin; _:.::i:e ,A, Nou'l

be looking right dowm the Scm ! th:-F: 5:r: - rr rib:iht
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do_m the body of water looking at site LA. It's the

water that separates Canada from Vancouver Island,
and it should be visible from command module window

i at the same time as site 4A is visible. And if you

have a chance, he'd like to get a color-wheel rea_ing

of that water and some photos, if you have vhe fi_m

to do it. The reason it's a good si_e for farming

is that the current there is - runs adjacenZ to the

coastline but does not get - does not run zhrough
that inland - inland water there. So the water's

fairly still, and the text_ure of it should be fairly
smooth. Over.

C_._ Okay. Is that kno_m as the Svrait of Georgia?

CC-H I'm not - it - the Strait of Georgia in Zhat area -

is in that area but - Yes. Tham's affirmative,

I'm - I'm vold, Vance. That - that body of wa_er

there is _he Strait of Georgia.

22 23 j8 r,,,_..,.,r Okay, and - more or less along the whole length of

i_, or would you suggest the south end more than

the north, or what?

CC-if i - i think the whole icing%h, because _he - because

she water generally in there is still and aoesn'v

have a current _nning through i%. i think just

about anywhere in there would be good. i think

probably your best chance at ge%ting a colcr-wheei

reading, though, might be _ere ?on have a lizzie

more water down towaras the south end. Bu_, at any

rave, there won't be much zime %o look down there;
and so, do the best you can.

C_._ Okay. So photos, not necessarily stereo, but more

or less to cover the Strait of Georgia series, and

a color-wheel reading of the wazer there.

2C-H That's affirm. Real fine. Thanks a ioz.

C_.? Sure enough.

22 25 33 CC-H A_ollo, Houston. We're about I minute from LOS.

We'll be seeing you again _enen we -

23 23 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Hello at Bermuaa. How are you

doing?
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ACDR Just super, Dick. We're sitting i_ere n2servinz mite

good old wcrl_d f_._oma beautiful ...._-':=__eint

CC-H Roger. Ils the East Coast prettN today? it's beer.

kind of slcud 3 down here.

ACDR _-' be_, _ _ ._._ s _.. t:re%tv cloudy ir_ most c,1'tie ,?_ ke-_e,

but - we're coming into a clear are_ righE now.

CC-H Roger.

DMP Yeah. We can see Long Island:

ACDR in fa2t, Dick_ we test nasseo zver 2.lenti:_ax

CC-H .Roger.

cn 24 06 N.P For Yareak's into, we saw a _: ....."i-'sJ±alisn ra%_ern

offf toe weo_ coast. .{}.st a ki_i . _+' -_-_.____.8_.,._a. in was

ss bi_ :/o'_ - cokldn'% 6e_ it :into zw<: '_:_mera frames.

T _.._culdR'-_hay* _n,_..oidea of hew }lis_%'_ tkrea xe__ _nl:_q_.....

but i5 iPJks like a super big ..........=_ e:.ce_% i_
wasnTk a!_ thal iense.

SC-H R3ger. :ndePs_n.i.

Dk_P Yeat.

C:,[P T_......was 51, rt cf ,'z .... ,_:= c,f Ifil is , i _: eS _ /3a'i SaY_

rl_'l£_e:72h_[l % ' ,-._._{,-.r_.;_. ].!_e l..t!:11 i 2eamtle, we
wgre -02 _ar _''_ _ ijiih_,iL,n of Seattle 13 see i: %here

glae{erc, see some fern lines on Caxa. li:m Rockies -

_i:baieP:. A!!i _eKe Superior we:- ?__, "_ i over com-

p kenemy.

CC-H Ro_er, Vs,ncs, 3st i%.

23 e_ o_ CC-H Aooi!D House;on. f don't war:: _e s_-: _ir view cf

%h,s U!iiie{ S:5a!es_ Out whe.: }'.: _feL 'il over' %he

o2ean t'!eNe _ or at 2,rjilF CCllVehieii2e, i ' i like _a 6e%
%he P52 iaYa_ An:i, aisc, i'd like tf 6el3 scrr.e-coi_
wlen Lhe',' ; °-rn...{_ a chanc, e, to read the % ii' n'_.rflOe?s A,

B, C, anl E ,:)n the Doppler ta:e :'eeo:de' aster, c!}'.
We're still ho:creased if thai se'on :'._-""=....

Insye d.

ACDR Rzger, D{ck. And we're scins b _ :o ::ne_d u,n_ get thc.

¥_'R '_*'___arid 60 7o _aP.: [+t}___r'c'-'the r.e_l :_%neuver.
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CC-H Okay. Fine.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. Here's the IMU data. NOUN - first star is

07; second, 04 - -

CC-H Break. Tom, Houston. Could you stand by. We're

getting a bad echo. Let us reconfigure so I can

understand you.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, try it again, please.

ACDR Roger. How do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear. Go ahead.

23 27 38 ACDR Okay. 07 and 14 were the two stars. NOUN 05, all

zeros; plus 05.9; minus 63; plus 23; platform torque,
202:08:45. Over.

CC-H Okay, Tom. Copy. Thank you very much.

ACDR Okay, Houston. How do you read?

CC-H i've got a real loud scratching noise on the down

link, Tom, but I can hear you. Go ahead.

ACDR Ail right ....

23 29 39 CC-H Apollo, Houston. I'm sorry. I can't understand you

at all. We're going to have to clear up this noise

on the downlink. Stand by.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

23 30 20 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about 30 seconds from LOS at
Bermuda. We'll see you when you get locked up on
the ATS ....

23 31 02 CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read?

DM? 5 by, Dick.

CC-H Okay, Deke. We had a real loud noise when we were

going over the hill there at Bermuda, and I di_n'z

copy any of what Tom had passed down to me.

DMI° Okay. Stand by 1. We'll get it for you.

CMP Okay, Dick. Recorder readings we copie_ down as

follows, at 203 hours and 7 minutes. A is 12; B is

13; C is 1!; D is 12.

CC-H Okay, Vance. Thanks a lot. Appreciate it.

CM? Right.

_dP And we'd be curious to know if that's a - if those

are reasonable readings, if the thingts working.

CC-H Well, i think INC0 is checking it now. Looking at

his past data, it looks like we may still be having

problems with that second recorder. However, in

doesn't - it doesn't really matter because, as long

as one of them is working, we're meeting our objec-
tives.

23 32 15 CM? Right.

23 35 50 C?_ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Okay, Dick. Here we are in the Flight Plan at a

place where we're doing preliminary stowage. Jus%

curious to know if you want us - to stow this TV

camera now, or would like to keep taking advantage

of getting some TV of the orbit?
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CC-H Vance, our plan now - You've just _oou_ filled up the

V.wlR,or if you haven't, there's only a few minutes

Left on it, and we were not planning on dumping it.

What we're planning on doing is - is bringing tha_

home. So - so, in order to support _;hat, i guess we

can go ahead and stow it.

CMP Okay. We'll go ahead and stow it.

CC-H Okay.

23 37 50 DMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Deke.

DMP Yeah, we're _aking film inventory here. it appears

we're down to one magazine of 16-millimeter stuff.

We're supposed to shoot the entry of the drogae de-

ploy, and what we've got is color interior. Can

somebody give us some reasonable settings so we can
use that for exterior?

CC-H Yes. We'll []ook it up, and I'lL get back to you.

DMP Thank you.

23 40 37 CC-H Aoo!l_, Houston. I've got a DI._ final iad for you

if somebody would like to copy - in the Flight Plan.

ACDR Okay, be rigkt with yeu in a minute.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H _ld, Apollo, Houston. If you'll give us PO0 and AC-

CEPT, we'll get you up a target load.

ACDR Ckay, Dick, gc _lead on the DH2 pad.

CC-H Okay, Tom. Are you hearing me loud a_d clear? l
heard a - an echo there.

ACDR You're loud and clear.

CC-H Okay, fine. _tarting with NOI£{ 33: 20k:ll:h2.00;
±3o,minus 019.7, plus four balls, min_s 01_8.0; 000, ' '

355; 008.7; 00:01; 3.1; 18 - excuse me: that delta-

Vn tailoff is 18.0.
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ACDR Got it.

CC-H Weight, 25262; trims, minus 0.14, minus 0.76. Go
ahead.

23 _2 55 ACDR Okay, on the readback. 204:11:42.00; minus 019.7,

plus all zeros, minus 018.0; 000, 136, 355; 008.7;

00:0i_ delta-V ignition, 3.1_ tai!off, 18.0; weight,

25262; pitch trim, minus 0.14; yaw trim_ minus 0.76.
Over.

CC-H Roger, Tom. That's a good readback. And there on

that other Flight - that facing Flight Plan page,

I have one more thing for you. Right up there at

the top of the page at about 204 hours, we want Mou

to change the DAP to a VERB 48, and the two registers
are as follows: 10102 and 01111. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. DAP change at about 20_ hours, be 10102,
01111. Over.

CC-H Roger, Tom. That's a good readback and a good pad.

Thank you much.

ACDR Ail righty.

CC-H And, Tom, the computer's yours. You can go back to
BLOCK.

23 h4 23 ACDR Have it in BLOCK.

CC-H Okay.

23 50 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

_P Go ahead.

CC-H Vance, Just a minor point, zhere. A few minuzes
before the burn in the Flight Plan, it's printed in

there to get the G&N POWER OPTICS on. Since we've

had - we've had such a series of real good P52's_

we didn't give you a burn a_titude check, and thaz
PO_R OPTICS on was assuming that you would have

one, and that's why it's in there. No problem.

CMP Okay. You're saying, Dick, that's the next DM2 burn
that we can leave that switch OFF?
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CC-H That's affirmative.

_P Because we won't have an optics check_ anyway?

CC-H That's affirmative.

C_' Okay.

CC-H Okay.

23 59 5h CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Gc ahead, Vance.
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00 00 00 _P By the way, you know we have a - I don't know if

this has been called down or not, but we have in

the Flight Plan Supplement that special binder -

need to try it out for Shuttle?

CC-H Roger.

CMP And we had to open it and take pages out and put

them in, and had only one comment, it isn't too

bad, but it's a little more complicated than the

kind of binder you used when you were in high school.

The one they used in high school had two tabs that

you could press down to open it, which was - which

was very handy. This one has a couple of slide de-

vices that have to be pulled out, and it's a little

more involved - less simple working it, I'd say.

And so, the only comment in our evaluation is they

might look at Just using the standard high school

type.

CC-H Roger. Well, the simpler we can get, I'm sure that's

what we'll want to do. And we'll pass that comment

on, and I'm sure they'll be interested to talk to

you guys after you get home. Thanks, Vance.

O0 01 06 C_ Okay.

00 04 _9 MCC-H Go shead.

00 0k 53 MCC-H 475.

00 13 23 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For your information, we've been
watching you load everything, and it looks real good.

That - that DAP change that I gave you can be loaded

really anytime. I gave you a time of - 204 hours,

but if you want to go ahead and load it now, that -
that'd be fine.

DMP Okay, Dick. We'll put her in.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about 2 minutes to ATS LOS.

You're looking real good. We'll see you at Guam

here at 204 plus 01, Just 4 minutes from now.

CMP Okay, Dick. Very good.
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00 19 22 CC-H Okay, see you there,

00 23 24 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Guam for 7 minutes.

CM? Okay, Dick. Loud and clear_

CC-H Roger.

CMP We're ready for the burn.

CC-H Okay, and we've been watching you here. You look

real good to us.

CMP Okay. Real good.

O0 28 50 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about a minute an_ a half

from LOS. I'll call you at Rosman at 2!04 plus 32.

You got four good gimbal motors_ the trims are okay_

everything's looking fine. We'll see Mou after vhe

burn.

CMP Okay. Glad to hear it's locking good.

00 29 0k CC-H Okay.

00 5h 21 CC-H Apollo, Houstcn. At MILA for 7 minuves. How de you
read?

ACDR Reading you loud and clear, Dick. Burn went fine.

The residuals were 0, minus 1, and plus 1. Over.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. And what was the _Z reading, Tom,
after the burn?

ACDR Minus 15.0.

CC-H Okay. Super. Sounds like it was righ_ on. _ar_

you ve_/ _ach.

ACDR Yeah. Roger. We're trying to _o _head ann ge_ _aead

of things so that when - during nighttime_ we'll ge_
the leg measurements and some other - snff ZFF and

all that. So, when we come out in the daytime, we
can do some more vis obs, Over.

CC-H Okay. That sounds great, Tom.
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00 55 07 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. You'd be interested to know
that we've got a good lock on the Doppler. Looking

real good.

ACDR Hey, that's great. And also, the - on A and B, those

reels are still turning, but C and D have not moved.

CC-H Okay. Thanks, Tom.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We think you need to PRO on the

50 18 to get into the orb-rate attitude P20.

ACDR Stand by. Okay, we'll PRO.

O0 59 49 CC-H Okay.

END OF TAPE
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01 00 07 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We're i minute from LOS.

We'll see you when you get locked up on the ATS.

01 05 51 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the ATS_ How do you _eai?

ACDR Read you loud and clear, Dick.

CC-H Roger, Tom. Me too.

D_ Dick, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Deke. Go ahead.

D_ Okay. Hey, i owed you a reporv here the other day

on the old crystal growths, and I just got through

taking another series of pictures into where I can

see them. I would like tc report that Z don't see

any crystals anywhere. We've got - bubbles, and
three or four units, fairly good size, size of a

pea or so; but I see nothing that I would call a

crystal in any of them.

01 07 16 CC-H Okay, Deke. Thanks a lot for telling us again.

D_,_ Okay.

ACDR Okay, Dick. And now that we've gov the TV on the

VTR, just gc ahead and turn the whole thing off;

it will be recovered after landing? Over.

CC-H That's affirm, Tom. You can go - I was going to
wait until presleep to remind you because I wasn't

sure where y'all were on the tape. But _nen you've
gotten wha% you want, just turn all three POWER

switches OFF, and we can forget the %_R until we
get it on the ground.

ACDR Okay.

01 12 31 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Yeah. Are you reading my DSKY?
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CC-H Yeah. Stand by just a second.

CC-H Yeah, Tom. I think I can explain what hapvexed aero.

_laen you PROed on the P20, we were _'ut of atvizuie

and the rate was slow. And whez- yo_ got to the av-

titude, it slipped out from under you again. 'gn_t

you need to do is PRO again on she i_20, and wa'i_

catch up with it. And we see - _aidanoe - i'm s_rry:
looking at it, it's obvious you a_r_gady have done

that. So this time when we catch u]?, we shoula he

squared away. And we're still !ock_d _p on t.ae - -

ACDR Okay.

CC-H - - we're still locked up on the Dcl_p_er, so ns :term
done.

ACDR Okay. Are you receiving data icwr_ -here sesides

getting it on the recorder ue here?

CC-H That's affirm, we are. Well --

ACDR Yeah, that's good.

01 13 _1 CC-H Tom, let me - i'm not sure I '_nderstoot your question.

Let me clarify that. We are not recei_fing science

data. We are receiving good spaceczafv dava and

systems stabus, so we can keep up wi_k you. Bu_ -

but you've got the science data - data onboard, and

we have a couple of parameters that let's us lz_:ow

%hat we're locked up. So, _e're doing okay.

ACDR Real good.

D_,_ Dick_ if things are quiet dow_ there, _ can give you

a quick film inventory.

C0-H Okay, Deke. Can you stand _y _us_ a second. '.[e_re

getting reaey to change dump modes, an u i'm Eoin6

_o d_op out. I'll call y_u _hen we're hack up.

D.kfP Okay.

01 15 h9 2C-H Apollo_ Houston. We're locked back _ on voice.

Amd _'m - Deke, i'm ready to ._opy on vke film.

DHP Okay; just a second. Okay; here it go_:s. Okay.

We got about 320 frames of 35 mil!im._Ver !eft, _4U
of 70 for the silver camez_a, and abo_t 180 for the
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black over and above our mapping requirement. We

have one mapping pass left, which we figure it will

take 90 frames. And we only have one mag of 16 left,

and that's an interior. We've already talked to you
about that one. And that is i_.

CC-H Okay. Let me read them back: 320 frames of 35

millimeter left, 140 frames of the silver 70, 180

mil - frames of the black camera over and above the

mapping re_4irements, and one mag of 16 millimeter.

DI'_ Yhat's affirm.

CC-H Okay, Deke. Thank you.

0! ]6 54 D_ And we will try _o budget _hat so we won't run out

too early and have to come home with no film.

CC-H Roger. _aat's the way to do it.

01 25 05 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Is Vance on the phone?

ACDR Yeah.

CMP Yeah, right here.

CC-H Eey, Vance, you know, y'all were talking - or any

of you - y'all were talking while ago about the new

book binder, and - -

C_ Right.

CC-t{ - - and it turns out that the principal investigator

of that experiment is Dr. Theodore Guillory, who

happens to be sivting here next to me, and he had a

couple of questions he wanted to pass up.

C_? Okay. Gladly talk to Dr. Guii_ory.

CC-H Rog. The first one was, "Is the effectiveness of

the system degraded when in P20 over the South

Atlantic Anomaly or during venting?"

G4P Well, if you're venting waste water, no. Depends on

what you're venting.

CC-Ii Okay.
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CC-H He had one more. Zt says, "Did you notice any

crystal redefinition when near the furnace or near
Deke?"

C_ Yeah, we didn't think to melt it. We should have

done that.

CC-H Ro_er. Okay; thanks a lot. I think he's got all

his data now.

C_P Okay. (Laughter)

Db_ That last one sounded like a dirty Tuestlon, but i

haven't quite figured it ouz yet.

C_ Roger.

01 26 36 C_ The old high school - high school notebock %bec:tr.

CC-H Roger. He did say, incidentally, chat the reason

that they - or one thought on that high school note-

book thing was, is that most of the bo::,ks thac you

have need _o be - or in the pass, we've always zhou_t

that they needed to be folded hack on ::hemselves and

be able to be, you know, clippei with any page open.

And that was one of the reasons that zhey had gotten

a little more complicated.

DMP If you'd like one very scientific co_men_ on _he

2ooks, that new cover that's orange, strawberry, ani

pineapple just looks better th_.n the o_d Dnes.

01 27 18 CC-H (Laughter) Okay.

CMF That reminds me. It's about time to clean ck_ salmon

oil off the side window - on the left here.

CC-H Roger.

01 29 20 C_ Jusv a medical comment here, Dick.

CC-H Roger. Go ahead.

CMP The last b_mrn was very short, but very ;ioient, as

usual, and - or it seemed that way - anu we had a

suit bag temporarily stowed in the tunnel and had

forgotten about it. And it almost broke both of

Tom_s legs when it came do_m.
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CC-H Roger. Understand. I'm glad it didn't. I remember,

d_'ing Skylab, Joe Kerwin talking about doing some of
those burns standing - standing up down there in the
LEB - LEB.

C_ That's a new thought - to see if a guy could stand

1-1/2 g after a week of zero g.

CC-H Yeah, but we all know what happened to Joe KerwLn,
so we'd just as soon you all would sit down for the
next burn.

C_,_ (Laughter)

01 4h 02 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

ACDR Go ahead.

CC-H Yeah. We've had such good luck with the platform and

doing the P52's, and seeing how we figure that you're

going to be spending most of these daylight passes

looking out the window and doing Earth observations,

and you might want to spend the night pass during

eating. It's your option, but we'd be satisfied :!f

you just skip this next - upcoming P52 here, and we'll

get one after you wake up in the morning.

C_,_ Okay. Sounds fine.

0[ h4 ]6 CC-H .Okay, Vance. Thanks.

C_-? That's really a super platform, isn't it? I can
hardly believe the snmll errors it has all the time.

CC-}{ It sure is. And I guess you know this, but that's

an Apollo 14 platform. It went to the Moon and back.

C_ I guess it was an Apollo ih probe too, isn't it?

CC-H Yes. It was.

C_ That worked good.

01 45 O0 CC-H As - as a r_atter of fact, I - I'm corrected by Terry
Watson. The - the probe was Apollo 14. The I_G was

- The platform went to the Moon the last time, on

Apollo 17.
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O1 58 O1 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 2 minutes from ATS LOS.

We'll see you at Goldstone in about 20 minutes.

See you there.

CMP 0kay_ Dick. Incidentally, we were just commen_ing -

this is not - this is a sure _ood attitude for the

Doppler experiment, but we kind of need a periscope
for Earth obs.

01 58 18 CC-H Roger. FAO was sitting here thinking the same thing,

probably.

02 21 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston. A0S at Goidstcne fo:_ about h min-

utes, and about 2 minutes into the pass, we will

have a keyhole of about 45 seconds.

ACDR Roger.

ACDR Dick, we saw a huge weather cycle out in the Pacific

at a GET of 205 plus - plus 56. it's built upon the

edges; it's down - it tapers down in the ,__en_er_+' it's

gct Just a round - really an open center. BuY it

leeks - and it's circulating. Ysu can see the whole
· _= '_ in diameter.circulation It's probably _20 mimes

You might want to check it with Farouk and the weather

people. Over.

CC-H Roger, Tom. We certainly will. _ourc.s° like you_ gct

a better view of it this pass than you did last mime.

ACDR Right; I thiri so. The only thing we - 0nly tine we

can see now is just out of window 1 in this attitude.

CC-H Roger. Understand.

02 23 57 CC-H Apollo, Hcuston. In about 50 seeonds_ i'm going t¢

drop into a keyhole, and I'll call yo_a when I el!mt
out.

ACDR Okay.

02 25 Oh CC-H Apollo, Houston. I_m back up. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS. I'll give you a call at _izo in 8 minutes.

02 25 10 ACDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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02 33 15 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Quito for 6 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. _ito for L minutes.

C_ Loud and clear, Dick. How do you read me?

CC-H Roger, Vance. Stand by 1.

CC-H Vance, Houston. Are you reading me loud and clear?

I thought I heard an echo there.

CMP Yeah, we read you earlier and you apparently didn't
hear us.

CC-H Okay.

CMP ... then. We Just heard you then.

CC-H Okay, incidentally, since we went LOS up there aL

Goldstone, we got weather up in recovery to show us

the satellite picture that - of the cloud formation

that you saw. For your informazion, there's a big
lull located right in the center of the circulation

pattern, and on the - let's see, the eastern edge -

the leading edge of the cloud pattern that's close
to the western coast of the United States is a cold

front. So the cloud characteristics - it just turns
out that the cloud characteristics of the weather

pattern look like a tropical storm but, of course,
that's not what it is.

CMP Okay. Well, i'm glad it isn't. It's just that it

would be in kind of an odd place for a tropical

storm anyway, I guess.

CC-H Rog. Well, we - we do have a satellite picture of

it, and it certainly looks like one, and it's -
covers a tremendous area.

CMP Yeah, we were impressed by the spiral arms on it.

CC-H Roger.
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v q --T I -02 37 56 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from _0_.

give you - we'll be talking to you again when you

get locked up en the ATS. Kd if you guys are eazing

supper and would like to hear some news, I have a

little bit for you when we get to the ATS.

CMP Really would. Very good, Dick; *Jnenever you're

ready.

CC-H Okay, when we get locked up on the satellite, i'll

have it for you, Vance. The EECOM - 2harlie Dumis

and his EECOM friends back in his staff support room

reallM outdid themselves tgnight;. We had sta_nding
rib roast and all the trimmings.

_P You mean Charlie's serving ag3in, h'ai_: i thsu_kv

maybe the GNC's would be serving voni_h_. Terr[._

Neal with the chef's hat on or something.

02 38 39 CC-H I - I'm not sure how this haply,cried, h_t Char!ie has

been treating us every night.

02 43 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the sa_e_l_te_' _ .

D_? Okay. Read you 5 by, Dick.

CC-H Roger, Deke. And if y'all are interested in some
news, I have it here.

DM? Great. We're standing by.

02 43 47 CC-H Okay. President Ford said today she _'nited Staces

is earnestly seeking progress in easir:g Middle Sas%

tensions, but cautioned it might not _,;or,_.Address -
addressing delegates to the American Legion's annual

Boy's Nation in the White House Rose )arden, Ford

said the differences are still ve_ _ s_risas in xhe

search for a new interim agreement be_:ween E6_._ and

Israel. The Senate lead - !eadershi_ has abandcne_2

further efforts until September so br{}_ the deadlock

over the contessed New Hampshire Senafe seam. "Iv

is off, majority leader Max - Mike _:_f_=m, Demo-

crat of Montana, said today when re_o_,_e_-_ asked if

the Senate would take up the ,election dispute again

before an August recess of Congress. Florida ia._en

have broken up a bee-rustlin_ ;)perati;;r;in which they

say thieves harvested nearly $i_00 O0C in honey 'cy

switching brands on stolen hives. Be,_keepers from
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seven so_h Florida counties were busy Wednesday

picking out their hives from nearly 1200 recovered

in a Tuesday raid on a quonset hut honey factory

in a rural area of Palm Beach County. Ail the bee-

keepers have their own brands on their hives. Some
of them know their stock so well they can identify

the bees themselves, said Sergeant James Greer of

the sheriff's department. Officers from nine state

and local enforcement agencies were involved in the

raid on one edge of Palm Beach County, center of the

30-million-pound-per-year honey production. In the

state, beekeeping is a 10-million-adot - 10-million-

dollar-a-year industry, in sports, last night the

Astros lost a 2 to 1 decision to the Montreal Expos.

Pretty Susan Jerns of Houston won her seventh title

as a style Jumper in the women's division of the

National Parachute Association meet in - in - Tom,

you'll have to pronounce this one for me. Toliequah

[sic], Oklahoma, I think it is. What is it? Tellequa
[sic].

ACDR How do you say that? Tahtequah.

02 45 52 CC-H Tahlequah. Okay. I learn something every time i

come over here. Professional football is just a

few weeks away. The Oilers are in full swing at Vheir

training camp in Huntsville. The word on the player/

management dispute is that the teams will start the

season on time, but they're still deadlocked at the

bargaining table over several issues. There are pre-

dictions in Athens, Greece, that over 90 000 fans
will turn out to watch a U.S. all-star basketball

team play a Greek team in an outdoor stadium. And

Muhsrm_ad Ali and Joe _razier are already dry--ming up
business for their October first t_tle match in Manila,

Ali says his routine w_ll defeat Frazi_r and Fraz_ar

says it's an invitation to a bombing of Ali. You guys

are still in the news, and there's a whole lot of in%erest

in your splashdown tomorrow. Deke, your Aun_ Sadie Link
in Wisconsin made the headlines today. STye was talking

with - by telephone from up - from up there, and she
said she was ready to go into space herself anytime.

Her statement came in response to a question puv by

reporters after the in-flight news conference when

you remarked you thought your aunt in Wisconsin could

come up and do this Job physically. She also said that
she couldn't remember you as being particularly inter-

rested in flight as a boy, but, "I guess that came
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afver he got away to school," ske said. T_n_la_*,''_~__lj_r,

bef - while ago i talked to ali of your homes, and

everybody's doing real fine s_n_ very _xeited about

the splashdo_n tomorrow.

ACDR Well, ! _hank you very much, 13ick. Aopreciate that.

CC-H Incidentally, speaking of the - -

DMP ...

CC-H Yeah, go ahead.

DMP Just saying my Aunt Sadie didnrt iisai:poinv me. -

expected l_ally she'd be ready to come.

02 47 5h CC-H (Chuckling) Roger that. IncJde:alalil. , when you

guys splash down tomorrow, it will be wivhin about

4 hours of 6 years from the splashdo_ of Apollo

11. And at the end of your mission - I vhoughz we'i

pass up a little data to ycu- At _he end of your

mission, the United States will have collected 22 L68

man-hours in space. That's over P v_a_ You m_._

43 astronauts we've flown in 3; flights and, in tozal,

we've chalked up 30 3422 manned revs of the E_ ....

Might also point out that when we saw these _=_±gn_

we decided to - to get some fi zures ourselves. _nd

so the - Nell Hutchinson asked vhe Silver Te_m, just

the guys working here on the c3nsoles vonight, to

figure up how much flight con_roi experience tha_

we have, and -_m talking about people o_T here in

the frontroom and just people iirecti.j sup po_in_

us in _he staff support rooms _nd over ir. %he _",_l_

not of eourse_ including all ':he o_he_ people that

work on the s_ace program. But _'_ turiis ou_ than

that we have actually, of the -_c _'_ _.._ _ ...... e _onight

%hat you're valking to now, we have coLlec_ei 122 838

hours of flight control expe_n_e_ durfn_ _._...__

flights. And that's ih years. And as z-_ing _he

other twc teams are of similar experie:_ce, that's

42 years. Az_d, incidentalty_ Deke_ - _tn3w you've

been in the program a long _ime, but cur network

controller tonight first controlled ,al Shepard an

Mercury Redstone 1.

02 h9 3h DMP O_tstanding; glad he's stilE, th_re.

CC-H That's right - -
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D_P Give him my regards.

CC-H So are we, Deke.

DMP I didn't know there was anybody lef_ as old as A1

Shepard.

02 49 58 CC-H Well, as a matter of fact, when we total up the -

when we total up the numbers, it turns out that for

the first two - He controlled the first two Mercury
missions. There's another fellow here that - that

came onboard for the third and fourth one; another

one came up - came onboard for the fifth one, and by

the time we flew the last manned Mercury mission, we

had four guys that are still here tonight right now,

helping control you guys. So we don't give up easy,
Just like you.

DMP Super.

CC-H And, incidentally, Deke, our INCO said that he worked

for Wilbur Wright.

DMP (Laughter)

CC-H You can gu - you can guess who the INC0 is.

D_ Yeah.

ACDR Is he still wearing those sporty boots he had on?

CC-H I can't see that well down there. I'm not sure.

CMP I didn't know the Wright airplane had a radio in it.

CC-H (Laughter) Roger.

CC-H Ed started with semaphores, Vance.

DMP Tell him - Tell him to stick aro_d for another 5,
and we'll take him for a ride in the Shuttle.

CC-H Okay.

02 51 '36 DMP Give you a chance to get up here _d look down for

a change, instead of yakking down there, Dick.

CC-H I'll drink to that.
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D_47 So will we.

02 57 20 DMP Dick, you still with us?

CC-H Sure am. Go _head.

DMP Okay, Just sitting here thinking abou*: experiments -

things we might not have given you at; informa%ion

on. The old fish this morning had a _'iight mortality

rate for the first time. We !;)st vhree put of one

package overnight last night. Just thought i'd better

let somebody know that so that they dJdr.'t get all

uptight if they discovered it _zhen we ls_sded ani

thought it happened in reentry.

CC-H Roger, Deke. Thanks much. I got it.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you'll give us ACCE?T, we'll -

get your loads up for the evening.

03 01 16 DMP Okay. You got it.

CC-H Okay. _ank you.

03 14 h3 CC-R Apollo, Houston. We're througk w_th up!_nks. The

computer is yours; and, when you go to BLOCK, you

might - afver that you might ga __ead _nd give us

a VERB 74 for the evening dump.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We have about 20 more minutes here

in this ATS pass. We're pla_nn_ng on - w]_a_ we'd

like to do is clean up all our evening stuff here.

.&nj _e'li gi_e you a call at Gc;ldstone, arid we'li

make that the last call of the evening. That's _bou%

30 minutes prior to the scheduled rime.

CC-H So if some - -

CMP Okay, we're - we're - we're still ea_i-:g_ and so_.d

great - -

CC-H Oh, okay.

C}_ We don't have that much to do cut - we don't have

much to do after we finish, and we're :}_lPost finished.

03 16 40 CC-H Okay, ¥ar:ce, I tell you what. I don't have a whole

lot of clean-up to do either, so if y'aii are going
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to finish here, in a - in a few minutes, why don't

you give me a call, and we'll do it real quick.

CMP Okay. Yeah, we can talk to you at Goldstone.

CC-H Rog, Vance. We Just wanted to get our presleep
stuff here - done here over the ATS while we've got

it. We still have about another 18 minutes.

CMP Okay.

CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

03 19 12 CMP I can give you volts. BAT C, PYRO BAT A, PYRO BAT B;

they're all 37.

CC-H Okay, and I'll - thanks, Vance. And another thing we

want tonight is get a reading on RCS quantities.

CMP Okay.

CMP Okay. A is 67, B is 61, D - let me start that again.

CC-H Okay.

CMP Okay - yeah. A is 67; B is 61_ and 60 for C; 59 for

D; and PSM, 15 percent.

CC-H Okay, another thing we're going to want, when you can,
also I wanted to talk to you - I wanted to throw one

switch on - get you to throw one switch on panel 3.
It's the S-BAND NORMAL POWER D2,_ HIGH switch, and put

it to LOW.

03 22 23 CM]° Okay, that's done. Stand by for the Doppler.

CC-H Okay.

CMP A is 6-1/2, B is 2, C is 11, and D is 12.

03 22 45 CC-H Okay, Vance. Thanks very much. Let me talk to you
a little bit about the water situation. The waste

tank has got a lot - a good bit of water in it,

but the potable tank is about half full, so we'd like

you to put the POTABLE TANK INLET valve to OPEN. And
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you kind of have your choice tonight on the SEC02_ARY

COOLANT LOOP. We have sufficient water, and it's -

to - for you to either run %he loop all night, and
let it automatically cycle on and off, or if you'd

like to secure the loop before you Co to bed, you
can do that, And in either - -

CMP Dick, we'd like to run it.

CC-H Okay. That's fine with us. And so we'll just assume

that the loop is going to be running all night. And - -

CMP And we'll - close the potable - -

03 23 31 CC-H No - no, open the potable tar_. We want - it's only

about half full. If we didn't open the tank - potable

tank, we'd have to do a water dump. We don't want to
do that.

CMP Okay, I'd lost track of what position it was in.

CC-H Okay, it's - we want it OPEN.

CMP Right. And we still have to do the LiOH changeout
and set the vent valves.

03 24 O0 CC-H Roger. And - EECOM says mhat any time that it's con-

venient, you can go ahead and open the POTABLE TAD[_
valve now, and leave it OPEN. And that's all the

things on my list except - with the :checking on the
LiOH canister, and that kind of thing. And we still

have about 10 minutes here at the ATS, so I'm standing
by.

CMP Okay.

CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

03 28 17 C_K° Okay, Dick. We got your POTABLE INLET valve to 0P_,

and we've changed out the LiOH, so maybe EEC_d can
see that on his instrumentation there.

CC-H Okay, thanks a lot. Saved me a call, because he was -

wanted me to make sure you got the POTABLE ZNLE?_ 0PEN_

because if you - if you hadn't; we'd have had to wake

you up probably at some point and bug you.
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CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 2 minutes to LOS ATS.

Goldstone at 207 plus 32. See you there.

03 33 13 ACDR Ail righty. Thank you.

03 53 58 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Goldstone for 2-1/2 minutes.

ACDR Roger, Dick.

CC-H Roger.

DMP Hey, Dick. You with us?

CC-H Yes, sir. Go ahead.

DMP Okay. We Just saw what we think is a possible vol-

cano. I don't know if you got any operating there
or not, but it was about 207 - was it 18 or 197

207:19:20 - a very large - kind of a mushroom-type

thunderstorm-looking thing with a large stream of

gray-brown smoke going downstream, mixed with white.

Ail that I could interpret it to be would be a volcano.

If not, it was certainly a - a horrendous oil fire.

Can anybody track that one for us?

CC-H Okay. We'll - we'll correlate that time and see if
we can check it out.

DMP Thank you.

03 55 23 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS. We're

going to make this the last call of the - of the

evening, so it's -we've certainly enjoyed working

with you here on ASTP, and we'll see you guys when

you get back to Houston. So everybody say, "Good night,
Dick."

ACDR Good night, Dick.

DMP Good night, Dick.

CMP Good night, Dick.

CC-H Good night.

CMP Good night, Silver Team.

ACDR Yeah. Thanks a lot for all your help. It was Just
tremendous.
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CC-H Roger. We really enjoyed it. We'll see you guys

when you get home. Have a nice splashdown.

ACDR Ali righty. It's been a real ball.

CMP Thank you.

DMP Thank you.

ACDR Thank you guys again for the help.

03 55 51 CC-H ...

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-T0-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Loud and clear. Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Roger. One thing wetre discussing up here, Dick,

can we use Myrtle now, or do we have to, because of

the Doppler, store the urine? (krer.

CC-H Stand by 1. I'll check. Hang on.

MCC-H I don't think - -

04 24 11 CC-H Incidentally, while I'm getting a - an answer for

you guys, it turns out that that latitude and longitude

that - when Deke reported the possible volcano, was

directly overhead the Aleutian Islands, and we're doing

to be checking it out overnight. But that - that's

more likely exactly what you saw.

ACDR Okay. Real good.

0h 25 07 CC-H Tom, Houston. No problem using Myrtle. Help your-
self.

ACDR Okay. Real - real good. Thank you.

CC-H Okay. Good night.

ACDR Night. Thank you, Dick.

DMP Hey, Dick. Just out of curiosity_ does - does any-

body know that thing is r_lning up there, or is
that what it is?

CC-H Well, Deke, we haven't confi_ed it for sure. Our -

we - we do know that there are some volcanoes up

there, and the latitude and ±ongitude that corresponded

to your time was directly ever the Aleutian chain.

So we're _aessing that's what it is, and we're

going to check it out overnight and get a straight

answer for sure. And so, Bo or Crip, whoever is in

here in the morning, will - will have the word for

you. I'm sure that's what it is, though.

DMP Okay. No big deal. We're just curious.
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CC-H Roger.

DMP Thank you. Good night.

04 25 59 CC-H Roger. Good night.

CMP Houston, how do you read on the intercom - I mean,
on squawk box?

CC-H Z read you loud and clear.

04 26 40 CMP Okay. Thank you.

ENZ, OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROUI_ VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

12 22 57 CC-H (Music: "Redneck Mother" by Jerry Jeff Walker.)

12 26 54 CC-H Good morning, gents. Party's over. Time to come
home.

ACDR You really know how to wake somebody up, don't you?

CC-H I figured that'd do it.

CC-H Amber Team sitting here ready to monitor your activities

today while you're coming back.

CC-H Incidentally, while you guys are getting the sleep

rubbed out of your eyes and getting started, the Flight

Plan called out for you to start syncing your timer and

so forth. We haven't got shat loaded in there yet, _d

not planning on doing it until we get to Orroral about

37 minutes from now. And we'll give you a call then,
before we do that.

CMP Okay, Crip.

12 29 05 CC-H Okay. We're about a minute from LOS here at Madrid.

And after you guys get this P20 option 5 and so forth

out of the road, at about 216:30 on your clock, you

should be able to get us at - through the ATS.

END OF TAPE
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A3TP AIR-TO-GROU_D VOICE TRDi_SCRIPTION

13 O_ 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S at Orroral. Have you
for about 4 minutes.

DMP Okay, Crip.

CC-H Okay. If we could - down on panel 230 - get the UP

TELEMETRY switch to DIRECT, please. And also, if

we could have ACCEPT, we'll give you a state vector

and also change our time over for PET.

13 04 46 DMP Okay. You got all those.

CC-H Could - did you get a time hack on when you started

battery Bravo on charge?

CC-H Or at least approximate.

DMP Stand by a sec. See if I can backtrack it.

13 05 06 DMP Oh, about 10 minutes ago, probably.

CC-H Okay. Thanks a lot, Deke.

CC-H Okay. And whenever you can get it, we've got our

command in; you can take the L_ TELemETRY switch on
230 back to UP TELemETRY - center position.

CC-H And whenever you guys can get to it, we recom_end

going ahead and closing the POTABLE TAI_ INLET valve.

And we're not going to do the scheduled water d_amp

we've got coming up at about 93:30 on yo_r PET.

13 06 11 D_P Okay.

CC-H Okay. We're about - a little less than a _ainute

from LOS, and our next station contact is going to

be Quito, and that's about 28 minutes away. We've

got CMC clock loaded with PET, and you can go ahead

and synchronize your mission timer whenever you get
a chance.

CMP Okay, Crip. We'll synchronize. See you soon.
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CC-H Okay. ?law about reverifying on yo'J_ NOUN 78's for

this P20 option 5. It doesn't look quite right far
us here on this attitude.

13 09 15 CMP Ail right, Crip.

CC-R Those look good.

CY_P Yeah, it does. Kind of looks funny so uss we - -

CC-H Okay.

CMP - - can't figture it out, either.

13 09 23 CC-H No problem. We'll talk to you about it at Quivo.

lB 37 41 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S Quito for 3 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. AOS Quito. We have you for 2 min-
utes. How do you read?

ACDR Roger, Crip. Read you loud and clea_. How me?

CC-H Okay. Read you the same, Tom. We ha_ - did a little
bit of investigating after my call regarding the

NOUN 78's on that last time. _=nd we haa an error in

the Flight Plan, there. And i need to get regisver

3 on NOUN 78 changed if I could, please.

ACDR Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. We need to change register B o_ I;0UI,_78 _o
a VERB 23 EICfER to get it to plus 22814.

13 39 03 ACDR Okay. Register 3. 22814.

CC-E Okay. Amd that's going to put it more vhan 10 de-

grees in error. So you're going to have to initiate

the maneuver with a VERB 58 ENTER.

ACDR Roger.

13 39 52 CC-H Okay. We're abo_t 30 seconds from LOS, here. _md

we'll pick you up at the ATS when you get it locked

up at - should be about 6 minutes after.

ACDR Okay.
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13 40 13 ACDR Okay. We got register 3 set, Crip.

CC-H I'm sorry. Say again?

13 40 20 ACDR Roger. We have register 3 on the NO_ 78 set.

CC-H Roger.

13 40 4] ACDR And we are maneuvering.

]3 _ 40 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We have you with the ATS. About

52 minutes.

ACDR Roger, Crip.

CC-H When you gents get all squared away up there - i'll

be glad to read you some news.

ACDR Go ahead. Zt's a good time.

CC-H Okay. Your press conference actually ended up

making up quite a bit of news yesterday. And I
had a few items that sort of came out of that. One

entitled - headlined, "Apollo Era to End in Splash.

The Apollo astronauts, who have made history in the

first manned international space flight, will become

the links between the past mhd the future when their

spacecraft splashes down _nursday. Brigadier General

Thomas P. Stafford, Vance D. Brand, and Donald K.

'Deke' Slayton are scheduled to end the Apollo era

some LB0 miles west of Honolulu at 4:18 p.m. central

daylight time." And, here's one entitled, "Deke Can

Fly Again." I'm sure you'd be glad to hear that,

Deke. "_erica's oldest astronaut will get another

chance to fly in space. Donald K. 'Deke' Siayton
will be offered a job of directing the horizontal

flight test of the revolutionary Space Shuttle rocket

plane in the spring of 1977, Johnson Space Center

director Christopher Kraft said Wednesday." We also
see that we should ET_TER on that 50 18 we see on

your DSKY. "Slayton also will be considered, [irafz

said, as a pilot for the Shuttle flights beginning
in 1979. Kraft said he plarmed to offer Brand a

management job if he did not want to wait his chance
to become a Shuttle pilot. Kraft said Stafford, an

Air Force Brigadier General, had not made up his mind
whether he - to stay with the National Aeronautics

and Space Ad_linistration, the Air Force, or enter

private industry or politics." And here's one about
our - -
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ACDR (...)

CC-H I'm sorry?

ACDR Thaz last option is sure out. I'll clue you, o1'

buddy[ (Laughter)

13 46 54 CC-H (Laughzer) Okay. Okay. I'll take your word for it.

Here's one from our friends across nhe way. "?wo

Return in Triumph. Moscow. _o Soviet cosmonauzs,

who held an historic meeting in space with three

American astronauts, flew into Moscow in triumph

Wednesday. And Tass said two other Soviet spacemen
would be back to Earth - on Earth soon. Alexey

Leonov, co_nander of the So;?uz 19 flight, which

linked up with the U.S. Apollo last week, telephoned
Soviet experts and asked 'How are things with Stafford?'

Before flying to Moscow from the Baykonur Cosmodrome

in central Asia. Leonov, newly promoted to Major

General of the Red Air Force, was told, 'Everything

is all right with Apollo's commander, Thomas _.

Stafford, and his two colleagues.'" Probably some

of the best news is what the weather is out in your

recovery site today. It looks supergood out there.

Nice Hawaii-type weather. It's - temperature is

around 30 degrees. It's 1803 feet, scattered. Wind
is coming out of the east az about iL5 knots, and the

wave heights are about h feet. So everything looks

supergood out there for you_

13 48 06 DMP That sounds great.

DMP It you'd like a report from us, we're prepared to

give it to you.

CC-H We would love to have a report from you this morning,
Deke.

13 48 51 DMP Okay., that most important of all rei:orts, coming
down to you - the old daily status.

CC-H Standing by with bated breath.

D_P Okay. The AC, breakfast: no coffe_, replaced it

with tea - ,Dh,okay, and B is scrat._:hcoffee, and

add a cocoa. C, scratch shortbreads, and add a tea.

And the PRD reading, next page: !l(]lJ_;7 good, no
medication, and a full tank of water. Okay, on the

CP, if you're ready to copy.
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13 49 57 SC-ti Yes, sir; keep it coming.

D_P Okay, he got everything and add a jerky for A, add

a tea to B, and add a salmon to C.

CC-}[ Sounds like he's getting hung_.

DrvP Starving. Okay, the PRD is 483ik. That's probslsly

why. The radiation uses a lot of calories.

CC-H Rog. (Laughter)

DMP He had 7 hours of good sleep, no P.edication, and

about 80 seconds of water.

CNP Feel good in spite of all that radiation.

13 50 26 CC-H (Laughter) I suspected you did, Vance. You had a

pretty smile on the press conference all day yesterday.

CMP Funny thing, though, lost all _Py hair in 1 week;
can't -_derstand it.

CC-H (Laughter) Well, it - it's nov catching, is it?

CMP Hope not.

DMP No, but nobody up here could catch it.

CC-}i (Laughter )

D}_[P Okay, and the DP: A, no changes; B, add a cheese,

a strawberry, and a tea; and C, no changes. PRD

is 61012, and about 5 hours of good sleep, and I

miss my old bedroom since you guys turned it into

a Doppler target.

CC-I{ Sorry about that.

13 51 1.0 N{P And about 50 sips of water. /end that's about the
size of her.

CC-H Supergood. Got all that copied down here. Some

time, kind of at your - kind of at your convenience

today, there are a few minor items regarding the

F,nt_l Checklist we probably ought to walk through

and talk abo_t. We can do that whenever you g_s

feel lika you want - want to and got the time.
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DMP Yeah, we could do it after a while, I _ess.

CC-H Yeah, I was certain - -

D_O I'm not quite ready for it - -

CC-H We - we got lots of time today_ no rush at all.

DMP Okay.

DMP Crip, anybody got any word yet on our Aleutian Volcano?

13 54 08 CC-H You get me completely at a blank, here. Let me

see if I can get an update on that. :Zey, we're talk-

ing about your - your little bedroom that we spun

away yesterday. Well, i'd like to le: you know that

we still - showing that we got a good, solid lock on

that. And incidentally, if somebody has an oppor-

tunity today, we would be interested :in getting

another reading off that Doppler recorder just to

see whether it still looks like it's adYancing properly.

13 5_ 32 D_ Okay, we'll give you that here shortly,.

D_ Yeah, we spotted what I'm quite sure _s a volcano

last night there, Crip, just before we went to _ed,

and they plotted it about off the Y_eutians. Only

one - other one Z ever saw, I was 'mnderneath it, so,

I'm having a _ough time evaluating from this range.

CC-H Okay, we'll - I guess that I missem that in my hand-

over from Bo this morning. I'll - we'll go back and

get some word on it for you.

1] 55 32 ACDR Okay, Crip. Reel A is reading 4; reel B is reading
1-1/2. Over.

CC-H Okay. And I take it C and D haven't moved.

ACDR That's affirmative. C and D are still 1i and 12.

CC-H Okay; real fine. Thank you very much. Appreciate

that, Tom.

13 57 09 CC-H Incidentally, I mentioned it earlier, but i_ll

repeat it again to make sure. We do not want to

perform this waste-water dump for ent_F that's
called out at about 27 on the Flight Plan.
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13 57 21 C_ Rog. Copied that.

ih 01 26 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Coming up in yo_ _ Flight Plan

there, there is an RCS propellant configuration

that switches you from PSM to quads. We've already

made that configuration change earlier, so that one

is not necessary. However, there are a couple of

configuration changes that are - not changes so much

as valve throwings, that we'd like vo - to do to make

sure we're in a good position for the rest of the

day. If somebody Vs available, we can just kind of
to do those in real time.

C_ Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. We'd recommend that you go ahead and OPEN the
SERVICE MODULE RCS PSM HiELI_ valve, and veriI_y that

the SM RCS PS!4 MANIFOLD ISOLATION valve is 0P_.

That's just in case we need the PSM later.

14 02 10 C_ Okay. I verified a gr_v talkback on the MANIFOLD
ISOLATION, and the PSM _LiL7_ is coming OPEN now.

CC-H Okay; fine. We'd also like you to hit all four of
the SM RCS SECO2_ARY PROPELiJ_T _JEL PRESSL_E valve

switches to the OPEN position just in case they

might have got burr_pea. Since we really can't see
those.

114 02 31 Cr,_ Got them.

CC-H Vez7 fine. That's all we need you for, Vance. Thank

you. That's all we need you for right now.

CMP Okay. And we're still in ACCEPT. Can we go to BLOCK?

CC-H I'm sorry.

CI,P ...

14 02 41_ CC-H Yes, sir_ you can.

C?,_ Okay.

CC-I{ Incidentally, Vance, a little hit later there, on

thav P20 option 5 we got coming up, tNere's another
one of those mods to give us the new attitude that

you g_:_s like. On your NOL2[ 78 for R2, we want 6000
instead of 9000.
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CMl> Rog. Understand the standar_ load.

CC-H Also_ a little bit further dowr_ there, we call for

Deke to _o ahead and oper - operate the SIM bay ex-

periments: ×-ray_ helium glow, and ?L_I. And what

we're going to do is request that you don't do it

there, but rather wait until we get ATS coverage a

little bit later so that we see them when they're

operating. And we'll call that to you in real time.

CMP Okay. What's the time of tha_ one?

CC-H That's at about 94:08, somewhere along zhere.

CMP Okay. I'll look it up. Star.d by.

iL 04 49 CMP Okay, Crip. I - I guess then what ycu want is, at
94:08 or whatever it is, take the three bottom items,

which are X-ray ops, HeG ops, and EIR_ ops, just, say,
later.

iL 05 07 CC-H That's what Z want. And I'll call you when we get

locked up on the ATS.

IL 15 50 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

AGDR Okay, Crip. Do me a favor and check with the photo

people. For the fireball photograp?_ the only DAC

cam- mag we have left is an internal one. It's

CI01. And ask him what is the settings - the lens

settings and ever_hing to use that f¢;r fireball

photography. I_ve got the f-25 lens a_d mhe right-

angle mirror out. So it's CM/DM interior fi_m we're

going to use in shooting out the window. So if you

get us some settings, I'd appreciate it.

14 16 20 CC-H Okay. I'm holding them here, and they're - just

including that in with the - with the items that -

when we ran through the Entry Checklist, we can put
them in there.

12 16 31 ACDR Sounds good. Thank you.

lh 26 45 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the AC: Tom, when you get m_

opportunity, I'd like to give you a fe_ words regard-

ing this upcoming vis ohs pass.
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ACDR Okay, I'm ready.

CC-H Okay. Nothing really - I don't think you have to

copy down. You might want to make some notations

someplace though. At about 94:36, we'd appreciate

it if you could give us - get down a - record a

colorwheel reading on what color the water is -

looks to you at that particular point. And also,

north of the Caribbean islands, just a couple of

minutes later about 94:38, we expect you to pass

over a developing tropical storm. It'll be about

the latitude of Cape Kennedy, directly under the

groundtrack scan. So if you could - try to get

some stereophotos. If you've got any fica left,

you can use the camera settings for - that are noted
down for site 3 Bravo.

ACDR Okay, real good. And the - at what time is it to

look for the tropical storm?

CC-H About 94:38.

14 27 51 ACDR Okay. 36 for the color of water at 94:36 and 38 is

the tropical storm.

CC-H That's affirm. And incidentally, the whole vis obs

team is - like to give you several "atta-boys" for

the performance you guys have been doing on this

vis obs stuff. You've been doing a super job, and

they can't wait to hear your efforts recorded on the

VTR and also to see the photos when you get them back.

ACDR Okay, good. We're trying like mad. The only thing

that's gotten to us - there's just been so many ciouas

up here that - that its gotten to us occasionally.

CC-H Yeah; understand, it's - it's something you have to

live with, but your - your effort's really been great.
You can - it's obvious to us down here.

CMP Okay, thank you.

ACDR Thank you, and tell "hi" to Farouk and all his tea_
then.
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14 28 56 ACDR Okay, Crip. And I'm going to be maneuverin_ to -his
vis obs attitude. Will this D.%_ be - %his low-rave

DAP be plenty of time to get us over tu that new

attitude? Over. If I m_neuver by 9h:127

CC-H If you maneuver as called out %here, that should

give you plenty of time. Before you do that maneu-

ver, we would appreciate it if you c_uld give us -
give us PO0, though, so that we can make a look at

some computer information that we don't get while

we're in P20, just to make sure we're all good -

squared away for this - today's activivies.

ACDR Ail right. Sure will.

CC-H And for the DP: if - Deke, if you'r._ still listen-

ing. We're - we still have not been alle to get

any confirmation regarding that volcano report you

gave us last night. We're still looking inno i%.

ih 30 29 ACDR Okay. He's off the headset, hut i'll tell him.

CC-H Zkay. Thank you, Tom.

lh 30 52 CC-H Tom, for your information, that maneuver time is

about 4-1/2 minutes. Shouldn't be _Ly sweat.

Ih 31 O0 ACDR Real good. Thank you, Crip.

E_YD OF TAPE
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ih 31 55 ACDR Hey, Crip. I have a question.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Was it Phil Shaffer that selected that wake-up music
this morning?

CC-H Negative. Negative. That was compliments of your

Flight Director Frank Littieton and your CAP COM_I.

ACDR Okay. Thank you.

CC-H Although I'm sure that Phil and Don Puddy would

highly approve of it.

CC-H For the AC, Tom, if you could go ahead, or whoever's

close to the DSKY, and can give us PO0 right now.

We'll take a look at the - that computer do_nlink.

ACDR And you have PO0.

CC-H Ail right. Let's look at it a few minutes and we'll

turn it back to you.

CC-H Okay; we've got all the information we need, and you

can go ahead and take it back. ANd if you want to,

you're clear to go ahead _d press oh with your P2©
option 5.

ih 35 59 ACDR Roger. Thank you.

C_ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Okay. We're getting ready to lose you and going to

have you at Quito at - Oh, we'll have you here at

0rroral for a few minutes, but go ahead.

C_v_ Crip. Do you have any updates on the times for the

mapping pass 135, 1367

CC-H Don't believe 135 is a mapping. Ar_ let - and we'll

get one for you for 136 - 136 a little bit later.

Right now we show no update for them.

C_ Okay.
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Ih 36 !19 CC-H We're going to lose you briefly here_ ar,d I shouli

pick you up - we may go straight, thrcugh. I'm going

to get \_F through Orroral.

14 38 00 CC-H Okay. We've handed over and we're ba_k with you

through Orroral Valley.

C_'_ ... maneuver to the ...

CC-H I'm sor_j, you were - you were unreadable. Say again.

CMP Roger. We're starting - we are starting the _aneu-

vet fcr Earth observation ...

CC-H Copy.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. On the Doppler shutdown coming up. Do you

w_nt to give us a call on that on a syecific time,

or do I do it just at the 9h of say 127

CC-}t You've already started this maneuver, and that is

cutting us off all our data, sc you may go ahea_

and perform it now.

CC-}{ Apo!lo_ Houston. We're about - about a minute

from LOS and we'll see you _gain at Quite in

28 minutes at 94:32.

ih 41 lB C_'P Cheerio.

15 10 57 CC-H Apollo, Housvon. AOS Quito for ] minutes.

ACDR Okay, Crip. And we just shot vhe Oala]:agos.

CC-H Roger. Any turtles down there?

ACDR Only big ones.

CC-H Roger.

CC-H And, for whoewer's going to set up the high gain

this time, pitch is modified slightly fram what

we've got in the book. It should be _ssu_ a minus _,

instead of the 15 we have there. So, pitch of

minus 8, yaw of 322.
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ACDR Roger. Pitch of minus 8.

15 12 22 CC-H We're going to drop out, here, in about a minute,

before we pick you up on the ATS.

15 14 32 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're talking at you through the ATS.

ACDR Roger. Coming up over Jamaica.

CC-H I'm sorry. I'm talking at you through MILA, not
ATS.

ACDR Hey, Crip. We're on top of a tropical storm,

right now.

CC-H Very good.

C_ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

C?_ Are we over the area where you reported there might

be a tropical storm?

_5 17 38 CC-H That's affirm. You sho'lld be just about in that

position.

C_ Okay. It doesn't seem to cover so much area, but

it does have a rather swelling appearance. I don't

see an eye. But I can see where an eye would be.

CC-H Okay. I think that it's Just developing, yet. i

don't even believe it's to the area where they're

- they're calling it a storm, yet.

C_ Roger.

D_ It looks just like the bunches of a thunderstorm

patches we've seen aro_nd the Pacific area the last
couple of days.

CC-H Copy.

15 22 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston. _en somebody has an opportunity,

we would like to go ahead and activate the SIM bay

experiments now; X-ray obs, helium glow obs, and

EUV obs. And for EUV we would like to use DEI_ECTOR I,
vice 2.
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/,.CDN Ckay.

iMP ,3k ay.

15 9o .55 C_.[P Okay. Understand the three .'%a ".... o_ c_.._rL:.eh_, he!i_m glow,

X-ray, and F,UV DETECTOR 1 for Rf_/ _.'_ 'I1 .... t

her right up.

CC-H Okay. Th_nks a lot, Vance.

C['_P Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

15 25 01 C_: Let's see. · guess we had .h_ LC%.iz._-="_

OFF, on this. You need that ::n too, dot 't you?

CC-}! Thatfx affirm, i should have reminded 2,ou of tka%.

We turned it off last night, sc that - we do need

that on.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If somebody's go% a momen%_ z

like {o - like to bend your ear about one item.

ACDR Go ahead.

C3-H Okay. We've iiscovered that the ._,_ '_= _ that - c_Lr

friends were to use when they were over in the com-

memd module, a_mely CI09, 10, i1, and 12, were not

asparently returned in the Soyuz. ",:_m._, -_onsequently,
we think the -- -

¢??,_ Yeah, we - we - -

C('-H I'm sorPf.

D_.P Yeah, ,{e k_ow that. We kncw t!at. );e 6_t th_x _.

ACDR And they're stowed in B-5, right row.

CC-H Okay, if there's amy chance at _=ll on 5h'-t film,

that we've got: - that we want ko Fass _u_ quick

to get developed, we would sertainly like to be

able to pass those out also. Do - dc i!routhink

that's possible?
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15 26 51 DMAP Sure, we'll Just put them in the same bag with the

quick-release stuff.

CC-H That'd be great.

ACDR Yeah. You can tell the recovery people, we're going

to have - Crip - about three bags, three or four

bags of quick-release stuff. So we'll hand it to
them as soon as we open the hatch.

CC-H Okay, super.

DMP And, Crip, we still owe you a 02 fuel cell purge,

but we're holding on that until we get through this

daylight pass.

CC-H Okay. Our friendly EECOM down here has been - been

noticing that - that we hadn't done it, and it is

not required. So that - you can forget it.

DMP Oh. Well, that's nice of you. Thank you. We thought iv
was more time-critical to get some film. We only

get one chance at that.

CC-H Roger that.

15 28 56 CMP EECOM's real easy today, I guess.

CC-H Oh, yeah. He - just likes to know where things are,
though. So he appreciates knowing that we didn't
do it.

CMP Right.

ACDR Sounds like we've but - budgeted this hydrogen

pretty - pretty good, didn't we?

CC-H Yeah. Apparently, we're right on the line.

CC-H Incidentally, Tom, since I had you on the line there,

might - might as well tell you that due to that

problem we've had on your OBS the other day, that

we're requesting that you use that spare set of leads
and electrodes that we've got in the medical kit

over in - B-13.
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ACDR All righty, hike I said_ since tha-'s --he mos%

important message of the day_ ! hope later on we

have a minor one, like the ret-_afirc pad.

CC-H Roger that.

C_? ireland really is green.

CC-H Really is what?

15 31 10 C_,P Say, Ireland really is green.

CC-H How's the percentage that - does mos': cf _he worl;

look green up there? Or _noss of is - well, i knew
most of it's _lue.

CFr Not as green as it looks on the grots_d, generally.

CC-H Rog.

Db[P But Ireland is really supergreen. We g'_t a couple
of pictures of that, and we'ze over %he south end

of England here, now.

ACDR Yeah, England - was looking _neat, e×cept it _ust
h_s these broken clouds all over ira. l:at's its

probi em.

('C-H Rog. Obs normal.

AJDR Yeah. Crip, you can tell the 3_C ana all o.:_ gccc
friends in E_land hello for us.

CC-}{ Roger_ i'm sure they'll al)pre'_iatethat gree_ing.

Df? Yeah. We're sitting high over London a< present.

C:dP Unfortunazely, quite a bit of ':lc_d c(ver e,zer Er_gland.

CC-H Roger.

ACOR Okay, Crip. We can see the Zu:Lier Zea __'ua and

clear hei*e, bit unfortunately, there':: soil! some
cloud cover.

CC-H Roger.
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15 h8 5_ CC-H Apollo, Houston. We have somebody available zo

throw a couple of switches for us on 230, involving

the X-ray experiment and a little engineering test

we're running?

C_,_ Stand by 1, Crip.

CC-H Okay. No rush.

C_ Okay. Go ahead, Crip. We've got somebody down
there now.

CC-H Okay, Vance. What we need is to take the X-RAY
HIGH VOLTAGE PO_gER switch to OFF mnd_ then the

BACKUP PURGE switch to - to OFF, which is momentary,

there. And what we're doing is - we're - we're re-

pressurizing the detector in the X-ray uriit. We

just toox a look at it with - It bled down, which

is what we had you do yesterday, to see if we could

get that high voltage from - to quit discharging

on. Now we're going to pressurize it and take a

look at it again.

15 50 01 Cr_ Okay. So, we'll go HIGH VOLTAGE, OFF, and we'll

take the BACKUP PURGE switch and hit it momentarily
to OFF.

CC-H Okay. And after a couple of minutes I'm going to

be requesting that you Zurn the HiGH VOLTAGE back

ON. But we want to delay on that until we get -

get pressurized.

C_,_P Okay.

15 52 _4 CC-H Apol]o, Houston. If somebody can turn the X-RAY

HiGH VOLTAGE POWER to i for us now, we'd appreciate
it.

CMP Okay.

C_ And, Crip. We'll go into P20 here, for maneuver to

mapping attitude, if - okay to yom.

CC-H Okay. No problems with that. We potentially may
lose you or have an early LOS with that mmneuver.

If we do, we'll see you again at MILA in about 52
minutes. I did want to - -
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CI_[P Okay. Well shot's the reason - that's the reason

I was calling you. If you wazLt to keep us in chis

attitude - for any reason, why -reccver any data

or anything, why - we can stay here awhile.

CC-H Okay. _t_y don't we hold up o:: it, ,_usc a !ivtie biz.

And if Deke's handy, I can bend his ear about cne

item coming up on vis ohs her_:.

CMP Okay. We'll get him on a headset.

15 55 33 D_,[P Okay, Crip. I'm on the air here. Dc you have a

message for me?

CC-H Okay. What we wanted to tell you was the - we _po

some ships collecting some da'_a on this 5 Alfa,

which - that you're going to -ce coming across nexv
time, and we'd like you to - -

,D_ Okay.

CC-H - - attempt to get a colorwhe,,?imessing of the coastal

water that'!i be visible from ,- and k:,pefully ouc _f -

they'll be visible out of CM-3, and they'll be between

the Hississippi delta and the Gulf Coast around :{o-:_ile.

Just, in that general area there.

D_,P Okay.

CC_H That's at arour_d 96:07 thai th'_t- that'!l be

coming up.

15 56 17 M,EP Rcg. Thank y3u.

END OF T/kSE
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16 O1 16 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We have adequate amount of data

at this time, and you're - go ahead _o proceed on

your P20 option 5.

ACDR Okay, Crip. Copy that. Thank you.

16 04 27 CC-H Okay. We're getting close to losing you, and we'll
see you at MILA in about 22 minutes. That's at

96:08.

ACDR Okay, Crip. Thank you. We're progressing normally
here, I thiri.

CC-H Very good. Somewhere during that next ATS pass, we

can talk a little bit about changes to the Entry

Checklist, and they're not really changes so much as

notations and that kind of thing. And we'll also try

to get you a pad there.

16 04 55 ACDR Okay; very good. Thank you.

16 45 30 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through MILA. I've got

you for 6 minutes.

ACDR Okay.

16 52 28 CC-H Apollo, Houston, i guess, for Vance. If you're run-

ning thaw mapping pass there, we might as well go

ahead and not terminate the mapping camera on the

time and just go ahead and let i% run to completion.

We have plenty of film.

C_.'P Okay. We - we won't cut it off in between there.

CC-H Okay.

D_._ And we just crossed good ole _oovhbay again, and,

as usual, it's under clouds here from our angle.

Got some beautiful pictures, however, of the Cape
Cod area.

CC-f[ Very good.

[)MI_ And we did ge% some color prints, or measurements,
between the - Iiow Orleans and Mobile there.
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CC-H Great.

DMP Get back to you in a little hit.

16 53 34 CC-H Okay; fine.

16 55 53 ACDR Okay, griz. i think !'1i go ahead ant set B}I&C i,

ON a couple of minutes early.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If someboly is available, we 6c5

another little special test we were going to run

doll on 230. This time on the hell'mm _icw instr_zv_ent.

Just need a couple of switches zhere.

ACDR Okay. i'm do._m here, Crip. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay, Tom. _at I need is, under the RELIC< GL%i;

under HELIL_ INHIBIT switch, I want first to select

DETECTOR !, and then DETECTOR 2, and then tack zc

center. And after you do that, we wanl ts CLOSE

the HELIL$_ GLO_ COVER. And whav we're doing is

we're going to take data with the cover closed, and

that way it'll give us some gooff baekgro_mnd informa-
tion on the instrmment itself.

ACDR Okay. I'm going here to detac_:ent - [iETECTOR i.

!6 57 hp ACDR _RK it.

ACDR Now back to 2.

16 57 45 ACDR MARK it.

16 57 h8 ACDR And now een_er. And I'll CLOSE the HELRE{ GL,R,/
COVER.

CC-H Very good. Okeydoke.

CC-H Incidentally, for your information, tha_ _itvle %est

we had run earlier on the X-ray ins_r_en_ allowed

us 5o isolate that the problem was wizhix the de-
tecvor itself and not in the - in the e_ectronies.

ACDR Okay; good.
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CC-H Which is good engineering data for future experiments.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. At your convenience during this

pass - and we've got about h5 minutes of it - i would

like to kind of walk through the Entry Checklist and

note a couple of items to you_ and also give you your

preliminary pads. And there's no rush on tha_ at all.

C_&P Okay.

ACDR We'll do it in Just a minute.

C_ Yeah. Let us get finished with this Earth obs.

CC-H Yeah, we've got plenty of time for you to - yeah,

we got plenty of time for you to finish up the Earth

obs pass and do it after that.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. if we can go ahead and have ACCEPT,

we'll load your entry REFS_,_T.

17 00 10 ACDR You got it, Crip.

17 02 37 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For your information, we have com-

pleted the REFS_T load. You maM as well go ahead

and stay in ACCEPT, because after we complete the

P52's 3 and 1, we'll be loading state vectors.

ACDR Roger. i understand.

17 !0 39 ACDR BMAG coming 0ii.

CC-H Say again.

17 23 52 CC-H Okay. We copied that P52.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Vance, if you'd like to go ahead

and do your option 1 now, to get it ou_ of %he road,

then we can go ahead and upload your - uplink your
state vector.

Cb_ Okay. Did you see it all? I ,_ust got back on cor-m.

CC-H That's affirmative. We got it all.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If somebody's available we wanv

to try out something a little Lit different with the

EUV. We'd like to go ahead and close vhe cover with
it still - still on. Down on 230.
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROU_ VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

!7 30 05 CC-H Okay. We see you're back to PO0 now, and we'll go

ahead and get squared away and give you a PSM state

vector and your target loads.

CMl° Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay, Vance. And we've got another - about another

13 minutes left in this ATS pass and if - if it's

convenient sometime, we would like to go through
the Entry Checklist with you and also give you pads.

We had thought we were going to lose this Vanguard

pass scheduled a little bit later, but we do have it

also, if we need to get anything there.

CMP Okay. We'll dig out the entry book.

CC-H Okeydoke.

CMP Incidentally, one interesting thing about the LiOH

changeout is the canisters in }5-6, of course, are

behind an apron, which is behind the cryo freezer;

that kind of makes it - only that changeout - a big
deal.

CC-H Roger that. Understand.

17 33 18 CMP Right. Okay, Crip. Ready to copy your changes.

Page, please?

CC-H Okay. If you got the book there handy, the first

thing is not really a change, but jusv a comment on

page 1-3. We are, of course, operating on secondary

evap now, so that's totally unnecessary; however,
one thing there, we'll be using the secondary evap,

of course, to - for steam pressure on the 90K
indication. This - -

CMP Okay. We - we have to be in SECOndARY to get that
indication.

CC-H That's affirm.

CMP I mean, we have to be monitoring that.
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CC-H Yeah, theue'_ no real reason necessar,- to %e VRI}t_v

as called out on the thing, I guess.

CMP R ight.

CC-H Okay. The other thi_qg ix ,.-npage _-_. %3 update

your - settings for _he fireball phot:;graphy -

17 34 20 CMP Gc ahead.

CC-H Ckay, the only change we need is that Ti1 should be

T22, and we w_nt to change '£rc_.iL/50Cth ]o !/lO00th.

0therwise_. it's as written.

C_P ,Oka'r. Tll should be .!/_ - i'm s.)rrv, '21 ant _/''_a_
chsnges to T22 ahi i/1O00th.

C?-H Th:_s i_ _-o:ci'ect. __qe other small notation is %ha_,

aver on she right-hand side there under final stowage

Jheckl[ss, i_ has on about the ° "r _

"GLYCOL i._ RA!)iA'20R oEo0I.TDYl,_ valve to }YPASS" and

_'iOR,_ now, scto veri:_y it. it is in ~' _ T we will have

to ,go ;o BYPASS. So the verif' is not ap>lieable
af-_er ail.

CPi° Copy. Ri 6ht.

CC-R Okay - and why don't we f!iz o:i over st L/2-1 - and

le_ r:tej _st n_ke a com_nent her,). You isn't have to

write _ve_in_z_..,_ _}?_T.; ]'r;,....... going ::o talk a 7_t+i_ hit.

You kn(w we'd;: s_;ill got that 12DU fai]ei indication

gi',e y;_'4a. faLlsu'} indiuatN)n. _.';efeel that's the

wa}' we'd like to go ahead and leave it for entry.

An thc only items that we'.{[ i'ke O-GU '_:onote is

that if' we dil have a CDU prob2 mi and cur - when 7su

6o[ dc-_r!to about ,05g at minus ..__ninu_es and ys,_

%ispzay, ii' it had not advanced so the s_. _.

ether vords, it. was stol! 06 22, _:;()_sar. _o enead and

_5sloai your NDbl( 20's with a .o _ a%_itu(.e_ ar._dtha%'il

allow everyhkin,s t.o progress nc-v;.ally.

17 26 03 (2_,_ Okay. ? _ _-i J ._ [Jn_e r .... :n_ that

CC-H Okay. I1! ;he other CDU fail.ufos you sin also detect

by your n.:rmal nsnitoring of yo_r ball versus the be_.a

angle conur,ande,d on the DSJCf.
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CMP Right. The - I guess what you're s_ing is we won't

get the alarm if we had a real problem, and the way

to detect it is either by looking at the ball or

seeing that we don't get the NOUN 22 at the proper

time, and then you get into the action.

CC-H That is affirmative. And any yaw CPU failures will

be - come up with a NO AY_f and GIMBAL LOCK warning

lights, as normal.

17 36 42 C_ Right. If that happens, we're on GDC ..., probably.

CC-H That's affirm. Okay. One - I'd like to slip over

to page 3-1 and give you a backup _o a backup here.
Down at the indic - note on the lower left-hand corner

of the page, at 23-t/2K where it talks about cabin

pressure increasing and what to do if it's not,

about going CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF valve to Db$_.

That - that duct is, you know the one also that your

evaporator's been out of, and there is some potential_

although small, that some ice could have ended up
forming in the CABIN PRESSUR_ RELIEF valve such that

even going to DUMP would not work. if that should

be the case, the - the thing to do is to have Tom
there in the center couch, or whoever can reach it

easier, just to take the side half - hatch CABIN

PRESSURE DUMID valve and open it up at - about

800K. I'm sorry; open _t to - yeah, go _head and do

it there at 23-1/2K if the thing's not coming up and

your CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF valve going DUTY1m does

not help. That's a backup step to the backup. Okay - -

C_P Understand. I - I presu_.e that that the heat of

entry would help our duct situation, but - but - we

got that noted.

CC-H I'm confident _v would, Vance, but it just makes

everybody dowm here feel all nice and comfortable if

we've covered every - every angle we can think of.

tf perchance you did have to open the thing, we'd

want you to close it again at 800 feet.

CMP Roger. Good idea.

CC-H Okay. And if you'd flip over to the completion

charts, we'll talk abouv one other item, please, on 4-1.
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19 38 56 CMP Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. Currently, with the amol_nt of S?S we have

available to us in our quads, we do net have a full

four-quad completion capability. If cur SPS

deita-V to go is greater than L69 fee_; per second,

we're going to go around. In other words_ if we

had an SPS failure, and we stol! had a delta-V

of greater than 169, we'd go ahead sm_c.go arounC

the six revs. If it's less than or equal to 1692

we can go ahead and complete per the chart here.

And what we want you to do is to draw a _erticai line

up from the bottom, starting aT. 169, and just make

a little notation to _he right of that that you'd

go around if you were in that part_culmr case. To

the left of it, we could comp!otc okay. We have

RCS capability _o - for 191 feet per second; tha_s

where vhat line comes out in - on yo_ _raph there.

._nd if any of that's not clear, Z wanv to discuss

it with you.

17 _0 10 C_,(P Okay, _¢eil, to - throw it back _t you. _?e ha_e 191

RC_ - feet per second - RCS capabi!ity_ slightly

lower vhan na_al, not much. ,'e'd go arozund if -

weli_ if we had to do a completion, an_[ if to-go

was greater than 169 - stand b[£. Okay_ and the to-go

was greater than 169, we'd go around a:_d if it's

leas than, we'd complete. Veer clear.

CC-H Okay. Real fine and - Starxt by i. Yet.h, and of

course_ it's cb¥ious to you_ tl:_t if you don'_ g_t

ignition on yzur SPS, that _e will go :_round in

that case since we don_ have a full f:ur-quad capa-

bi] ity.

17 hl 03 CB_ That's right.

CC-H Okay, that's all Z had, and yo_ guys can go amour,d

getting all your little ditties out of the road -

getting your OBSs on and all that sort of thing -
and get squared away. We're in gnod s?:a_e.

C_ Okay. Most of us have them on hut we've been moving

around so much, we've been off comm arid off biomed

a good hit of the time.

CC-H I am about a couple of - about ready to lose you on

the ATS here, _nd what i'd like zo do is mo get the
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pads to you when we - when we get to Var_uard, and

that's about 9 minutes away.

CMP Okay. We'll be waiting, happily, for your pads.

CC-H Okay, fine. And we've completed our loads and you

can go ahead and go back to BLOCK; the DSKY's yours.

17 41 48 CMP Okay. BLOCK.

CMP And, Crip, are you still there?

CC-H That's affirm.

CMP Okay, and we'll finish now the rest of the SM experi-
ment deactivation.

CC-H I'm sorry, I couldn't get that.

MCC-H ... deactivates.

CC-H Oh, deactivate the experiment. That's affirm.

Experiments has gotten all the data he can think to

get out of it.

C_ Okay, and you still want to leave the PO¥_R switch

ON on the EL_ until further notice, huh?

CC-H Negative. You can go ahead and do a complete

powerdown at this time.

Cb_ Okay, very good.

17 50 21 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through the Vanguard

and when somebody has a chance to dig out the Entry

Checklist, 1-6, we can give you some pads.

CMP Ready to copy.

CC-H Okay. Also, we're ready to go ahead and terminave

the charge on battery Bravo if Deke can get to that.

And starting with your SPS deorbit burn pad: NOU_
33 - 100:00:00.00; would you believe that? Minus

189.2, all balls, plus 017.4; all balls, 180, all

balls; 171.9; 00:07; 086.0; plus 11.1; 25067; minus

0.19, minus 0.78; B3, 05h.8, 29.3; 14/_. Readback,
please.
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CMP Okay. Preliminary SPS deorbit burn pad: 100:00:00.00;

minus 189.2, plus all - all zips, plus 017.4; all

zips, 180, all zips; 171.9; 00:07; 086.0; plus 11.1;

25067; minus 0.19, minus 0.78; 33, 054.8, 29.3; 14/4.

CC-H That's a good readback, Vance, and if you want to go

to 1-7 now, we'll give you your preliminary entry pad.

17 52 35 CMP Okay. We're going to really have a l_ght bird on
this entry, aren't we?

CC-H Roger.

CMP Go.

CC-H Okay. Starting off with the area. It's 138-4 Golf;

right 045; 046; plus 22.00, minus 163.00; 1637.1,

25752; 26:25; 27:51, minus 0444.7; 307/051, 33:42;

27:24, 32:34, 36:27, 37:14. Readback, please.

C_ Okay. Readback of preliminary entry pad. 138-46;

right 045; 046; plus 22.00, minus 163.00; 1637.1,

25752; 26:25; 27:51, minus 0444.7; 307/051, 33:42;

29:24, 32:34, 36:27, 37:14.

CC-H Okay. A couple of corrections on that. It's not -

not going to make a lot of difference to you, but

the area is four Golf vice - 46. On your - time for

BBO, it's 27:24 vice 29:24.

CMP Bight. Couldn't read my own _riting. Okay. Go

ahead with any remarks.

CC-H Okay. 0nly remark is pitch for rolling entry is

065 degrees.

CMP Copy.

CC-H Okay. Fine. And we're about to go over the hill;
we'll see you in 19 minutes at Goldstone. That's at

97:37, and we'll pick up our logic sequencer checks
there.

17 55 11 CMP Okay. We'll be ready.

18 14 25 CC-H Apollo_ Houston. We are AOS at Goldstone for 3

minutes. And when we get locked up on data, we will
be ready for the logic sequencer check.
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ACDR Okay. Stand by.

ACDR Let us know if you got the data.

CC-H I'm sorry. Say again?

ACDR Are you locked up now, Crip?

ACDR Are you locked up, Crip?

CC-H We're ready. You can proceed on.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Okay - -

ACDR Okay, coming on - next one's SEQL_CE LOGIC, 1 and

2, coming on and up.

18 15 48 ACDR Okay, the SECS LOGIC are on and up.

CC-H Roger. Stand by 1.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. That looks good. We're GO for

PYRO ARM, as required.

ACDR Roger.

CMP Okay.

CC-H Okay, and I kind of led you guys astray, awhile ago,

on getting the SIM bay experiments down. We were

supposed to be deactivating them, and I think we just
did a normal powerdown. And I've got two switches I

need to get thrown at - in that panel to get it

squared away.

ACDR Okay. Just a minute, Crip.

CC-H Okay. No rush.

ACDR Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay, Tom. What I need is the EXPERIMZNT COVERS
ARM/SAFE switch placed to SAFE, and the X-RAY LOW
VOLTAGE PO_ to OFF.

18 16 59 ACDR Okay. AP_4 switch is SAFE. X-RAY LOW VOLTAGE PO_R, OFF.
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CC-H Okay. That's a good deal. We're all in - all squared

a-_ay no_. One item - I guess we need for - for entry

postflight photos is - verification that we did get
our ZFF taken on time - the last one.

CMP Verification of what?

CC-H That we did get the ZFF photos, our favorite fungi,

taken back there at about - oh, 93:50 on the DET.
Somewhere in that order,

ACDR It was on time.

18 17 33 CC-H Okay, fine. Thank you.

ACDR As usual, Crip. As usual.

CC-H Oh, Roger. Didn't expect any difference. We're

going over the hill; we'll see you at Newfoundland in
about 7 minutes.

ACDR Okay. And I got the pyro battery check at Madrid.

Thank you.

18 17 _4 CC-H Roger.

18 26 12 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS Newfoundland. And, with

the ATS, we should have you about 50 minutes.

ACDR Roger.

18 31 _3 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Understand you gave me a call awhile

ago. It didn't get here. Say again.

ACDR I just wanted to check if we were locked up on ATS. Over.

CC-H We are locked up on ATS. Sounds like we got our echo

here. Let - let us get that squared away.

ACDR Okay.

18 31 59 CC-H Okay. We're all with you - squared away now.

18 36 27 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.
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ACDR Okay, we're still kind of getting a snack here and

eating, and - I didn't know if you want to get that

pyro battery check right on time or wait a couple of
minutes. Over.

CC-H It's kind of your option; whenever you get it out of
the road, we'd Just like to hear the results of it.

Also, when you finish it up, we'd like to hear your -

your SCS drift check.

18 36 58 ACDR Stand by.

18 39 58 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Okay, the pyro battery check is done. And battery
C is on the line.

CC-H Very good.

ACDF Okay, Crip, ready to copy our BMAG check.

CC-H That's affirm. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. NOUN 20: roll, 002.54; pitch, 175.34; yaw,

357.74; thu_bwheels 002.6, 175.2, 357.8. And that

was for a period of 42 minutes, so it looks like we

have a great GDC. Over.

CC-H Very good. And your platform is also stupendous.

As they - we've been telling you all through the mission.

ACDR Roger. We should be able to put her right on the

target.

CC-H Roger that.

ACDR Might tell the skipper of the New Orleans if he'll be
there_ we'll be there.

CC-H We'll set up the rendezvous.

]8 43 44 ACDR Roger.

]_ 49 0_ CMP Houston, Apollo.
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CC-H We're looking at it, Vance.

CMP Okay. And if you've got those copied, I'll torque
at 98:11:30.

CC-H Do it.

18 5_ 28 ACDR Hello, Houston.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Apollo.

ACDR Yeah, I was just looking way ahead on this seconaaPj

water activation since we're already boiling and

everything. It ways SECONDARY COOLAI_ LOOP, AC2;
wetve got it on AC1 now. You want us to switch
it? Over.

CC-H That'll be fine, Tom; you can leave it there. }md,

I guess, one little item here. In going through
it, we have verified that the ELECTROPHORESIS COOLING

valve is in BYPASS; is that correct?

ACDR I Just jumped ahead on it: I'll get back to that.

l_t 55 01 CC-H Okay; no sweat.

E?_ OF TAPE
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19 02 06 ACDR Crip, a review one more time again - Hold it -

okay, we've got it written do_n; never mind.

19 02 11 CC-H Okay, fine.

19 13 26 CC-H Okay, guys, we're about 2-1/2 minutes from losing

you on the ATS here; everything's looking supergood

with your GDC and your platform and so forth. If

you completed your EMS checks, we'd be glad to get
that, and the only other item that we haven't seen

cleaned up is that LiOH canister change which we didn't

see earlier; we haven't seen that effect on our PPC02.

ACDR Yeah, that was changed on - in fact - ahead of time.

CC-H Okay, Tom.

C_ Tom changed that out.

CC-H Okay, fine. We had gotten that last one from you,
Vance, and we didn't - didn't think it had been

changed yet. That's fine.

19 1_ 15 CC-H And, incidentally, we've picked up a little bit here,
we're going to have - have Orroral in about 3 minutes.

We've also got a Vanguard pass this time that we'll -

we're going to pick up.

19 18 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're with you on VHF through Orroral.

CMP Roger.

CC-H Rog. Don't anticipate too good a comm this time,
and we'll have you at Vanguard in about 3 minutes.

19 19 43 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Our EMS checks out good for entry.

19 19 50 CC-H Very good.

19 21 29 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through the Vanguard;

have you for 7 minutes on a freebie pass.
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ACDR How about that. Say, tell the troops at the Vanguard

thanks a lot for all their help and steaming around

out there. It's really great to be over them.

CC-H Rog. They've done a super job - and they're currently

enroute to go over and support the Viking Program..

i[9 22 05 ACDR And the E_ - _S entry test went good. As Vance

told you, we're on the delta-V test.

CC-H Roger that. Thank you.

19 22 19 ACDR And that is in perfect condition.

CC-H Everything's going super. Even down here in the MOCR,

we're squared away; we've got our _wo dozen roses from

Cindy Diane like she's been sending all through the

Apollo program so - we're GO.

ACDR Sounds great.

CC-H The weather out there at you_ recovery point is still

super, also. It's, once more, 1800 scattered, 10
miles vis, winds out of the east about 15 knots with

wave heights 4 feet, may even be less - looks like

they're declining a little bit. Should have a super

landing.

ACDR Roger. Thank you.

CC-H And a little reminder, of course, you know the _ew

Orleans is the recovery ship; your two helos out there

will be Recovery and Swim.

ACDR Recovery and Swim. Roger.

ACDR And we reverified that the 6-165 ELECTROPHORESIS

COOLING valve was in BYPASS.

CC-H Okay, Make our EECOM down here feel much more
comfortable.

19 26 42 C_._ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

19 26 46 CMP RSI alinement checks out good, and no RCS - CM ECS

preheat required.
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CC-H Very good.

19 27 _2 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're a little over a minute from

LOS at Vanguard, and our next station contact will

be Goldstone in 19 minutes; that's at 99:09. Your

preliminary pads are GO; we will not have a pad update

for you there. The only thing we'll be needing is

ACCEPT when we become A0S and we'll give you a state
vector update.

CMP Okay. Understand - understand, the preliminary pad -

19 28 08 CC-H That's affirm; they're GO.

19 47 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS Goldstone - 4 minutes.

CMP Roger, Crip. Coming right up over the San Joaquin

Valley. Loud and clear.

CC-H Roger. Beautiful place. Hey, could - if we could go

ahead and have ACCEPT, we'll send you a state vector.

19 47 46 ACDR You got ACCEPT, Crip.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Our state vector load is complete;

you can go back to BLOCK. We're about a minute and

a half from LOS; have you again in Newfoundland in
7-1/2 minutes.

CM3 Okay. Do you want to activate the RCS over Newfoundland
or ATS?

CC-H Oh, if you can hold up until we get ATS, we've got
data on there - we don't have data for the Newfoundland -

we'd appreciate it.

19 50 05 ACDR Okay.

19 59 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're talking at you through the

ATS, and we'll have you %until you turn it off.

ACDR Sounds good, Crip. How do you read?

CC-}[ Loud and clear.

ACDR Ali right.
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ACDR Okay, we're getting strapped in.

CC-t{ Okay, Tom. T_F.nenever you all get all squared away,

we've - got {;ood data here, aa'iyou can go ahead and

proceed on wfith the CM RCS activation.

ACDR Roger. We'll aevi,_ratethe CH RCS.

20 O0 21 ACDR SECS I,OGIC, on and up.

CC-H And we're GO for PYRO ARM.

20 O0 30 ACBR Roger. GO, PYRO ARi..!.

ACDR Okay, 3_ 2_ 1-

20 00 48 ACDR biARK it. Got a nice bar.g. Ar,,_ both rings are stabi-

lized. You're probably reading iv our. N_mber 1

looks like about 36 plus, going back ua - and number
2 is stabilized at 36.

CC-N Okay, all looks super here aisc, Eom.

CC-H Apo!lo_ Houston. We just got a little _racking

data that will allow us to get your state vector in

better shape than we did it at Goldstone. So if we

could have ACCEPT before you go into P30, we'll go

ehead and update that once more, tweak i%.

20 01 96 C_E' YFm gev iT,.

C[_-}'[ Apollo, I{oustcn. Our state vector base complete_

you man go back to BLOCK.

20 04 09 ACDR RoE_er. Going back to BLOCK.

ACDR Okay, Crip, if you're ready, we might as well go

ahead ana ge% a couple minutes ahead oF the g__v_e.

Want tc pick up on the checklis5 at 99 plus 30;

we'll cycle CM2 MODE switch FREE and AUTO aha do 5he -
recheck the VERB hS.

20 Oh 1_7 CC-}! Press on.

20 10 11 ACDR Houston, Apollo. We have Ar_tares in _!.e sextanv.

90 10 14 ('C-ti Copy that. Good star eheck_ thank Sou.
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20 21 51 ACDR Okay, Crip. Looks like everything's all completed;

we're going to SPS the bank entry cue card now. Over.

CC-H Roger. Sounds good.

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Roger. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay, Crip. Everything's up - in great shape up

here. The only thing we're concerned about is that

you've got all your splashdown parties coordinated.
Over.

CC-H Well, I've been working on that; I'm not sure we

got it all straightened out, but we're doing our best.

ACDR Okay. I'm sure it's going to be a task.

CC-H Well_ Flight claims he's got it straightened out, so

maybe we can square me away as soon as we get you
burned.

ACDR Okay, sounds good (laughter.)

CC-H Everything's looking spiffy here, too - all in good

shape. In fact, it's so calm., we're not - we feel
underworked.

ACDR This makes up for some of those long hours.

CC-H Rog.

20 24 19 D_ Would you have your comm and electrical expert

explain to me why BAT BUS B's 31-1/2 volts?

CC-H EECOM will take a look at it.

D_ Okay. I got one that's 31-1/2 and one that's 36-1/2;
that doesn't seem quite normal.

CC-H Okay. It's Bravo you're reading at 31-1/2; is that
correct?

ACDR That's right - I'm sorry, it's Ylfa that's 31-1/2;
Bravo's 36-1/2.

CC-H CoDy that.
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20 25 24 CC-H Deke, the reason for that is that Aifa's at about 5

amphere - hours out of it, and we just finished

charging up Bravo, so that's the reason it's higher.

DMP Okay, fine. Thank you. You sure there's some

logical reason?

CC-H Well, at least you gave EECOM here something to look at.

DMP I hope I didn't tear him away from his coffee.

CC-H He managed to keep one hand on it at all times.

20 25 55 CMP Are all of Ed's antennas under contro2?

CC-H Promise they're in good shape. We got - we got Ed

sitting in the back seat right now.

CMP He's just going to watch this one, huh?

20 26 14 CC-H Rog.

20 28 19 CMP Crip, you've had a lot of practice on these entries,
haven't you?

CC-Ii Well, we're - we're getting a little bit, but afraid
not nearly as much as you've had.

CC-H The only reason for that is, Vance, we've - because

I like to smoke the cigars.

20 28 56 C_ That's the way.

E_ OF TAPE
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20 32 20 CMP We're showing four good gimbals.

CC-H Roger.

20 32 3_ CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're all GO here for your deorbit
burn.

CMP Okay, Crip. Very good. So are we.

20 39 09 CC-H Copied that.

ACDR Looks like a real nice little perigee.

CC-H Roger.

20 39 38 ACDR Minus 18:40 EMS.

CC-H Roger.

CC-H Is that 18:02, Tom?

20 42 47 ACDR Okay, Crip, we're GO for your shutdown on the ATS.
Over.

CC-H And you're GO to go ahead and do that, and we'll have

you in about 7 minutes at ARIA - correction, 0rroral.

ACDR Sounds good.

20 43 02 MS See you later.

20 49 49 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through Orroral, on VRT.

20 51 0_ CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS Orroral; have you for a
couple of minutes.

CC-H And, Apollo, be advised that we have nega - no pad
updates for you.

20 51 30 DMP How are you reading us, Crip?

CC-H Loud and clear, how me?

DMP Okay. You guys got data down there now?
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CC-H That's affirm. We've got a few minutes coming
across 0rroral here.

20 51 39 DMP Okay. How about telling them to take a look at our

pyro batteries. I'm showing a amp oscillation.

About a minus 2 to plus 2, I don't think it's any-

thing, but - I never noticed it before so they might
want to look at them.

CC-H We'll take a look,

20 52 52 CC-H Tom - correction, Deke, would you clarify that you're

talking about your pyro bus amps?

DMP That's affirm - pyro. And they should nominally be

reading zero - -

CC-H Rog.

DMP - - but they're just oscillating there, and I'm

assuming that's the instrumentation thing, but -

CC-H That - that's affirmative. They're all safe; there's

no problem with them at all.

DMP Okay.

CC-H Okay, we're about to go over the h_ll here at 0rroral,
and we should have you after blackout through ARIA.

20 53 21 DMZ Roger.

21 11 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Talking at you through ARIA.

DMP ... 610.

CC-H I could hear you, that was it.

ACDR The computer is steering it righm out, Crip.

CC-H Rog, Tom. You're - you're breaking up and unread-
able at this time.

DMP ..., Crip.

21 12 02 ACDR ... backed off *** baby's steering it right out.

21 13 38 ACDR Okay, altimeter's coming off the peg.
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CC-H Roger.

21 13 41 ACDR 0.9 of a mile miss distance; key in VERB.

CC-H Copy that.

21 13 4_ ACDR Oh, pardon me, 0.7_ this baby is right on. 45K.

CC-H Okay. It's all looking good here; we got data and

we got - got you in radar contact at the ship.

21 1_ 10 CC-H Okay, Apollo. You're looking super here. You're

coming up on your main time and - on drogue time,

rather, and - so, see you tomorrow - or the day after
tomorrow.

21 14 35 CC-H They've got you on TV.

21 15 00 ACDR Coming down at 11 000.

21 16 01 REC *** and my position is 025 degrees. I am on the

New Orleans, 169 degree radial, 7.5 nautical miles.

NEW New Orleans; Roger. Out.

REC Apollo, Recovery. Over.

REC Apollo, this is Recovery broadcasting in the blind.

Switching to Astro voice, secondary.

21 16 50 ACDR Coming through *** feet.

REC Apollo, this is Recovery broadcasting in the blind.

No reception on Astro voice secondary, but we have

you in sight visually; you have three good chutes
at this time.

21 17 11 ACDR Roger.

REC New Orleans, Recovery's latest bearing is 025 degrees.

I am on New Orleans 150 degree radial, 5.5 nautical
miles.

NE_ New Orleans, Roger. Out. And we have a good picture.
Over.

REC This is Recovery; Roger.
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21 17 42 SWLM New Orleans, this is Swim. I have a beacon bearing
200; I'm on 020 at 13.

NEW New Orleans, Roger. Out.

REC And Swim has a tally on the eo_and module.

21 18 05 ACDR Okay. Passing 600.

21 18 27 REC CONTACT.

END OF TR_SCRIPTION
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